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Coming into force - -     1st September 2010 

 
The Secretary of State for Children, Schools and Families makes these Regulations in exercise of the 
powers conferred by sections 9, 12 and 24 of,and Schedule 3 to, the Superannuation Act 1972(1). 
 
The Secretary of State has consulted the persons referred to in section 9(5) of that Act. 
 
In accordance with sections 9(1) and 24(1) of that Act, these Regulations are made with the consent of 
the Treasury(2). 

 
 
PART 1 
  
Preliminary 
 
Citation and commencement 
 
1.   
 
These Regulations may be cited as the Teachers’ Pensions Regulations 2010 and come 
into force on 1st September 2010. 
 
Interpretation 
 
2.— 
 
(1) Schedule 1 contains a glossary of expressions. 
 
(2) In these Regulations, unless the context otherwise requires, an expression listed in the 
left-hand column of Schedule 1 has the meaning in, or the meaning contained in the 
provision referred to in, the corresponding entry in the right-hand column. 
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Meaning of “employer” in certain cases 
 
3.— 
 
(1) Where a teacher is employed by the governing body of a school maintained by a local 
authority, that authority is, for the purposes of these Regulations, treated as the employer 
of the teacher. 
 
(2) But for the purpose of paragraph 2(2) of Schedule 4 (contributions for additional 
pensions) such a governing body is also treated as the employer of  
such a teacher. 
 
Meaning of “further employment” 
 
4.— 
 
(1) A person (P) who re-enters pensionable employment after a retirement pension falling 
within paragraph (2) or a short-service serious ill-health grant  
becomes payable enters “further employment” for the purpose of these Regulations. 
 
(2) A retirement pension falls within this paragraph if— 
 
(a) on the pension becoming payable, P had no reckonable service other than reckonable 
service previously used to calculate a benefit (including the  
pension), and  
 
(b) the pension is not an ill-health pension.  
 
(3) Paragraph (2)(b) does not apply if at the time when P enters the employment 
mentioned in paragraph (1)— 
 
(a) where P is a pre-2007 entrant, P is at least 60, or  
 
(b) where P is a person with mixed service or a 2007 or later entrant, P is at least 65.  
 
PART 2 
 
Pensionable employment 
 
Meaning of “pensionable employment” 
 
5.   
 
In these Regulations a reference to “pensionable employment” includes— 
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(a) in relation to employment before 1st November 1988, a reference to employment in 
reckonable service as defined in TSR 1976 or previous provisions;  
 
(b) in relation to employment on or after 1st November 1988 and before 1st September 
2010, a reference to pensionable employment as defined in Part B of TPR 1997 or Part B 
of TSR 1988. 
 
Pensionable employment: general 
 
6.— 
 
(1) An employment in a capacity mentioned in Part 1 of Schedule 2 is pensionable 

employment. 
 
(1A) In this regulation— 
 

(a) paragraphs (2) and (3) apply to a person’s employment before the automatic 
enrolment date in relation to that person in respect of that employment; and 
 
(b) paragraphs (2A) and (3A) apply to a person’s employment on or after the 
automatic enrolment date in relation to that person in respect of that employment. (SI 2270 
2012) 
 
(2) An employment in a capacity mentioned in Part 2 of Schedule 2 is pensionable 
employment if the person in the employment makes an election under regulation 10 
(election for employment to be pensionable) by reason of falling within paragraph (2)(b) of 
that regulation, in respect of that employment. 
 
(2A) A person’s employment in a capacity mentioned in Part 2 of Schedule 2 is 
pensionable employment if either— 
 
(a) an election made under regulation 10 (election for employment to be pensionable) 
has effect before the automatic enrolment date; or 
 
(b) the employer enrols the person into the Scheme in relation to that employment, and 
no election under regulation 9 (election for employment not to be pensionable) has 
effect. (SI 2270 2012) 
 
(3) An employment in a capacity mentioned in Part 3 of Schedule 2 is pensionable 
employment if— 
 
(a) the person in the employment makes an election under regulation 10 (election for 
employment to be pensionable) by reason of falling within paragraph (2)(b)  
of that regulation, in respect of that employment, and  
 
(b) the person’s employer consents to the election being made.  
 

http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2012/2270/pdfs/uksi_20122270_en.pdf
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2012/2270/pdfs/uksi_20122270_en.pdf
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2012/2270/pdfs/uksi_20122270_en.pdf
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(3A) A person’s employment in a capacity mentioned in Part 3 of Schedule 2 is 
pensionable employment if either— 
 
(a) an election made under regulation 10 (election for employment to be pensionable) 
has effect before the automatic enrolment date; or 
 
(b) the employer enrols the person into the Scheme in relation to that employment, and 
no election under regulation 9 (election for employment not to be pensionable) has 
effect. (SI 2270 2012) 
 
 
(4) Where a person who made an election under regulation B1A(4) of TPR 1997 (provision 
for certain organisers) remains employed as an organiser— 
 
(a) by a local authority, or  
 
(b) by a function provider in connection with the performance of a function or service in 
respect of which the function provider is accepted in accordance with regulation 14 
(accepted function providers) to undertake the same, or substantially the same, functions 
as the person was undertaking immediately before the date of the election under either the 
same contract of employment or a contract of employment which has effect by virtue of 
regulation 4 of the Transfer of Undertakings (Protection of Employment) Regulations 
2006(3), that employment is pensionable employment. 
 
(5) A person who immediately before 1st September 2010 was in employment (“the first 
employment”) which was pensionable employment under regulation B2 of TPR 1997 
(continuing employment) is in pensionable employment while employed— 
 
(a) in the first employment, or  
 
(b) in employment which is in continuation of the first employment.  
 
(6) This regulation is subject to regulation 7 (employment not pensionable: general) and 
regulation 8 (employment not pensionable: contributions not paid). 
 
Employment not pensionable: general 
 
7.— 
 
(1) A person is not in pensionable employment— 
 
(a) before the person has reached the age of 18 16 (SI 2270 2012), or  
 
(b) after the person has reached the age of 75.  
 

http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2012/2270/pdfs/uksi_20122270_en.pdf
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2012/2270/pdfs/uksi_20122270_en.pdf
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(2) An employment is not pensionable employment unless the person (P) in that 
employment is entitled to be paid— 
 
(a) P’s salary in full, or  
 
(b) where P is on sick leave or on adoption, maternity, parental or paternity or additional 
paternity (SI 614 2011) leave, not less than half P’s salary, or  
 
(c) statutory adoption, maternity or paternity pay or additional statutory paternity pay. (SI 
614 2011) 
 
(3) A person who makes an election under regulation 9 (election for employment not to be 
pensionable) is not in pensionable employment while the election has effect. The 
employment of a person who makes an election under regulation 9 (election for 
employment not to be pensionable) in respect of that employment is not pensionable while 
the election has effect. (SI 2270 2012) 
 
(4) Where a person with a financial interest in an accepted school is in employment as a 
teacher in that school, that employment is not pensionable  
employment. 
 
(5) For the purpose of paragraph (4) a “financial interest” does not include the right to 
receive a salary. 
 
(6) Where a person who immediately before 1st September 2010 was in part-time 
employment which was not pensionable by virtue of regulation B1(4) of TPR 1997 
continues in the same employment, that employment is not pensionable employment. 
 
(7) But paragraph (6) ceases to apply if the person makes an election under regulation 10 
(election for employment to be pensionable) by reason of falling within paragraph (2)(c) of 
that regulation or enters other employment which is pensionable employment or the 
person’s employer makes arrangements under section 3(2)(automatic enrolment) or 
5(2)(automatic re-enrolment) PA 2008 in respect of that employment. (SI 2270 2012) 
 
(8) Where a person who immediately before 1st September 2010 was in employment 
which was not pensionable by virtue of regulation B1(5A) of TPR 1997 continues in the 
same employment, that employment is not pensionable employment. 
 
(9) But paragraph (8) ceases to apply if the person makes an election under regulation 
10(1) (election for employment to be pensionable) by reason of falling within paragraph 
(2)(d) of that regulation or enters pensionable employment or the person’s employer makes 
arrangements under section 3(2)(automatic enrolment) or 5(2)(automatic re-enrolment) PA 
2008 in respect of that employment. (SI 2270 2012) 
 
(10) A person— 
 

http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2011/614/pdfs/uksi_20110614_en.pdf
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2011/614/pdfs/uksi_20110614_en.pdf
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2011/614/pdfs/uksi_20110614_en.pdf
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2012/2270/pdfs/uksi_20122270_en.pdf
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2012/2270/pdfs/uksi_20122270_en.pdf
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2012/2270/pdfs/uksi_20122270_en.pdf
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(a) who is in part-time employment in a capacity mentioned in Schedule 2,  
 
(b) to whom a teacher’s pension became payable under regulation E4(6) of TSR 1988 on 
or before 31st March 1997,  
 
(c) to whom the pension remains payable (including a case where the annual rate of the 
pension has been reduced to zero under these Regulations) because the person does not 
fall within regulation 68(2), and  
 
(d) who has not reached the age of 60 is not in pensionable employment. 
 
(11) Where a person is at the same time— 
 
(a) in full-time pensionable employment, and  
 
(b) in part-time employment in a capacity mentioned in Schedule 2 or in part-time 
employment which apart from this paragraph is pensionable by virtue of regulation 6(4) or 
(5), the part-time employment is not pensionable employment. 
 
(12) In these Regulations “excluded employment” means employment which is not 
pensionable employment by virtue of— 
 
(a) paragraph (3);  
 
(b) paragraph (6);  
 
(c) paragraph (8).  
 
Employment not pensionable: contributions not paid 
 
8.— 
 
(1) This regulation applies where— 
 
(a) the Secretary of State makes a demand under regulation 28(5) (deduction by 
employers of contributions, etc. from salary, payment in default and interest)  
in respect of contributions payable under regulation 18 (teachers’ ordinary contributions) 
(“the demand”),  
 
(b) the whole of the sum so demanded together with interest thereon has not been paid to 
the Secretary of State by the end of the period of 3 years beginning on the date on which 
the demand is made,  
 
(c)the Secretary of State decides that this regulation should apply and gives written notice 
to that effect to the person to whom the demand was given, and  
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(d) in a case where any amount has been paid to the Secretary of State in part satisfaction 
of the demand, the Secretary of State repays that amount.  
 
(2) Any period of the (SI 2270 2012) employment to which the contributions referred to in 

paragraph (1)(a) relate is not to be treated as a period of pensionable employment.  
 
 
Election for employment not to be pensionable 
 
9.— 
 
(1) A person may make an election under this regulation by giving written notice to the 
Secretary of State. A person may make an election under this regulation in respect of a 
particular pensionable employment by giving written notice to the employer. (SI 2270 2012) 
 
(2) An election has effect from the first day of the month after the month in which the notice 
is given. 
 
(3) But if the notice is given before or within 3 months after the start of employment in a 
capacity mentioned in Schedule 2, the election has effect from  
the first day of that employment.  But— 
 

(a) if the notice is given within 3 months after the start of employment in a capacity 
mentioned in Schedule 2, the election has effect from the first day of that 
employment; and 
 
(b) if the notice is given within 3 months after the date on which arrangements made 
by the employer under section 3(2) (automatic enrolment) or section 5(2) 
(automatic re-enrolment) of PA 2008 have effect in respect of that employment, 
the election has effect from that date. (SI 2270 2012) 
 
(4) An election ceases to have effect from the date on which an election under regulation 
10 (election for employment to be pensionable) has effect. An election ceases to have 
effect from the earlier of— 
 
(a) the date on which an election under regulation 10 (election for employment to be 
pensionable) has effect; and 
 
(b) the date on which arrangements made by the employer under section 3(2) 
(automatic enrolment) or section 5(2) (automatic re-enrolment) of PA 2008 have 
effect in respect of the employment. (SI 2270 2012) 
 
Election for employment to be pensionable 
 
10.— 
 
(1) A person mentioned in paragraph (2) may make an election under this  

http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2012/2270/pdfs/uksi_20122270_en.pdf
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2012/2270/pdfs/uksi_20122270_en.pdf
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2012/2270/pdfs/uksi_20122270_en.pdf
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2012/2270/pdfs/uksi_20122270_en.pdf
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regulation in respect of a particular employment (SI 2270 2012)  by giving written notice to 
the Secretary of State save that a person mentioned in paragraph (2)(b), (2)(c) 
or (2)(d) may only make an election before the automatic enrolment date in relation to 
that person in respect of that employment. (SI 2270 2012)   
 
 
(2) The persons are— 
 
(a) a person in, or about to enter, employment in a capacity mentioned in Schedule 2 who 
has previously made an election under regulation 9 (election for  
employment not to be pensionable);  
 
(b) a person in, or about to enter, employment in a capacity mentioned in Part 2 or 3 of 
Schedule 2;  
 
(c)a person in part-time employment which is not pensionable by virtue of regulation 7(6);  
 
(d) a person in part- or full-time employment which is not pensionable by virtue of 
regulation 7(8).  
 
(3) An election has effect from the first day of the month after the month in which the notice 
is given. 
 
(4) But where the election is made by a person mentioned in paragraph (2)(a) or (b) who 
gives notice before or within 3 months after the start of employment in  
a capacity mentioned in Schedule 2, the election has effect from the first day of that 
employment. 
 
Backdating elections for employment to be pensionable 
 
11.— 
 
(1) Where— 
 
(a) an election under regulation 10 (election for employment to be pensionable) is made by 
a person in respect of an employment (SI 2270 2012) in a capacity mentioned in Part 2 or 
3 of Schedule 2, in non-pensionable part-time employment or in non-pensionable post-
retirement employment,  
 
(b) (except where the election is made by a person in non-pensionable post-retirement 
employment) at the same time as notice of the election is given the person making the 
election and the person’s employer request that the Secretary of State backdate the 
election (by making a determination in accordance with paragraph (2)(b) or (4)(b)) and the 
Secretary of State agrees to do so,  
 

http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2012/2270/pdfs/uksi_20122270_en.pdf
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2012/2270/pdfs/uksi_20122270_en.pdf
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2012/2270/pdfs/uksi_20122270_en.pdf
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(c) the person making the election and the person’s employer inform the Secretary of State 
that they agree that contributions in accordance with sub-paragraph (d) be paid, and  
 
(d) the sum mentioned in paragraph (8) together with interest at the standard rate is paid to 
the Secretary of State, the person’s relevant employment during the back period is to be 
treated as pensionable employment. 
 
(2) Where the election is made by a person in respect of an  (SI 2270 2012)  employment 
in a capacity mentioned in Part 2 or 3 of Schedule 2— 
 
(a) “relevant employment” means the employment in respect of which the election is made, 
and  
 
(b) the “back period” means the period beginning on a date determined by the Secretary of 
State and ending on the day on which the election  
has effect.  
 
(3) The date determined for the purpose of paragraph (2)(b) must be such that the back 
period does not begin before or during any period of the  
person’s opted-out employment. 
 
(4) Where the election is made by a person in non-pensionable part-time employment— 
 
(a) “relevant employment” means non-pensionable part-time employment, and  
 
(b) the “back period” means the period beginning on a date determined by the Secretary of 
State and ending on the day on which the election has effect. (5) The date determined for 
the purpose of paragraph (4)(b) must be such that the back period does not begin before 
or during— 
 
(a) any period of the person’s opted-out employment, or  
 
(b) any period during which the person was employed in relevant employment by an 
employer who does not join in the request mentioned in paragraph (1)(b) or inform the 
Secretary of State as mentioned in paragraph (1)(c).  
 
(6) Where the election is made by a person in non-pensionable post-retirement 
employment— 
 
(a) “relevant employment” means non-pensionable post-retirement employment, and  
 
(b) the “back period” means the period beginning on a date agreed between the person 
and the person’s employer and ending on the day on which the election has effect.  
 
(7) The date agreed for the purpose of paragraph (6)(b)— 
 

http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2012/2270/pdfs/uksi_20122270_en.pdf
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(a) must not be before 1st April 2000, and  
 
(b) must be such that the back period does not begin before or during—  
 
(i) any period of the person’s opted-out employment, or any period of any of the person’s 
opted-out employments, or (SI 2270 2012)   
 
(ii) any period during which the person was employed in relevant employment by an 
employer who does not inform the Secretary of State as mentioned in paragraph (1)(c).  
 
(8) The sum is a sum equal to the contributions (due from both the person making the 
election and the person’s employer or employers) which would have been payable to the 
Secretary of State if the person’s relevant employment during the back period had been 
pensionable employment. 
 
(9) Where the election is made by a person with mixed service, the person’s relevant 
employment during the back period is to be treated for the purpose of  
these Regulations as occurring after the post-break employment start date. 
 
(10) Where the election is made by a 2007 or later entrant, the person’s relevant 
employment during the back period is to be treated for the purpose of  
these Regulations as occurring after 31st December 2006. 
 
(11) In this regulation— 
 
“non-pensionable part-time employment” means employment which is not pensionable by 
virtue of regulation 7(6); 
 
“non-pensionable post-retirement employment” means employment which is not 
pensionable by virtue of regulation 7(8); 
 
“opted-out employment” means— 
 
(a) employment in a capacity mentioned in Part 1 of Schedule 2 which was not 
pensionable by virtue of an election under regulation 9 (election  
for employment not to be pensionable); 
 
(b) employment in a capacity mentioned in regulation 6(4) or (5) which ceased to be 
pensionable by virtue of an election under regulation 9 (election for employment not to be 
pensionable),and where employment falls within paragraph (a) or (b) and is also— 
(i) employment in a capacity mentioned in Part 2 or 3 of Schedule 2, 
(ii) non-pensionable part-time employment, or 
(iii) non pensionable post-retirement employment,that employment is opted-out 
employment.Election for part-time employment before 1st May 1995 to be pensionable 
 
12.— 

http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2012/2270/pdfs/uksi_20122270_en.pdf
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(1) The employer of a person (P) may, by giving written notice to the Secretary of State, 
elect that a period of P’s employment falling within paragraph (5) is to be pensionable. 
 
(2) The election may relate to— 
 
(a) the whole of the period of employment falling within paragraph (5), or  
 
(b) a part of that period, ending on the day before the original election date, specified in the 
election.  
 
(3) The election must— 
 
(a) be made with the consent of P,  
 
(b) contain a statement by the employer that—  
 
(i) the employment falls within paragraph (5), and  
 
(ii) the condition in paragraph (6) is satisfied.  
 
(4) The election only has effect if— 
 
(a) it is made before 1st September 2012, and  
 
(b) P had, before 1st September 2010, elected that the period of the employment which fell 
after the original election date was to be pensionable.  
 
(5) A period of P’s employment falls within this paragraph if it is part-time employment on 
or after 8th April 1976 and before 1st May 1995— 
 
(a) which was not pensionable employment, and  
 
(b) which would have been pensionable employment if it had been full–time, but  
 
(c) in respect of which P could not have elected (pursuant to regulations under SA 1972) 
for the employment to be pensionable.  
 
(6) The condition in this paragraph is that the election under this regulation is made during 
the employment in question or within 6 months after the end of it. 
 
(7) For the purpose of paragraph (6) where P is employed by the same employer on more 
than one successive contract of employment, the employment with that  
employer is not treated as having ended until the end of any stable employment 
relationship between that employer and P. 
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(8) For the purposes of paragraph (7) in any case where section 26 of the Further and 
Higher Education Act 1992(4) applies to P, the transferor and the further education 
corporation are to be treated as the same employer (and where that section applies to P by 
virtue of an order under section 27 of that Act the transferor further education corporation 
and the transferee further education corporation are to be treated as the same employer). 
 
(9) In paragraphs (10) to (13) “the necessary payment” is an amount determined by the 
Secretary of State, after taking advice from the scheme actuary, as  
representing the employee’s contributions calculated on the basis of the “Public Sector 
Settlement Model” published by the Employment Tribunals Service in May  
2003(5). 
 
(10) An employer making an election is to provide the Secretary of State with  
such information as the Secretary of State may reasonably require to calculate  
the necessary payment. 
 
(11) Where the necessary payment is made to the Secretary of State in accordance with 
paragraph (12), the period of part-time employment specified in the election is to be treated 
as pensionable employment, except where paragraph (14) applies. 
 
(12) The necessary payment is to be made in the manner and at the times  
specified in arrangements agreed between the Secretary of State and P or, in  
default of agreement, determined by the Secretary of State. 
 
(13) Arrangements for making the necessary payment may include— 
 
(a) payment of a lump sum or instalments,  
 
(b) deduction of amounts from P’s retirement lump sum,  
 
(c) payment of additional monthly contributions,  
 
(d) reduction of the retirement pension which would otherwise be payable to P, or  
 
(e) deduction of amounts from interest on P’s retirement lump sum or retirement  
pension.  
 
(14) Where— 
 
(a) the Secretary of State is satisfied (despite the statement by the employer  
referred to in paragraph (3)(b)) that the employment does not fall within  
paragraph (5) or that the condition in paragraph (6) is not satisfied, or  
 
(b)the election does not have effect because paragraph (4)(b) does not apply the  
election is to be treated as an election by P under regulation 10 (election of  
employment to be pensionable) and the conditions in paragraph (1)(a) to (c) of  
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regulation 11 (backdating elections for employment to be pensionable) are to be  
treated as satisfied. 
 
(15) In this regulation “the original election date” means the first date on  
which P could have elected (pursuant to regulations under SA 1972) that the  
employment was to be pensionable. 
 
Accepted schools  
 
13.— 
 
(1) An establishment is an accepted school if— 
 
(a) immediately before 1st September 2010 it was an accepted school under  
regulation B3 of TPR 1997, or (b)the Secretary of State accepts it for the  
purpose of this regulation by giving its proprietor a written notice specifying  
the date on which it becomes an accepted school.  
 
(2) An establishment may be accepted only if— 
 
(a) it is an establishment mentioned in paragraph (3),  
 
(b)its proprietor makes a written application to the Secretary of State, and  
 
(c)a guarantee is provided to the Secretary of State.  
 
(3) The establishments are— 
 
(a) an independent school (in England) registered under section 99 of the  
Education and Skills Act 2008(6) or (in Wales) registered under section 161 of  
EA 2002;  
 
(b) an establishment providing further education constituted by an  
amalgamation of establishments which provided such education of which at least  
one was an accepted school;  
 
(c)a school which is a member of COBISEC and is located in a member State other than 
the United Kingdom;  
 
(d)the establishment which, when teachers were employed there for the purpose of the 
Ministry of Defence, was known as Welbeck, the Defence Sixth Form College.  
 
(4) An establishment, if accepted by the Secretary of State, becomes an accepted school 
from the date agreed between the Secretary of State and its proprietor, which must be the 
first day of a month after that in which the application under paragraph (2)(b) is made, or, if 
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the establishment is one mentioned in paragraph (3)(b), either the first day of such a month 
or the date of the amalgamation referred to in that sub-paragraph. 
 
(5) An establishment accepted by the Secretary of State ceases to be an accepted school 
from the date specified in a written notice given to its proprietor by the Secretary of State. 
 
(6) A notice under paragraph (5) may be given if— 
 
(a) the proprietor of the establishment makes a written application to the  
Secretary of State,  
 
(b) the proprietor fails to comply with any provision of these Regulations or of TSAVCR 
1994,  
 
(c) the establishment ceases to be an establishment mentioned in paragraph (3),  
 
(d) where a guarantee was previously provided to the Secretary of State, either the 
guarantee lapses, or because of a change in circumstances, the Secretary of State 
considers that the guarantee is insufficient, (e)where the proprietor of the establishment is 
an individual or a number of individuals, that individual or one of those individuals is an 
undischarged bankrupt or is the subject of a bankruptcy restrictions order or an interim 
order under Schedule 4A to IA 1986(7), or (f)where the proprietor of the establishment is a 
company—  
 
(i)a proposal for a voluntary arrangement has been made or approved in relation to the 
company under Part 1 of IA 1986,  
 
(ii)an administration application has been made or a notice of intention to appoint an 
administrator has been filed with the court or an administrator has been  
appointed for the company under Schedule B1 to IA 1986(8),  
 
(iii)a receiver, manager or administrative receiver has been appointed for the company 
under Part 3 of IA 1986,  
 
(iv)a winding-up petition has been presented, a winding-up order has been made or a 
resolution for voluntary winding-up has been passed in relation to the company under Part 
4 or 5 of IA 1986, or  
 
(v)notice has been received that the company may be struck off the register of companies 
or an application to strike it off has been made under Part 31 of CA 2006.  
 
(7) The proprietor of an accepted school must immediately give written notice to the 
Secretary of State of any change in proprietor or upon the occurrence of any of the events 
mentioned in paragraph (6)(e) or (f). 
 
(8) In this regulation “guarantee” means a bond, guarantee or indemnity in a  
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form and amount, and provided by a person, approved by the Secretary of State in respect 
of sums due, under these Regulations and TSAVCR 1994, from the  
proprietor and from any other person by whom teachers are employed at the  
establishment. 
 
Accepted function providers 
 
14.— 
 
(1) A function provider is accepted pursuant to this regulation in respect  
of a function or service if the Secretary of State gives it a written notice  
specifying— 
 
(a) that function or service, and the local authority to which the function or  
service relates, and  
 
(b) the date on which it becomes accepted in respect of that function or service, which 
must be a date agreed between the Secretary of State and the function provider.  
 
(2) A function provider may be accepted only if— 
 
(a) it makes a written application to the Secretary of State specifying the  
function or service in respect of which it wishes to be accepted, and  
 
(b) a guarantee is provided to the Secretary of State.  
 
(3) The functions or services in respect of which a function provider may be accepted are— 
 
(a) a function which it performs on behalf of a local authority in accordance  
with a direction under section 497A(4) of EA 1996;  
 
(b)an education function of a local authority which it is nominated to exercise under section 
497A(4A)(9) of EA 1996 or section 15(6) of the Local Government Act 1999(10);  
 
(c)a service which it provides or makes available under a best value arrangement for the 
purposes of, or in connection with, the exercise of an education function of a local 
authority.  
 
(4) A function provider who immediately before 1st September 2010 was accepted under 
regulation B3A of TPR 1997(11) in respect of a function or service is treated as accepted 
pursuant to this regulation in respect of that function or service. 
 
(5) A function provider accepted in accordance with this regulation ceases to be  
so accepted in respect of such functions and services, and from such date, as  
the Secretary of State may specify in a written notice given to the function  
provider by the Secretary of State. 
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(6) A notice under paragraph (5) may be given if— 
 
(a) the function provider makes a written application to the Secretary of State,  
 
(b) the function provider fails to comply with any provision of these Regulations  
or TSAVCR 1994,  
 
(c)where a guarantee was previously provided to the Secretary of State, either the 
guarantee lapses or because of a change in circumstances the Secretary of State 
considers that the guarantee is insufficient,  
 
(d) a proposal for a voluntary arrangement has been made or approved in relation to the 
function provider under Part 1 of IA 1986,  
 
(e) an administration application has been made, a notice of intention to appoint an 
administrator has been filed with the court or an administrator has been appointed for the 
function provider under Schedule B1 to IA 1986,  
 
(f) a receiver, manager or administrative receiver has been appointed for the function 
provider under Part 3 of IA 1986,  
 
(g)a winding-up petition has been presented, a winding-up order has been made or a 
resolution for voluntary winding-up has been passed in relation to the function provider 
under Part 4 or 5 of IA 1986, or (h)notice has been received that the function provider may 
be struck off the register of companies or an application to strike it off has been made 
under Part 31 of CA 2006. (7) A function provider accepted in accordance with this 
regulation must give written notice to the Secretary of immediately upon the occurrence of 
any of the events mentioned in paragraph (6)(d) to (h). 
 
(8) In these regulations “function provider” means a body corporate other than a  
local authority which— 
 
(a) is specified in a direction under section 497A(4) of EA 1996,  
 
(b)is nominated under section 497A(4A) of EA 1996 or section 15 of the Local Government 
Act 1999, or  
 
(c)provides or makes available services under a best value arrangement.  
 
(9) In this regulation— 
 
“best value arrangement” means a contract or other arrangement made with a local 
authority for the provision of, or the making available of, services for the  
purposes of, or in connection with, the exercise of an education function of  
that local authority; 
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“guarantee” means a bond, guarantee or indemnity in a form and amount, and provided by 
a person, approved by the Secretary of State in respect of sums due from the function 
provider under these Regulations and TSAVCR 1994. 
 
PART 3 
 
Contributions 
 
CHAPTER 1 
 
Contributable Salary 
 
Contributable salary 
 
15.— 
 
(1) The contributable salary of a person (T) is the total of— 
 
(a) the amounts mentioned in paragraph (2), if T is a school teacher for the  
purposes of section 122 of EA 2002, or (b)the amounts mentioned in paragraph (3) in any 
other case but (in either case) does not include any amounts mentioned in paragraph (4). 
 
(2) The amounts are— 
 
(a) the amount paid to T by T’s employer in respect of T’s pensionable employment in 
accordance with any pay order;  
 
(b)the amount paid by T’s employer to T in respect of T’s pensionable employment in 
satisfaction of any contractual liability arising out of sick leave or maternity, paternity, 
additional paternity (SI 614 2011), parental or adoption leave;  
 
(c)the amount paid by T’s employer to T in respect of T’s pensionable employment in 
satisfaction of any statutory liability arising out of sick leave or maternity, paternity, 
additional paternity (SI 614 2011), or adoption leave; (d)the amount equal to any part of T’s 
salary which T has given up the right to receive pursuant to a salary sacrifice arrangement.  
 
(3) The amounts are— 
 
(a) the amount of the salary, wages, fees and other payments paid to T for T’s  
own use by T’s employer in respect of T’s pensionable employment;  
 
(b)the amounts mentioned in paragraph (2)(b) to (d);  
 
(c)the amount of any payment made to T—  
 

http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2011/614/pdfs/uksi_20110614_en.pdf
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2011/614/pdfs/uksi_20110614_en.pdf
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(i) where the payment is by way of bonus made as part of a pay settlement which  
applies to all persons, or to all persons of a particular class or description,  
employed at the institution at which T is employed, or 
 
(ii)where the payment is calculated by reference to T’s performance or the performance of 
the institution at which T is employed and is paid pursuant to arrangements under which 
T’s employer (E) makes payments calculated by reference to the performance of E’s 
employees or the performance of the institution.  
 
(4) The amounts are— 
 
(a) any benefit in kind or the money value of such a benefit other than one which  
falls within regulation 16 (contributable salary - residential accommodation);  
 
(b) the amount of any payment by way of bonus other than a payment falling within 
paragraph (3)(c));  
 
(c) the amount of any payment in respect of overtime;  
 
(d) the amount of any payment by way of travelling or expense allowance;  
 
(e) the amount of any payment in consideration for the loss of, or the agreement to give up 
the right to, paid leave under T’s contract of employment;  
 
(f) the amount of any payment in lieu of notice to terminate T’s contract of employment;  
 
(g) the amount of any payment by way of an honorarium;  
 
(h) the amount of any payment in respect of any duties that are not part of T’s duties in T’s 
capacity as a teacher;  
 
(i) if T is employed as mentioned in paragraph 12 of Schedule 2 (teacher in a  
European School), any amount not payable by, or money value of a benefit in kind not 
attributable to, the Secretary of State.  
 
(5) This regulation is subject to regulation 17 (cap on contributable salary). 
 
(6) In this regulation— 
 
“pay order” means an order under section 122 of EA 2002 for the time being in  
force and includes any document referred to in such an order; 
 
“salary sacrifice arrangement” means— 
 
(a) if T is a school teacher for the purposes of section 122 of EA 2002, an arrangement 
specified in any pay order under which T gives up the right to receive part of T’s gross 
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salary in return for T’s employer’s agreement to provide T with benefits in kind as specified 
in the pay order; 
 
(b) in any other case, an arrangement of the type mentioned in sub-paragraph (a) in which 
T’s employer’s agreement is to provide T with benefits in kind of an identical description to 
those specified in any pay order for the time being in force. 
 
Contributable salary - residential accommodation 
 
16.— 
 
(1) In this regulation “residential benefits in kind” means the money value  
of— 
 
(a) any residential accommodation provided to a person (T) in connection with T’s  
employment,  
 
(b) any heat, lighting or water provided free in respect of the  
accommodation, and  
 
(c) any council tax paid on T’s behalf in respect of the  
accommodation.  
 
(2) Residential benefits in kind are also part of T’s contributable salary if the conditions in 
paragraph (4) are met. 
 
(3) But if the total of the money value of the residential benefits in kind  But if the money 
value of the residential accommodation mentioned in paragraph (1)(a)” (SI 673 2012) 
exceeds one sixth of the aggregate of the amounts mentioned in regulation 15(2)  
or, where applicable, regulation 15(3)(a) and (b), the excess is not part of T’s  
contributable salary. 
 
(4) The conditions are— 
 
(a) that T’s employer (E) makes a written application to the Secretary of State,  
within 3 months of the start of the employment or (if later) the first day on  
which the accommodation is provided, for the money value of residential benefits  
in kind to be part of T’s contributable salary,  
 
(b) the Secretary of State is satisfied that it is expedient for residential accommodation to 
be provided to T in connection with T’s employment, and (c)E certifies that E will review the 
value of the residential benefits in kind at the times referred to in paragraph (5) and provide 
written notification to the Secretary of State of the results of the reviews.  
 

http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2012/673/pdfs/uksi_20120673_en.pdf
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(5) The first review must be carried out within 2 years of the start of T’s employment or, if 
later, the first day on which the accommodation is provided, and each subsequent review 
must be carried out within 2 years of the previous review. 
 
(6) Where, pursuant to paragraphs (2) to (5), the money value of residential  
benefits in kind is part of T’s contributable salary, that money value is to be  
treated as having formed part of T’s contributable salary from the date of the  
start of T’s employment or (if later) the first day on which the accommodation  
was provided. 
 
(7) Where the employer does not carry out the necessary reviews in accordance  
with paragraph (5) or notify the Secretary of State of the results of each  
review, the Secretary of State may treat the residential benefits in kind as  
never having been part of T’s contributable salary and, in that event, the  
Secretary of State is to repay to the employer the amount specified in  
paragraph6 (8) together with interest as specified in paragraph (9). 
 
(8) The amount is the difference between— 
 
(a) all contributions referred to in regulation 30(1)(a) and (b) paid by the  
employer during the period when the residential benefits were treated as part of  
T’s contributable salary, and (b)all contributions referred to in regulation 30(1)(a) and  
 
(b) which would have been payable during that period without the residential benefits being 
treated as part of T’s contributable salary less the amount of the tax chargeable on 
contributions of that amount under section 205 of FA 2004. 
 
(9) The interest is interest on the contributions referred to in paragraph (8) at the rate of 3% 
per year, compounded with yearly rests, from the first day of the financial year following 
that in which they were paid to the date of repayment. 
 
(10) This regulation is subject to regulation 17 (cap on contributable salary). 
Cap on contributable salary 
 
17.— 
 
(1) In this regulation a “relevant person” is a person who— 
 
(a) entered pensionable employment after 31st May 1989 with no right to count any period 
before 1st June 1989 as reckonable service and is not a person to whom paragraph (2) or 
(3) applies,  
 
(b) was in pensionable employment immediately before 1st April 2008,  
 
(c) has not made an election under regulation C1A(2)(12) of TPR 1997 (removal of the cap 
on contributable salary), and (d)is not a person to whom regulation C1(8) of TPR 1997 has 
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ceased to apply because the person began a new employment (see regulation C1A(5) of 
TPR 1997) or because the person’s contract of employment was varied (see regulation 
C1A(8) of TPR 1997).  
 
(2) This paragraph applies to a person who was in pensionable employment before 1st 
June 1989 and who resumed pensionable employment following— 
 
(a) an absence on maternity leave in respect of which she was entitled to a right  
to return from leave pursuant to Chapter 1 of Part 8 of the Employment Rights  
Act 1996(13),  
 
(b)a period of secondment or additional period of absence necessarily attributable to that 
secondment, or  
 
(c)(where neither sub-paragraph (a) nor (b) applies), a break in teaching employment not 
exceeding one year.  
 
(3) This paragraph applies to a person who was in comparable United Kingdom service 
before 1st June 1989 and who subsequently enters pensionable employment provided that 
there has not been a period of more than one year between cessation of employment in 
comparable United Kingdom service and entering pensionable employment. 
 
(4) In the case of any relevant person, in any tax year or part of a tax year in  
which the person’s annual rate of contributable salary, calculated in accordance  
with regulations 15 and 16 exceeds the permitted maximum, that excess does not form 
part of the person’s contributable salary. 
 
(5) But if the circumstances specified in paragraphs (6) or (9) apply to that  
person paragraph (4) will cease to apply in accordance with paragraphs (10) and  
(11). 
 
(6) Subject to paragraph (8), the circumstance is that the relevant person  
begins a new employment. 
 
(7) For the purposes of paragraph (6) a person is to be treated as beginning a  
new employment if the person— 
 
(a) begins pensionable employment with a different employer, or  
 
(b) continues in pensionable employment with the same employer but in a new post under 
a different contract of employment.  
 
(8) Paragraph (6) does not apply where the person begins pensionable employment with a 
different employer by reason of a transfer of undertakings. 
 
(9) The circumstances are that— 
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(a) the contract of employment of the relevant person (P) is varied so that P  
will be required to undertake functions which are materially different from  
those which P was required to undertake before the variation was made, and  
 
(b) the employer gives written notice to the Secretary of State of the variation  
of P’s contract of employment.  
 
(10) In the case of a person to whom the circumstance specified in paragraph (6) applies, 
paragraph (4) ceases to apply immediately before the date on which the person begins the 
new employment referred to in paragraph (6). 
 
(11) In the case of a person to whom the circumstances specified in paragraph  
(9) apply, paragraph (4) ceases to apply immediately before the date on which  
the variation in the contract of employment takes effect. 
 
(12) In this regulation “permitted maximum” has the meaning in regulation 1(2)  
of the Registered Pension Schemes (Modification of the Rules of Existing  
Schemes) Regulations 2006(14). 
 
CHAPTER 2 
 
Employees’ Contributions 
 
Teachers’ ordinary contributions 
 
18.— 
 
(1) A person in pensionable employment must pay contributions at a percentage rate, 
determined in accordance with paragraphs 2 and 3 paragraph 2 (SI 275 2013) of Schedule 
3 (employees’ contributions), of the person’s contributable salary for the time  
being. 
 
(2) This regulation does not apply to a person who has reckonable service of  
more than 45 years. 
 
Election to pay contributions by a person serving in a reserve force 
 
19.— 
 
(1) This paragraph applies to a person who ceases to be in pensionable  
employment by virtue of being called out, or recalled, for permanent service in  
Her Majesty’s armed forces in pursuance of a call-out notice served, or a  
call-out or recall order made, under the Reserve Forces Act 1996(15). 
 
(2) A person to whom paragraph (1) applies may by giving written notice to the  

http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2013/275/pdfs/uksi_20130275_en.pdf
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Secretary of State, elect that the period mentioned in paragraph (3) is to be  
treated as reckonable service. 
 
(3) The period begins on the day after the cessation of pensionable employment  
and ends on the earlier of the day on which— 
 
(a) the person’s permanent service ends, or  
 
(b)the person begins to accrue service which counts for the purpose of benefits under the 
Armed Forces Pension Scheme or any other occupational pension scheme in respect of 
that person’s permanent service.  
 
(4) Notice under paragraph (2) may not be given more than 6 months after the end of the 
period mentioned in paragraph (3). 
 
(5) Where a person has made an election under paragraph (2) the period mentioned in 
paragraph (3) is treated as reckonable service provided that the person pays any 
contributions specified in a written notice given by the Secretary of State, within 3 months 
after receiving such a notice. 
 
(6) Contributions referred to in paragraph (5) are— 
 
(a)contributions referred to in paragraph (7), unless paragraph (11) applies,  
 
(b)(where applicable) any contributions referred to in sub-paragraphs (a) to (g)  
of regulation 28(3) (deduction by employers of contributions etc. from salary,  
payment in default and interest).  
 
(7) The amount of the contributions must be calculated in accordance with— 
 
(a) regulation 18 (teachers’ ordinary contributions), and  
 
(b)where an election has been made under regulation C2 of TPR 1997, regulation C3(4) of 
those Regulations (which continues to have effect for certain purposes by virtue of 
paragraph 6 of Schedule 13) and as if the reference to “contributable salary” in regulation 
18 and the reference to “actual contributable salary” in regulation C3(4) of TPR 1997 were 
references to the notional salary of the person who makes an election under this 
regulation. 
 
(8) The notional salary of a person who makes an election under this regulation  
is the amount which would have been the person’s contributable salary if  
pensionable employment had not ceased and the person had continued to be  
employed in the same post and on the same terms increased on 1st April following the 
beginning of the period specified in paragraph (3) and on each subsequent 1st April during 
that period by (RI-RE)/RE, where— 
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(9) RI is the retail prices index for the March immediately preceding the April  
in which the increase occurs, and 
 
(10) RE is the retail prices index for the month in which the period began. 
 
(8) Subject to paragraph (9), the notional salary of a person who makes an election under 
this regulation is the amount which would have been the person’s contributable salary if 
pensionable employment had not ceased and the person had continued to be employed in 
the same post and on the same terms increased on 1st April following the beginning of the 
period specified in paragraph (3) and on each subsequent 1st April during that period by 
(RI-RE)/RE, where— 
 
(a) RI is the retail prices index for the March immediately preceding the April in which the 
increase occurs, and 
 
(b) RE is the retail prices index for the month in which the period began. 
 
(9) From 2nd April 2011, the notional salary of a person who makes an election under this 
regulation is the amount specified in paragraph (10) increased by the amount (if any) by 
which it would have been increased if it had been an official pension within the meaning 4 
of section 5(1) of PIA 1971(a) beginning, and first qualifying for increases under that Act, 
on the later of— 
 

(a) 2nd April 2011, and  
 

(b) the day after the day on which the pensionable employment ceased. 
 

(10) The amount is— 
 
(a) in relation to an election made under this regulation on or before 1st April 2011, the 
notional salary calculated under paragraph (8) including the increase made on 1st April 
2011, or 
 
(b) in relation to an election made under this regulation after 1st April 2011, the person’s 
contributable salary immediately before the pensionable employment ceased. (SI 614 
2011) 
 
(11) This paragraph applies where during the period referred to in paragraph (3)  
the person’s service pay, when aggregated with any payments under Part 5 of the Reserve 
and Auxiliary Forces (Protection of Civil Interests) Act 1951(16), is  
less than the remuneration which the person would have received if the person  
had continued during the period in the pensionable employment in which the  
person was employed immediately before being called, or recalled, into service  
in a reserve force. 
 

http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2011/614/pdfs/uksi_20110614_en.pdf
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(12) Where a person to whom paragraph (1) applies dies during permanent service before 
making an election under paragraph (2), the person is treated as having made such an 
election and any contributions due under this regulation are to be deducted from any 
benefits payable under these Regulations. 
Contributions for additional pensions 
 
20.  Schedule 4 (contributions for additional pensions) has effect for the  
purpose of enabling contributions to be paid for an additional pension. 
  
Family benefit contributions 
 
21.  Schedule 5 (family benefit contributions) has effect for the purpose of  
enabling family benefit contributions to be paid. 
 
Entitlement to repayment of balance of contributions 
 
22.—(1) This regulation applies where a person (T) has ceased to be in  
pensionable employment and— 
 
(a) T is not qualified for retirement benefits,  
 
(b) no transfer value has since been paid or become payable in respect of T, (c)T has not 
since taken any right to a cash equivalent, (d)T did not re-enter pensionable employment 
within one month after ceasing to be in pensionable employment, and (e)T has not elected 
to pay contributions under regulation C9 of TPR 1997 or regulation 19 (election to pay 
contributions by a person serving in a reserve force) for any period which includes the 
period beginning when T ceased to be in pensionable employment and ending one month 
later.  
 
(2) But this regulation— 
 
(a) does not apply if T ceased to be in pensionable employment before 6th April  
1980, and the salary on which contributions were payable by T under TSR 1976 or under 
previous provisions in any year had exceeded £5,000, and  
 
(b)is subject to regulation 124 (general prohibition on unauthorised payments).  
 
(3) For the purposes of paragraph (1) if a person (T) ceases to be in pensionable 
employment because T is absent on maternity, paternity, additional paternity (SI 614 
2011), parental or adoption leave in respect of which T is entitled to return from leave 
pursuant to any provision of, or of regulations made under, Part 8 of the Employment 
Rights Act 1996(17) that period of absence is treated as pensionable employment. 
 
(4) Where this regulation applies T is entitled to be repaid the balance of T’s  
contributions, calculated in accordance with regulation 23, but this paragraph  
is subject to regulation 24 (application for repayment of contributions). 

http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2011/614/pdfs/uksi_20110614_en.pdf
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(5) The entitlement to repayment takes effect one month after the person ceased  
to be in pensionable employment. 
 
Calculation of contributions to be repaid 
 
23.— 
 
(1) The balance of contributions referred to in regulation 22(4) is (A-B)-C,  
where— 
 
A is the total of the amounts specified in paragraph (2), 
B is the total of the deductions specified in paragraph (4), and C is the amount of tax 
chargeable on  (A-B) under section 205 of FA 2004.(2)  
 
The amounts are those of— 
 
(a) all contributions paid, up to the date of receipt of the application for  
repayment, under regulations 18 (teachers’ ordinary contributions) and 19  
(election to pay contributions by a person serving in a reserve force), and  
Schedules 4 (contributions for additional pensions) and 5 (family benefit  
contributions) and under the provisions of TPR 1997 specified in paragraph (3)  
(which continue to have effect by virtue of paragraphs 8 and 10 of Schedule 13)  
except—  
 
(i) any treated for the purposes of regulation 126 (receipts etc. to be  
credited) as employers’ contributions, and  
 
(ii) any paid in respect of a period of pensionable employment for which a short-service 
incapacity grant or a short-service serious ill health grant has been paid;  
 
(b) contributions paid in respect of any comparable British service in respect of which the 
person is entitled to count reckonable service by virtue of the acceptance of a transfer 
value;  
 
(c) if the person (T) was entitled to count any reckonable service by virtue of the 
acceptance of a transfer value in respect of an employment that was not comparable 
British service, either—  
 
(i) any payment by way of repayment of contributions, and interest, that T would otherwise 
have been entitled to receive under the rules of the pension scheme to which he was 
subject in the employment, or (ii)if that scheme made no provision for the repayment of 
contributions, the contributions T paid under it in respect of the employment;  
 
(d) interest to the date of payment at 3% per year, compounded with yearly rests—  
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(i) on the contributions mentioned in sub-paragraphs (a) and (b), from the first  
day of the financial year following that in which they were paid, and  
 
(ii) where sub-paragraph (c) applies, on the sum mentioned in that sub-paragraph, from the 
first day of the financial year following that in which the transfer value was paid to the 
Secretary of State.  
 
(3) The provisions of TPR 1997 are— 
 
(a) regulation C3(3) where an election has been made under regulation C2(1) of  
those Regulations,  
 
(b) Part 1 or 2 of Schedule 4, where an election has been made under regulation C4(2) of 
those Regulations, and  
 
(c)regulation C9, where an election has been made under paragraph (2) of that regulation.  
 
(4) The deductions are— 
 
(a) the amount of any previous repayment of contributions,  
 
(b)if the Secretary of State has made a payment in lieu of contributions, or the person is 
entitled to equivalent pension benefits, half of the amount of the payment in lieu of 
contributions that was, or, as the case may be, would otherwise have been made, and  
 
(c)if the Secretary of State has paid a contributions equivalent premium,  
the amount recoverable by the Secretary of State under sections 61 to 63 of PSA  
1993. Application for repayment of contributions  
 
24.— 
 
(1) An amount to which a person is entitled under regulation 22 is to be  
paid to the person only if the Secretary of State receives a written application  
for payment and paragraph (2), if applicable, is complied with. 
 
(2) The applicant (A) must provide any relevant information specified by the  
Secretary of State which is in A’s possession, or which A can reasonably be  
expected to obtain, if the Secretary of State notifies A in writing that such  
information is required. 
 
Return of repaid contributions 
 
25.— 
 
(1) This paragraph applies to a person— 
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(a) to whom the Secretary of State repaid contributions before June 1973, and  
(b)who is in pensionable employment or comparable British service.  
 
(2) But paragraph (1) does not apply to a person— 
 
(a) to whom a teacher’s pension is payable, or 
 
(b) who is in comparable British service and in respect of whom the Secretary of State has 
paid a cash equivalent or a transfer value since the end of the person’s last period of 
pensionable employment.  
 
(3) A person to whom paragraph (1) applies may, by giving written notice to the Secretary 
of State, elect to return the contributions to the Secretary of State with interest. 
 
(4) Where a person makes an election under paragraph (3) the person must pay the 
amount to the Secretary of State within 10 weeks of receiving written notice of the amount. 
 
(5) Interest is payable at the rate of 3.5% per year compounded with yearly  
rests from the date on which the contributions were repaid to the date on which  
the payment of the return of contributions is made. 
 
Repayment of contributions where salary is restricted under regulation 39 
 
26.— 
 
(1) This regulation applies where the relevant salary of a person (P) during  
the last 365 days of P’s average salary service is restricted by regulation 39. 
 
(2) Where this regulation applies the Secretary of State is to repay— 
 
(a) to P a sum equivalent to A-B, and  
 
(b) to P’s last employer before retirement benefits became payable to P, a sum equivalent 
to C-D.  
 
(3) In paragraph (2)— 
 
A is the aggregate of the contributions paid by P under regulation 18 or Schedule 5 or 
under Schedules 4 or 5 of TPR 1997 during all relevant periods; 
 
B   is the aggregate of the contributions which would have been paid under  
regulation 18 or Schedule 5 or under Schedules 4 or 5 of TPR 1997 during all  
relevant periods if P had actually received the salary which P is treated as receiving during 
each relevant period by virtue of regulation 39(2)(a), (b) or  
(c); 
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C is the aggregate of the contributions paid by P’s employer under  regulation 27 during all 
relevant periods; 
 
D is the aggregate of the contributions which would have been paid by P’s employer under 
regulation 27  if P had actually received the salary which P is treated as receiving during 
each relevant period by virtue of regulation 39(2)(a), (b) or (c). 
 
(4) In this regulation a “relevant period” is any of— 
 
(a) the last 365 days of P’s average salary service,  
 
(b) Year 1 (as defined in regulation 39(9)), or  
 
(c) Year 2 (as defined in regulation 39(9) in which P is treated as receiving a relevant 
salary in accordance with regulation 39(2)(a), (b) or (c) but Year 1 or Year 2 are only 
relevant periods if the operation of regulation 39(2)(b) or (c) affects the relevant salary 
which P is treated as receiving during the last 365 days of P’s average salary service. 
 
 
CHAPTER 3 
 
Employers’ contributions 
 
Employers’ contributions 
 
27.— 
 
(1) The employer of a person in pensionable employment is to pay contributions at a 
percentage rate of the person’s contributable salary for the time being, determined in 
accordance with paragraph 4 of Schedule 3 (employers’ contributions). 
 
(2) No contributions are to be paid in respect of any person who has reckonable  
service of more than 45 years. 
 
CHAPTER 4 
 
Deduction and payment of contributions 
 
Deduction by employers of contributions, etc. from salary, payment in default  
and interest 
 
28.— 
 
(1) The employer of a person in pensionable employment must deduct from that person’s 
salary each month the contributions and instalments mentioned in  
paragraph (3). 
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(2) If any contributions or instalments referred to in paragraph (1) are not  
deducted in the appropriate month in accordance with that paragraph the employer may 
deduct such contributions or instalments from the person’s salary in any subsequent month 
(but this paragraph does not affect regulation 30(1)(a)  
(payment by employers to Secretary of State). 
 
(3) The contributions and instalments are— 
 
(a) the contributions payable under regulation 18 (teachers’ ordinary  
contributions);  
 
(b) any contributions payable under arrangements made under regulation 12(13)(c) 
(election for part-time employment before 1st May 1995 to be pensionable);  
 
(c) any contributions payable under the terms of—  
 
(i)an order of the Court determining a part-time claim, or  
 
(ii)a compromise of a part-time claim in accordance with the “Public Sector Settlement 
Model” published by the Employment Tribunals Service in May 2003;  
 
(d)any contributions payable under regulation C3(4) of TPR 1997 (which continues to have 
effect by virtue of paragraph 6 of Schedule 13 (savings and transitional provisions)) as a 
result of an election made under regulation C2(1) of those Regulations;  
 
(e) any contributions payable under Schedule 4 (contributions for additional pensions);  
 
(f) any contributions payable in accordance with Schedule 4 to TPR 1997 (which  
continues to have effect by virtue of paragraph 8 of Schedule 13) as a result of  
an election made under regulation C4(2) of those Regulations;   
 
(g) any contributions payable in accordance with Schedule 5 to TPR 1997 (which continues 
to have effect by virtue of paragraph 10 of Schedule 13);  
 
(h) any contributions payable under Schedule 5 (family benefit contributions);  
 
(i) any instalments payable under regulation C16(5) to (7) of TPR 1997 (return by persons 
of repaid contributions by instalments) (which continues to have effect by virtue of 
paragraph 14 of Schedule 13). (4) Where a person (T) has made an election under 
Schedule 4 (contributions for additional pension) and is in more than one part-time 
employment at the same time, the contributions referred to in  
paragraph (3)(e)— 
 
(a) must be deducted by the employer nominated by T, and  
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(b)if in any month such contributions are more than the contributable salary paid by that 
employer for that month, the balance of such contributions must be deducted by the other 
employer (or, if there is more than one other employer, by whichever other employer is 
nominated by T). 
 
(5) Where a person (T) has ceased to be employed by an employer (E) and, at the time 
when T ceased to be employed by E— 
 
(a) any deduction required by paragraphs (1) to (3) to be made by E has not been made, 
and (b)despite regulation 30(1)(a) (payment by employers to Secretary of State) a 
corresponding amount has not been paid to the Secretary of State pursuant to that 
regulation, any amount remaining due, together with interest at the standard rate, from the 
due date to the date of payment, is to be paid by T to the Secretary of State on receipt of a 
written demand, but the Secretary of State may in any case waive the payment of the 
whole or any part of such interest. 
 
(6) But paragraph (5) is subject to Part 4 of Schedule 13 where the date of the  
demand referred to in that paragraph falls before 1st December 2010. 
 
(7) In paragraph (5) the “due date” is the 8th day after the end of the month in  
which the deduction required by paragraph (1) should have been made. 
(8) In this regulation— 
 
“court” includes a tribunal competent to determine a part-time claim;“part-time  
claim” means a claim, made by the issue of court proceedings or otherwise, to a  
person who employed a person in employment falling within regulation 12(5)  
(election for part-time employment before 1st May 1995 to be pensionable) that  
there was a breach of the equality clause (as defined in section 1 of the Equal  
Pay Act 1970(18)) during such employment by virtue of the fact that the  
employment was not pensionable employment. 
 
Recovery of unpaid contributions from benefits 
 
29.— 
 
(1) Where regulation 8 (employment not pensionable: contributions not paid)  
does not apply and without prejudice to any other means of recovery, the  
Secretary of State may recover any sum payable by a person to the Secretary of  
State under this Part by deducting it from the benefits payable to, or in  
respect of, that person under these Regulations. 
 
(2) Nothing in this regulation affects section 91 of PA 1995 (inalienability of  
occupational pensions). 
 
Payment by employers to Secretary of State 
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30.— 
 
(1) The employer of a person in pensionable employment is to pay to the  
Secretary of State, after the end of each month— 
 
(a) the contributions payable under regulation 27, 
 
 (b) the amounts due from that person that are required to be deducted from that person’s 
salary under regulation 28 (whether or not such amounts were deducted), and  
 
(c)the contributions payable in pursuance of an election under regulation G6 of TPR 1997 
(which continues to have effect by virtue of paragraph 6 of Schedule 13) in respect of that 
person’s contributable salary for that month. 
 
(2) The former employer of a person in pensionable employment who has made an 
election under regulation G6(3) of TPR 1997 (which continues to have effect by virtue of 
paragraph 6 of Schedule 13) (referred to in regulations C2(1) and (6)  
and G6 of those Regulations as “employer A”) is to pay to the Secretary of State  
after the end of each month the contributions in pursuance of the election. 
 
(3) For the purposes of paragraph (1)— 
(a) all salaries are to be treated as being payable monthly in arrears, and  
 
(b) any arrears payable by reason of a retrospective increase in contributable  
salary are to be treated as having become payable in the month in which they  
were paid.  
 
(4) Any payment required by paragraph (1) or (2) must be received by  
the Secretary of State within 7 days after the end of the month in question and  
if the full amount of any such payment is not so received— 
 
(a) interest is payable by the employer or the former employer on the amount  
outstanding at the standard rate from the 8th day after the end of the month in  
question to the date of payment, but the Secretary of State may in any  
particular case waive the payment of the whole or any part of such interest, and  
(b)if the Secretary of State makes a written demand, the employer or former  
employer must pay to the Secretary of State such further sum, not exceeding  
£100, as the Secretary of State may specify in the demand.  
 
(5) But paragraph (4)(a) is subject to Part 4 of Schedule 13 where the date by which 
payment must be received is before 1st December 2010. 
 
(6) The payment referred to in paragraph (4)(b) must be made within 14 days  
after the date of the demand. 
 
PART 4 
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Transfers 
 
Payment of transfer values  
 
31.— 
 
(1) A transfer value is to be paid in respect of a person who has ceased to  
be in pensionable employment and has become subject to another registered  
pension scheme (“the receiving scheme”). 
 
(2) Paragraph (1) is subject to the following provisions of this regulation and  
to the limitations in regulation 32 (limitation on payment of transfer values  
under regulation 31). 
 
(3) This regulation does not however affect a person’s entitlement to a cash  
equivalent. 
 
(4) A transfer value may only be paid in respect of a person who has become  
subject to a personal pension scheme if the person was in pensionable employment after 
31st December 1985. 
 
(5) A transfer value may only be paid under this regulation if— 
(a) the person makes a written application to the Secretary of State, and  
 
(b) the application is made within 12 months after the day on which the person became 
subject to the receiving scheme, except where the receiving scheme is comparable British 
service a comparable British scheme. (SI 614 2011) 
 
(6) Except as provided in paragraph (8) a transfer value is not to be paid under this 
regulation in respect of a person to whom, when the application was received, retirement 
benefits or a short-service serious ill health grant have become payable. 
 
(7) Paragraph (6)— 
 
(a) prevents a transfer value referable to the person’s NPA 60 reckonable service  
being paid where—  
 
(i) the person is a person with mixed service, and  
 
(ii) a Case applies to that person’s NPA 60 reckonable service, but not to the person’s NPA 
65 reckonable service, but (b)does not prevent a transfer value referable to a person’s 
further employment from being paid where neither retirement benefits nor a short-service 
serious ill health grant have become payable in respect of the further employment even 
though either retirement benefits or a short-service serious ill health grant have become 
payable in respect of previous employment.  

http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2011/614/pdfs/uksi_20110614_en.pdf
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(8) A transfer value is however to be paid under this regulation if— 
 
(a) the employment in which the person has become subject to the receiving scheme is 
comparable British service, and (b)the person entered it—  
(i) immediately after ceasing to be in pensionable employment, or (ii)on or before the 
person’s 60th birthday, in the case of a pre-2007 entrant, or the person’s 65th birthday in 
any other case, and (c)the person has not applied for payment of any benefit.  
 
(9) For the purposes of paragraph (8)(c) a person who was receiving phased  
retirement benefits before ceasing to be in pensionable employment is not to be  
treated as having applied for the payment of any benefit. 
 
(10) A transfer value is not to be paid under this regulation in respect of a  
person to whom, when the application was received, a short-service annuity has  
become payable. 
 
(11) A transfer value in respect of any pension credit rights or pension credit  
benefits is not to be paid under this regulation. 
 
(12) Part 1 of Schedule 6 (transfer values) has effect for determining the  
amount of transfer values payable under this regulation. 
 
Limitation on payment of transfer values under regulation 31 
 
32.— 
 
(1) Where the receiving scheme is not a contracted-out occupational pension scheme a 
transfer value may only be paid under regulation 31 if the person— 
 
(a) is not qualified for retirement benefits, or  
 
(b) has ceased to be in pensionable employment before 6th April 1978, or  
 
(c) is a married woman or widow who, by virtue of an election made or treated as made 
under regulations under section 19(4) of the Social Security Contributions and Benefits Act 
1992(19), either is liable to pay primary Class 1 contributions or Class 2 contributions at a 
reduced rate or is under no liability to pay Class 2 contributions.  
 
(2) Where a person has accrued section 9(2B) rights a transfer value may only be paid 
under regulation 30 in respect of those rights if any applicable provisions  
of Part 3 of the Contracting-Out (Transfer and Transfer Payments Regulations)  
1996(20) is complied with. 
 
(3) Where the person has acquired a right to a cash equivalent, a transfer value  
may only be paid under regulation 31 if— 
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(a) the service to which the cash equivalent relates includes service before 1st  
September 1988, and  
 
(b) the right has been exercised by requiring the whole of the cash equivalent to be paid to 
the scheme managers of an occupational pension scheme which is not a club scheme.  
 
(4) Where the person has acquired a right to a part cash equivalent, a transfer value may 
only be paid under regulation 31 if the person would not remain qualified for retirement 
benefits on taking that right. 
 
(5) In this regulation— 
 
“occupational pension scheme” has the same meaning as in section 150(5) of FA  
2004, and“receiving scheme” has the same meaning as in regulation 31.Payment of bulk 
transfer values 
 
33.— 
 
(1) This regulation applies where, as a result of a relevant transfer to a new employer, a 
person or a group of persons is no longer in pensionable employment, and either has 
joined or is entitled to join the new employer’s  
pension scheme (“the receiving scheme”) referred to below as a bulk transfer. 
 
(2) A transfer value may be calculated by the Secretary of State, after taking  
advice from the scheme actuary, in respect of a person who has made a written  
application to the Secretary of State for such a transfer within 3 months after  
the date on which the person was notified of the opportunity to take part in the  
bulk transfer arrangement. 
 
(3) Such transfer value may be paid to the receiving scheme on the person’s  
becoming subject to the scheme. 
 
Reduction in transfer value: lifetime allowance charge 
 
34.— 
 
(1) This regulation applies where— 
 
(a) the lifetime allowance charge under section 214 of FA 2004 arises on the  
payment of a cash equivalent or a transfer value in respect of a person to a  
qualifying recognised overseas pension scheme, and (b)the person and the  
Secretary of State are jointly and severally liable to the charge.  
 
(2) The Secretary of State must pay the charge. 
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(3) The cash equivalent or transfer value which, apart from this regulation,  
would be payable must be reduced to reflect the amount of the charge in such  
manner as the Secretary of State determines, after taking advice from the scheme actuary. 
 
(4) In this regulation “qualifying recognised overseas pension scheme” has the  
same meaning as in Part 4 of FA 2004. 
 
Acceptance of transfer values 
 
35.— 
 
(1) A transfer value offered to the Secretary of State by the scheme  
managers of a registered pension scheme (“the previous scheme”) in respect of a person 
who has entered pensionable employment may be accepted, but this  
paragraph is subject to the following provisions of this regulation and to  
regulation 36 (acceptance of bulk transfer values). 
 
(2) A transfer value may only be accepted if— 
 
(a) the person (P) makes a written request to the Secretary of State, and  
 
(b)the request is made within 12 months after the day on which P entered pensionable 
employment, except where P, while P was subject to the previous scheme, was employed 
in comparable British service.  
 
(3) A transfer value is not to be accepted if— 
 
(a) before P ceased to be subject to the previous scheme retirement benefits  
became payable to P under regulation 60 (retirement benefits),  
 
(b)benefits have become payable to the person under a provision of a statutory scheme 
corresponding to regulation 60, or  
 
(c)the previous scheme was a money purchase arrangement as defined in section 152 of 
FA 2004 to which the person’s employer was not a contributor and which provided benefits 
additional to those provided by a scheme to which he was a contributor.  
 
(4) But sub-paragraphs (a) and (b) of paragraph (3) do not apply if, while P was subject to 
the previous scheme, P was employed in comparable British service and P entered 
pensionable employment— 
 
(a) immediately after the end of the employment, (b)on or before P’s 60th  
birthday in the case of a pre-2007 entrant or P’s 65th birthday in any other  
case.  
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(5) A transfer value in respect of any pension credit rights or pension credit benefits is not 
to be accepted. 
 
(6) A person in respect of whom a transfer value has been accepted is entitled  
to count reckonable service in accordance with Part 2 of Schedule 6. 
 
Acceptance of bulk transfer values 
 
36.— 
 
(1) This regulation applies where, as the result of a relevant transfer to a  
new employer, a person or a group of persons has become employed in pensionable 
employment and is given the opportunity to transfer past service pension rights, referred to 
below as a “bulk transfer”. 
 
(2) A transfer value may be accepted by the Secretary of State in respect of a  
person who has made a written application within 3 months after the date on  
which the person was notified of the opportunity to take part in the bulk  
transfer, but this paragraph is subject to regulation 35(3)  
 
(3) A person in respect of whom a transfer of such rights has been accepted as  
part of a bulk transfer is entitled to count reckonable service in accordance  
with Part 3 of Schedule 6. 
 
PART 5 
 
Average salary 
 
Average salary: teacher in pensionable employment, etc. on or after 1st January  
2007 
 
37.— 
 
(1) This regulation applies to a person if— 
 
(a) the person was in pensionable employment on or after 1st January 2007, or  
 
(b) the person was paying contributions under regulation C9 of TPR 1997 or  
regulation 19 (election to pay contributions by a person serving in a reserve  
force) on or after that date.  
 
(2) The average salary of a person (P) to whom this regulation applies is the greater of— 
 
(a) P’s relevant salary during the last 365 days of P’s average salary service,  
and  
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(b) the average annual rate of P’s relevant salary during P’s best salary  
period multiplied by A/B.  
 
(3) But if P has average salary service of less than 365 days, P’s average salary is the 
average annual rate of P’s relevant salary during such service. 
 
(4) In calculating the period mentioned in paragraph (2), no account is to be  
taken of a leap day. 
 
(5) But where P’s average salary service ends on or after the leap-day in a leap  
year, account is to be taken of that leap day in calculating those periods. 
 
(6) Except as provided in paragraphs (7) and (8), P’s best salary period is the  
1,095 consecutive days of P’s average salary service falling within the period  
of 10 years ending on the last day of P’s average salary service (the “10-year  
period”) during which P’s increased relevant salary is the greatest. 
 
(7) Where P has more than 365 and less than 1,095 days of average salary service falling 
within the 10-year period, P’s best salary period is the number of days of P’s average 
salary service falling within the 10-year period. 
 
(8) Where P has more than 365 days of average salary service but has less than  
365 days of average salary service falling within the 10-year period, P’s best  
salary period is the last 365 days of P’s average salary service. 
 
(9) P’s increased relevant salary during any period is P’s relevant salary  
during that period calculated as if P’s relevant salary during any relevant  
salary period were increased by the amount (if any) by which, immediately before  
the end of P’s average salary service, it would have been increased if it had  
been an official pension within the meaning of section 5(1) of PIA 1971  
beginning, and first qualifying for increases under that Act, on the same day as  
the relevant salary period ended. 
 
(10) In paragraph (9) a “relevant salary period” means a period during which the  
rate of P’s relevant salary does not change. 
 
(11) A is the average annual rate of P’s increased relevant salary during the  
best salary period. 
 
(12) B is the amount to which the average annual rate of P’s relevant salary  
during the best salary period would have been increased up to the last day of  
P’s average salary service if it had been an official pension within the meaning  
of section 5(1) of PIA 1971 beginning, and first qualifying for increases under  
that Act, on the same day as the best salary period ended. 
 
Average salary: teacher not in pensionable employment etc. after 31st December  
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2006 
 
38.— 
 
(1) The average salary of a person (P) to whom regulation 37 (average  
salary: teacher in pensionable employment, etc. on or after 1st January 2007)  
does not apply is the greatest amount which is P’s relevant salary during any  
365 consecutive days of P’s average salary service falling within the last 1,095  
days of such service. 
 
(2) But if P has average salary service of less than 365 days, P’s average  
salary is the average annual rate of P’s relevant salary during such service. 
 
(3) In calculating the period of days mentioned in paragraph (1) or (2), no  
account is to be taken of a leap-day. 
 
(4) But where a person’s average salary service ends on or after the leap-day in  
a leap year, account is to be taken of that leap-day in calculating those  
periods. 
 
Restriction on average salary 
 
39.— 
 
(1) This regulation applies for calculating the average salary of a person  
(P), except where P dies in pensionable employment. 
 
(2) For the purpose of regulation 37(2)(a)— 
 
(a) if P’s relevant salary during the last 365 days of P’s average salary service  
is greater than RS2 + I, P is to be treated as receiving relevant salary during  
that period of an amount equal to RS2 + I;  
 
(b)where P has more than 730 days of average salary service, if P’s relevant salary during 
Year 2 is greater than RS1 + I, P is to be treated as receiving relevant salary during Year 2 
of an amount equal to RS1 + I; (c)where P has more than 1095 days of average salary 
service, if P’s relevant salary during Year 1 is greater than RS0 + I, P is to be treated as 
receiving relevant salary during Year 1 of an amount equal to RS0 + I.  
 
(3) In paragraph (2)— I is the greater of— 
 
(a) the fixed amount—  
 
(i) determined in accordance with paragraph (4) (where the last day of P’s average 

salary service falls before 31st March 2011 1st April 2011),(SI 614 2011) or 
 

http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2011/614/pdfs/uksi_20110614_en.pdf
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(ii) relating to the financial year in which the last day of P’s average salary  
service falls, determined in accordance with paragraph (5), in any other case,  
and (b)10% of the annual rate of the salary to which I is added;  
 
RS0 is the average annual rate of P’s relevant salary during Year 0;  
 
RS1 is the average annual rate of P’s relevant salary during Year 1 or, where paragraph 
(2)(c) applies, the relevant salary during Year 1 which P is to be treated as receiving in 
accordance with that sub-paragraph; 
 
RS2 is the average annual rate of P’s relevant salary during Year 2 or, where  
paragraph (2)(b) applies, the relevant salary during Year 2 which P is to be  
treated as receiving in accordance with that sub-paragraph. 
 
(4) The fixed amount where the last day of P’s average salary service falls  
before 31st March 2011 1st April 2011),(SI 614 2011) is £ 5,000. 
 
(5) The fixed amount where the last day of P’s average salary service falls in  
the financial year ending on 31st March 2012 or any subsequent financial year is  
the fixed amount relating to the financial year before that financial year (“the  
previous financial year”) multiplied by the factor mentioned in paragraph (6),  
if that factor is greater than 1, rounded to the nearest £100 (and for the  
purpose of this paragraph £5,000 is to be treated as the fixed amount relating  
to the financial year ending on 31st March 2011). 
 
(6) The factor is RPI1/RPI2, where— 
 
(7) RPI 1 is the retail prices index for February in the previous financial  
year, and 
 
(8) RPI 2 is the retail prices index for February in the financial year before  
the previous financial year. 
 
(5) The fixed amount where the last day of P’s average salary service falls in the financial 
year ending on 31st March 2012, or in any subsequent financial year, is the amount to 
which the sum of £5,000 would have been increased in the relevant financial year if it had 
been an official pension within the meaning of section 5(1) of PIA 1971 beginning, and first 
qualifying for increases under that Act, on 1st April 2010. (SI 614 2011) 
 
(9) This regulation is subject to paragraph 23 of Schedule 13. 
 
(10) In this regulation— 
 
“Year 0” means the 365 days of P’s average salary service preceding Year 1 or,  
where P has less than 1,460 days of average salary service, the number of days  
of P’s average salary service preceding Year 1;“Year 1” means the 365 days of  

http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2011/614/pdfs/uksi_20110614_en.pdf
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P’s average salary service preceding Year 2 or, where P has less than 1,095 days of 
average salary service, the number of days of P’s average salary service  
preceding Year 2;“Year 2” means the 365 days of P’s average salary service  
preceding the last 365 days of P’s average salary service or, where P has less  
than 730 days of average salary service, the number of days of P’s average  
salary service preceding the last 365 days of P’s average salary service. 
 
Average salary: supplemental 
 
40.— 
 
(1) This regulation has effect for the purposes of regulations 37 (average  
salary: teacher in pensionable employment etc. on or after 1st January 2007) and  
39 (restrictions on average salary). 
 
(2) The average salary service of a person (P) is— 
 
(a) any period spent by P in pensionable employment;  
 
(b)any period in respect of which P has paid contributions under regulation C9 of TPR 
1997 or under regulation 19 (election to pay contributions by a person serving in a reserve 
force);  
 
(c)any period spent by P in comparable British service—  
 
(i)which began before 1st April 1974,  
 
(ii)which has not been followed by a period of pensionable employment, and  
 
(iii)in respect of which the Secretary of State has not paid a transfer value.  
 
(3) For the purpose of paragraph (2)(a) where P is employed under a contract for irregular 
work, P must not be treated as being in employment during any period when P does not 
undertake work. 
 
(4) A period of average salary service may be discontinuous. 
 
(5) Except as provided in paragraphs (6) to (8), the relevant salary of a person  
(P) is— 
 
(a) for any period mentioned in paragraph (2)(a), P’s contributable salary or,  
where the period relates to part-time employment, the full-time equivalent of  
P’s contributable salary;  
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(b) for any period mentioned in paragraph (2)(b), the notional salary by reference to which 
P paid contributions or, where the notional salary relates to part-time employment, the full-
time equivalent of the notional salary;  
 
(c) for any period mentioned in paragraph (2)(c) and (d), (SI 614 2011) the salary by 
reference to which P’s pension would have been calculated under the rules of the pension 
scheme relating to the comparable British service.  
 
(6) Where P is in pensionable employment under more than one contract for part-time 
employment at the same time (“concurrent employment”), P’s relevant salary during any 
period in which the annual rate of the full-time equivalent of P’s contributable salary under 
each such contract does not change (“the relevant salary period”) is A/B, where— 
 
  A is the sum of E for each contract,B is the sum of E/FTE calculated in  
  relation to each contract,E is P’s contributable salary during the relevant  
  salary period, andFTE is the annual rate of the full-time equivalent of P’s  
  contributable salary during the relevant salary period. 
 
(7) For the purpose of paragraph (6)— 
 
(a) a “contract for part-time employment” includes a contract for irregular work;  
 
(b) where P is employed under a contract for irregular work, P is to be treated  
as being in pensionable employment during any period when P does not undertake work.  
 
(8) But where one of the contracts of employment mentioned in paragraph (6) is a contract 
for irregular work and another is not, P’s relevant salary during concurrent employment is 
the greater of— 
 
(a) the average annual rate of P’s relevant salary calculated in accordance with  
paragraph (6), and  
 
(b) the average annual rate of P’s relevant salary calculated in accordance with paragraph 
(6) as if any contract for irregular work were disregarded.  
 
(9) For the purpose of this regulation, P’s contributable salary in any pensionable 
employment— 
 
(a) includes any amount by which P’s salary is reduced during sick leave or  
adoption, maternity, parental or paternity or additional paternity (SI 614 2011) leave;  
 
(b)includes for any period beginning after 31st July 1975 and ending before 1st August 
1978 any sum which would have been payable to P but for the limits on remuneration 
mentioned in section 1 of the Remuneration, Charges and Grants Act 1975(21);  
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(c)is for any period beginning after 31st March 1979 and ending before 1st September 
1980 P’s notional salary under the Teachers’ Superannuation (Notional Salaries) 
Regulations 1981(22).  
 
(10) For the purpose of this regulation, the notional salary mentioned in paragraph (5)(b)— 
 
(a) includes for any period beginning after 31st July 1975 and ending before 1st  
August 1978 any sum by reference to which the notional salary would have been  
calculated but for the limits on remuneration mentioned in section 1 of the  
Remuneration, Charges and Grants Act 1975;  
 
(b) is for any period beginning after 31st March 1979 and ending before 1st September 
1980 P’s notional salary under the Teachers’ Superannuation (Notional Salaries) 
Regulations 1981.  
 
(11) In this regulation a “contract for irregular work” means a contract of employment 
pursuant to which the employee is available for work but undertakes and is paid for work 
only when and for periods requested by the employer. 
 
PART 6 
 
Reckonable service 
 
Reckonable service 
 
41.— 
 
(1) Except as otherwise provided in this Part, references in these Regulations to the 
reckonable service of a person (T) or to the reckonable service which a person (T) can 
count are references to the total of the following— 
 
(a) any period spent by T in pensionable employment;  
 
(b) any period counting as T’s reckonable service by virtue of the acceptance of a transfer 
value;  
 
(c) any past period in respect of which additional contributions have been paid in  
accordance with Part 2 of Schedule 4 to TPR 1997;  
 
(d) any past period, calculated in accordance with Schedule 7 of TPR 1997, in respect of 
which additional contributions have been paid in accordance with Part 1 of Schedule 4 to 
those regulations or in accordance with Schedule 5 to those Regulations;  
 
(e) where T has paid contributions under regulation C9 of TPR 1997—  
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(i)if T was in full-time pensionable employment immediately before the start of the period in 
respect of which the contributions were paid, that period, or  
 
(ii)if T was in part-time pensionable employment immediately before the start of the period 
in respect of which the contributions were paid, the proportion of that period which would 
have counted as T’s reckonable service in accordance with regulation 43 if T had 
continued in that employment;  
 
(f) any period in respect of which T has paid contributions under regulation 19 (election to 
pay contributions by a person serving in a reserve force);  
 
(g) where paragraph (1) of regulation 19 applies to T and, during the period mentioned in 
paragraph (3) of that regulation, T’s service pay, when aggregated with any payments 
under Part 5 of the Reserve and Auxiliary Forces (Protection of Civil Interests) Act 
1951(23), is less than the remuneration which T would have received if T had continued in 
the pensionable employment in which T was employed immediately before being called 
into service in a reserve force, that period;  
 
(h) any period of specified country service;  
 
(i)any period counting as reckonable service by virtue of an election under regulation 4 of 
the Teachers’ Superannuation (Policy Schemes) Regulations 1979(24);   
 
(j) any period which does not count as T’s reckonable service by virtue of sub-paragraphs 
(a) to (i) but which immediately before 1st September 2010 counted as T’s reckonable 
service under TPR 1997.  
 
(2) In calculating a period of reckonable service, no account is to be taken of a leap day. 
(3) But where the total of a person’s reckonable service ends on or after the  
leap day in a leap year, account is to be taken of that leap-day in calculating  
reckonable service. 
 
(4) In paragraph (1)(g) “service pay” means pay for performing service in a  
reserve force and includes marriage, family and similar allowances. 
 
Reckonable service: exclusions 
 
42.   
 
A person’s reckonable service does not include— 
 
(a) any contributions refund period;  
 
(b) any period in respect of which a transfer value has been paid;  
 
(c)any period in respect of which a cash equivalent has been paid;  
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(d) any period which would, apart from this paragraph, result in more than 45 years 
counting as the person’s reckonable service;  
 
(e) any period in respect of which a short-service annuity is payable.  
 
Calculation of reckonable service where pensionable employment is part time 
 
43.— 
 
(1) Where during a financial year a person (T) has spent one or more periods in part-time 
pensionable employment, for the purpose of calculating T’s reckonable service attributable 
to any period of such employment, each of those periods counts as 365 x CS/FTCS days 
of T’s reckonable service, where— 
 
(2) CS is T’s contributable salary for the period, and 
 
(3) FTCS is what T’s contributable salary for the whole of the financial year would have 
been if the employment had been full-time and had continued throughout the year. 
 
(4) For the purpose of paragraph (1)— 
 
(a) a period of part-time employment ends, and another begins, when any change occurs 
in the rate of T’s contributable salary,  
 
(b)no account is to be taken of any reduction in T’s contributable salary during a period of 
sick leave or maternity, paternity, additional paternity (SI 614 2011)  or adoption leave,  
 
(c)if a fraction of a day results from the calculation of reckonable service attributable to a 
period of employment, any fraction of a half or greater than a half is to be taken as one 
day, and any smaller fraction is to be left out, and (d)if the calculation would result in more 
than 365 days counting as reckonable service in respect of the financial year, the excess 
does not count.  
 
Calculation of reckonable service where cap on contributable salary is removed 
 
44.— 
 
(1) This regulation applies to the following— 
 
(a) a person who made an election under regulation C1A(2)(25) of TPR 1997  
(removal of cap on contributable salary), 
 
(b) a person to whom regulation C1(8) of TPR 1997 (salary on which contributions are 
payable) or regulation 17(4) of these Regulations (cap on contributable salary) ceased to 

http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2011/614/pdfs/uksi_20110614_en.pdf
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apply because the person began a new employment (see regulation C1A(5) of TPR 1997 
and regulation 17(6) of these Regulations), and  
 
(c) a person to whom regulation C1(8) of TPR 1997 (salary on which contributions are 
payable) or regulation 17(4) of these Regulations (cap on contributable salary) ceased to 
apply because the person’s contract of employment was varied (see regulation C1A(8) of 
TPR 1997 and regulation 17(9) of these Regulations). 
 
(2) The reckonable service of a person to whom this regulation applies is CP x PM/CS + 
UP, rounded up to the nearest day. 
 
(3) In paragraph (2)— 
 
CP is the total of the person’s capped periods;  
PM is the permitted maximum having effect on Date 1; 
CS is the greater of PM and the amount of the person’s uncapped contributable salary in 
the period of 12 months ending on Date 2; 
UP is the total of the person’s uncapped periods. 
 
(4) Where the person falls within paragraph (1)(a)— 
 
(a) Date 1 is the first day of the month after the month in which notice of the  
election was received by the Secretary of State;  
 
(b)Date 2 is the last day of the month in which notice of the election was received by the 
Secretary of State.  
 
(5) Where the person falls within paragraph (1)(b)— 
 
(a) Date 1 is the date on which the new employment began;  
 
(b)Date 2 is the last day of the pensionable employment which preceded the new 
employment.  
 
(6) Where the person falls within paragraph (1)(c)— 
 
(a) Date 1 is the date on which the variation of the contract of employment took  
effect;  
 
(b)Date 2 is the day before Date 1.  
 
(7) In this regulation— 
 
“capped period” means a period which, apart from this regulation, a person would  
be able to count as reckonable service and which is attributable either to  
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pensionable employment in which the person’s contributable salary was subject to a cap 
under regulation 17(4) (cap on contributable salary), regulation C1(8) of  
TPR 1997 or regulation C1(12) of TSR 1988 or to a transfer value accepted from a pension 
scheme whose benefits were subject to the limits imposed under section 590C of the 
Income and Corporation Taxes Act 1988(26) or regulation 4 of the Registered Pension 
Schemes (Modification of the Rules of Existing Schemes) Regulations 2006(27); 
 
“permitted maximum” has the meaning in regulation 1(2) of the Registered Pension 
Schemes (Modification of the Rules of Existing Schemes) Regulations 2006; 
 
“uncapped contributable salary” means contributable salary without taking into account the 
cap under regulation 17 (cap on contributable salary), regulation C1(8) of TPR 1997 or 
regulation C1(12) of TSR 1988; 
 
“uncapped period” means a period which, apart from this regulation, a person would be 
able to count as reckonable service and which is not a capped period. 
 
PART 7 
 
Benefits for teachers 
 
CHAPTER 1 
 
Preliminary  
 
Introduction 
 
45.  This Part makes provision for the payment of— 
 
(a) phased retirement benefits;  
 
(b) retirement benefits;  
 
(c) total incapacity benefits;  
 
(d) additional pensions;  
 
(e) admitted service benefits;  
 
(f) short-service annuities;  
 
(g) short-service serious ill-health grants.  
 
Benefits for teachers (further employment) 
 
46.—(1) For the purpose of calculating benefits under this Part in respect of  

http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2006/364/pdfs/uksi_20060364_en.pdf
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each period after a person (P) enters further employment, P is to be treated as  
if P entered pensionable employment for the first time on entering the further  
employment. 
 
(2) Despite paragraph (1), P’s total reckonable service attributable to  
employment before any further employment and to all further employment cannot  
exceed 45 years. 
 
(3) Where P— 
 
(a) ceases to be in further employment (“the first further employment”) and  
satisfies the condition for retirement in relation to the first further  
employment, but  
 
(b)re-enters further employment (“the second further employment”) before making an 
application under regulation 107 (payment of benefits on application to Secretary of State) 
in relation to the first further employment the first further employment and the second 
further employment are treated as a single period of further employment. 
 
(4) This regulation is subject to paragraph 22 (further employment commencing  
before 1st April 1997) of Schedule 13. 
 
CHAPTER 2 
 
Interpretation of provisions relating to normal pension age “2007 or later entrant”: meaning 
and normal pension age 
 
47.— 
 
(1) A person (P) is a 2007 or later entrant if P falls within paragraph (2) or paragraph (3). 
 
(2) P falls within this paragraph if— 
 
(a) P enters pensionable employment for the first time on or after 1st January 2007, and  
 
(b) P is not a UK transferee with NPA 60 rights, a UK transferee with NPA 60 and NPA 65 
rights or a public sector TUPE transferee.  
 
(3) P falls within this paragraph if P was in pensionable employment at any time before 1st 
January 2007, and 
 
(a) a transfer value or a cash equivalent is paid in respect of P’s pensionable  
employment other than to a comparable United Kingdom scheme, or  
 
(b)P’s contributions in respect of P’s pensionable employment have been repaid under 
regulation 22.  
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(4) A 2007 or later entrant has a normal pension age of 65 in relation to all of the person’s 
reckonable service. 
 
“Person with mixed service”: meaning and normal pension age 
 
48.—(1) A person (P) is a person with mixed service if P falls within paragraph  
(2), is a UK transferee with NPA 60 and NPA 65 rights or is a public sector TUPE  
transferee with NPA 60 and NPA 65 rights. 
 
(2) P falls within this paragraph if— 
 
(a) P was in pensionable employment at any time before 1st January 2007, is a UK 
transferee with NPA 60 rights or is a public sector TUPE transferee with NPA 60 rights,  
 
(b)P is not a 2007 or later entrant,  
 
(c)P ceases to be in pensionable employment or comparable United Kingdom service, and 
(d)P re-enters pensionable employment after a disqualifying break.  
 
(3) A person with mixed service has a normal pension age of 65 in relation to all of the 
person’s reckonable service except that— 
 
(a) a person who falls within paragraph (2) has a normal pension age of 60 in relation to 
such of the person’s reckonable service which is before the post-break employment start 
date;  
 
(b)a UK transferee with NPA 60 and NPA 65 rights has a normal pension age of 60 in 
relation to such of the transferee’s reckonable service which is attributable to the benefits 
which, under the rules of the comparable United Kingdom scheme from which the transfer 
value mentioned in regulation 51(2)(c) was accepted, P would have been entitled to 
receive on retirement on reaching the age of 60;  
 
(c)a public sector TUPE transferee with NPA 60 and NPA 65 rights has a normal pension 
age of 60 in relation to such of the transferee’s reckonable service which is attributable to 
the benefits mentioned in regulation 52(4)(a) (meaning of “public sector TUPE transferee”, 
etc.).  
 
(4) For the purpose of paragraph (3)(a), where a transfer value other than one from a 
comparable United Kingdom scheme is accepted when a person is a person with mixed 
service, the reckonable service attributable to the transfer is to be treated as not being 
before the post-break employment start date. 
 
(5) For the purpose of paragraph (3)(a), where a transfer value is accepted from  
a comparable United Kingdom scheme in respect of a person (P)— 
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(a) P’s reckonable service attributable to the benefits which under the rules of  
the scheme P would have been entitled to receive on retirement on reaching the  
age of 60 is to be treated as being before the post-break employment start date,  
and  
 
(b) P’s reckonable service attributable to the benefits which under the rules  
of the scheme P would have been entitled to receive on retirement on reaching  
the age of 65 is to be treated as not being before the post-break employment  
start date.  
 
(6) For the purposes of this regulation, a person is not to be treated as being entitled under 
the rules of a pension scheme to receive benefits before or on reaching the age of 60 
where such entitlement arises by virtue of any scheme rule making special provision as to 
early retirement— 
 
(a) on grounds of ill health, redundancy or otherwise, or  
 
(b)with reduced benefits. “Pre-2007 entrant”: meaning and normal pension age 
 
49.— 
 
(1) A person (P) is a pre-2007 entrant if— 
 
(a) P was in pensionable employment at any time before 1st January 2007, is a UK 
transferee with NPA 60 rights or is a public sector TUPE transferee with NPA 60 rights, 
and (b)P is not a person with mixed service or a 2007 or later entrant.  
 
(2) A pre-2007 entrant has a normal pension age of 60 in relation to all of the  
person’s reckonable service. 
 
Meaning of “NPA 60 reckonable service” and “NPA 65 reckonable service”  
 
50.  In these Regulations— 
 
(a) a reference to a person’s “NPA 60 reckonable service” is a reference to the  
reckonable service in relation to which the person has a normal pension age of  
60;  
 
(b) a reference to a person’s “NPA 65 reckonable service” is a reference to  
the reckonable service in relation to which the person has a normal pension age  
of 65. Meaning of “UK transferee with NPA 60 rights, etc.” 
 
51.— 
 
(1) A person (P) is a UK transferee with NPA 60 rights if— 
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(a) P enters pensionable employment on or after 1st January 2007 other than after a 
disqualifying break,  
 
(b)P was in comparable United Kingdom service at any time before that date, and  
 
(c)no transfer value or cash equivalent is paid in respect of that comparable United 
Kingdom service by a comparable United Kingdom scheme other than to the Secretary of 
State under regulation 35 or to another comparable United Kingdom scheme, and  
 
(d)P’s contributions in respect of P’s comparable United Kingdom service are not repaid.  
 
(2) A person (P) is a UK transferee with NPA 60 rights and NPA 65 rights if— 
 
(a) P enters pensionable employment on or after 1st January 2007 after a  
disqualifying break,  
 
(b)P was in comparable United Kingdom service at any time before that date, and (c)a 
transfer value is paid in respect of that comparable United Kingdom service by a 
comparable United Kingdom scheme to the Secretary of State under regulation 35. 
Meaning of “public sector TUPE transferee, etc.” 
 
52.— 
 
(1) A person (P) is a public sector TUPE transferee if— 
 
(a) P enters pensionable employment on or after 1st January 2007,  
 
(b) P enters pensionable employment by virtue of a transfer of undertakings or by virtue of 
arrangements equivalent to a transfer of undertakings, and  
 
(c) immediately before entering pensionable employment, P was—  
 
(i) in employment (“the previous employment”) which was pensionable under a public 
service pension scheme (“the previous scheme”), and  
 
(ii) entitled under the rules of the previous scheme to receive some or all benefits on 
retirement from the previous employment before or on reaching the age of 60.  
 
(2) In paragraph (1)— 
 
(a) “public service pension scheme” has the same meaning as in section 1 of PSA 1993 
except that it does not include an occupational pension scheme established under section 
7 of SA 1972, and  
 
(b) the reference to arrangements equivalent to a transfer of undertakings is a reference to 
arrangements which do not constitute a transfer of undertakings but under which the 
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parties to the arrangements have agreed that the rights of the persons whose 
employments are being transferred should, so far as practicable, be treated in the same 
way as they would have been under a transfer of undertakings.  
 
(3) A “public sector TUPE transferee with NPA 60 rights” means a public sector TUPE 
transferee who immediately before entering pensionable employment was entitled under 
the rules of the previous scheme to receive on retirement from the previous employment all 
benefits under the previous scheme before or on reaching the age of 60. 
 
(4) A “public sector TUPE transferee with NPA 60 and NPA 65 rights” means a  
public sector TUPE transferee who immediately before entering pensionable  
employment was entitled under the rules of the previous scheme to receive on  
retirement from the previous employment— 
 
(a) some benefits under the previous scheme before or on reaching the age of 60, and  
 
(b)other such benefits on or after reaching the age of 61.  
 
(5) For the purposes of this regulation, a person is not to be treated as being entitled under 
the rules of a pension scheme to receive benefits before or on reaching the age of 60 
where such entitlement arises by virtue of any scheme rule making special provision as to 
early retirement— 
 
(a) on grounds of ill health, redundancy or otherwise, or 
 
(b)with reduced benefits.  
 
Meaning of “disqualifying break” and “post-break employment start  
date” 
 
53.— 
 
(1) A “disqualifying break” means a period of more than 5 years ending after  
31st December 2007 during which a person is not in pensionable employment or  
comparable United Kingdom service. 
 
(2) For the purpose of paragraph (1), a person’s pensionable employment or  
comparable United Kingdom service in any period of 12 months must be ignored  
unless the employment in that period— 
 
(a) amounts to at least 60 days (which may be continuous or discontinuous), or  
 
(b) counts as reckonable service of at least 30 days or, where the employment is  
comparable United Kingdom service, would count as reckonable service of at least 30 days 
if the employment were pensionable employment,  
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(3) For the purpose of paragraph (1), a person is to be treated as being in pensionable 
employment or in comparable United Kingdom service during any period for which the 
person has paid contributions under regulation C9 of TPR 1997 or regulation 19 of these 
Regulations (election to pay contributions by a person serving in a reserve force) or under 
equivalent arrangements under a comparable United Kingdom scheme. 
 
(4) The “post-break employment start date” means the date on which a person  
re-enters pensionable employment or comparable United Kingdom service following a 
disqualifying break or, where there is more than one such period, the first of them. 
 
 
CHAPTER 3 
 
Meaning of “qualified for retirement benefits” and “qualified for retirement  
benefits following further employment” 
 
Meaning of “qualified for retirement benefits” 
 
54.— 
 
(1) A person (T) is “qualified for retirement benefits” for the purpose of  
these Regulations if T satisfies any of Conditions 1 to 6. 
 
(2) But T is not “qualified for retirement benefits” if T has been in further  
employment. 
 
(3) Condition 1 is that immediately before 1st September 2010 T was qualified  
for retirement benefits under regulation E3(1)(a) or (b) of TPR 1997. 
 
(4) Condition 2 is that— 
 
(a) (i) T was in pensionable employment on 6th April 1988 or paying contributions  
under regulation 30 of TSR 1976 on that date, or 
 
(ii) T entered pensionable employment for the first time after 6th April 1988, and  
 
(b) T has retirement benefits qualification service of at least 2 years.  
 
(5) Condition 3 is that— 
 
(a)(i) T was in pensionable employment on 6th April 1988 or paying contributions  
under regulation 30 of TSR 1976 on that date, or  
 
(ii)T re-entered pensionable employment after 6th April 1988, having previously been in 
such employment, and  
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(b) (i) T has retirement benefits qualification service of at least 2 years  
attributable to a period of employment after 5th April 1988, or  
 
(ii) the sum of T’s retirement benefits qualification service attributable to a period of 
employment after 5th April 1988 and of the periods mentioned in Schedule 9 of  
TSR 1988 attributable to a period of T’s employment before 6th April 1988  
amounts to at least 5 years.  
 
(6) For the purpose of Condition 3, any period of employment in respect of which the 
Secretary of State accepted a transfer value when T re-entered pensionable employment 
after 5th April 1988 is to be treated as taking place after that date. 
 
(7) Paragraph (6) does not apply to— 
(a)a period of comparable British service, or (b)a period of employment  
pensionable under the National Health Service Pension Scheme Regulations  
1995(28) in respect of which a transfer value was accepted in accordance with  
arrangements made for a person to whom Part 6 of Schedule 10 to TPR 1997 (which 
continues to have effect by virtue of paragraph 26 of Schedule 13) applies.  
 
(8) Condition 4 is that— 
 
(a) T has a guaranteed minimum in relation to benefits under these Regulations,  
and (b)the Secretary of State has not paid a contributions equivalent premium in  
respect of T.  
 
(9) Condition 5 is that the Secretary of State— 
 
(a) paid a cash equivalent or a transfer value in respect of T to the pension  
scheme of the Commission of the European Communities, and  
 
(b)has since accepted a transfer value from that scheme in respect of T. (10) Condition 6 is 
that the Secretary of State has accepted a transfer value in respect of T’s rights under a 
personal pension scheme. 
 
Retirement benefits qualification service 
 
55.—(1) The retirement benefits qualification service of a person (T) is the  
total of the following— 
 
(a) any period spent by T in pensionable employment;  
 
(b) any period counting as reckonable service under regulation 41(1)(c),(d),(e) or (f) 
(reckonable service);  
 
(c) any period of employment in respect of which the Secretary of State  
has accepted a transfer value;  
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(d) any period of comparable British service;  
 
(e) any period of admitted service;  
 
(f)any period of specified country service;  
 
(g) any period of employment which is pensionable for the purposes of the  
Universities Superannuation Scheme(29);  
 
(h)where T was given, but did not take, the opportunity to transfer T’s past service pension 
rights under regulation 36, any period of employment which would have counted as T’s 
retirement benefits qualification service under sub-paragraph (c) if the transfer value in 
respect of such rights had been accepted by the Secretary of State.  
 
(2) But T’s retirement benefits qualification service does not include— 
 
(a) any contributions refund period;  
 
(b)any period in respect of which a transfer value has been paid;  
 
(c)any period in respect of which a cash equivalent has been paid. Meaning of “qualified for 
retirement benefits following further employment” 
 
56.  A person is “qualified for retirement benefits following further employment” for the 
purpose of these Regulations if, after the person last enters further employment, the 
person is in pensionable employment for at least 12 months. 
 
CHAPTER 4 
 
Phased retirement and retirement benefits 
 
Election to receive phased retirement benefits 
 
57.—(1) This paragraph applies to a person (P) if— 
 
(a) P is qualified for retirement benefits or qualified for retirement benefits  
following further employment,  
 
(b) P is 55 or over and under 75, and  
 
(c) P satisfies Condition 1 or Condition 2.  
 
(2) Condition 1 is that— 
 
(a) P is in pensionable or excluded employment, and  
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(b) there is a reduction in P’s contributable salary in that employment (“the reduced salary”) 
such that the annual rate of the reduced salary does not exceed 80% of the average 
annual rate of P’s contributable salary during the 6 months before the reduction.  
 
(3) For the purpose of calculating the annual rate of the reduced salary, any standard 
increase taking effect on the day when P’s employment at the new contributable salary 
starts must be ignored. 
 
(4) Condition 2 is that— 
 
(a) after reaching the age of 55, P ceases to be in pensionable or excluded  
employment (“the previous employment”),  
 
b) within 6 months of the last day of the previous employment, P enters employment in a 
capacity mentioned in Schedule 2 or an employment which falls within paragraph (5) (“the 
new employment”), and  
 
(c) the annual rate of P’s contributable salary in the new employment does not  
exceed 80% of the average annual rate of P’s contributable salary during the  
last 6 months of the previous employment.  
 
(5) An employment falls within this paragraph if— 
 
(a) P is employed by a person whose employment of P as a teacher would be  
employment in a capacity mentioned in Schedule 2,  
 
(b) P’s normal duties in the employment include providing education or services ancillary to 
education other than administrative services, and  
 
(c) where P is employed by a function provider, P’s duties relate to the functions or 
services in respect of which the function provider is accepted in accordance with regulation 
14.  
 
(6) For the purpose of calculating the annual rate of P’s contributable salary in the new 
employment, any standard increase taking effect after the last day of the previous 
employment must be ignored. 
 
(7) A person (P) to whom paragraph (1) applies may elect to receive phased  
retirement benefits by giving written notice to the Secretary of State within 3  
months after the relevant date. 
 
(8) An election under paragraph (7) may not be made— 
 
(a) on more than two occasions, or  
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(b)if P makes an application under regulation 107 (payment of benefits on application to 
Secretary of State) for retirement benefits.  
 
(9) The relevant date is— 
 
(a) where P satisfies Condition 1, the date on which the reduction in  
contributable salary takes effect, or  
 
(b)where P satisfies Condition 2, the date on which P enters the new employment.  
 
(10) The notice must be accompanied by— 
 
(a) where P satisfies Condition 1, a certificate by P’s employer as to the  
matters mentioned in paragraph (2)(b), or  
 
(b)where P satisfies Condition 2, a certificate by P’s employer in the new employment as to 
the matters mentioned in paragraph (4)(c). (11) But if P’s employer in the previous 
employment does not provide P’s employer in the new employment with the information 
necessary to provide the certificate, the Secretary of State may determine that paragraph 
(10)(b) is not to apply. 
 
(12) The notice must specify— 
 
(a) a fraction, not exceeding 0.75, of P’s NPA 60 reckonable service, and 
 
(b)a fraction, not exceeding 0.75, of P’s NPA 65 reckonable service.  
 
(13) In this regulation— 
 
(a) a reference to a person’s contributable salary includes, in the case of a  
person who is in employment other than pensionable employment, a reference to  
the salary which would be the person’s contributable salary if that employment  
were pensionable employment;  
 
(b) “standard increase” means an increase in contributable salary which is applied 
generally to persons in the position of the employee in question in accordance with an 
order made under section 122 of EA 2002 or, where the employee is not a school teacher 
for the purposes of that section, by the employer;  
 
(c)where—  
 
(i)ill-health retirement benefits were payable to P under regulation E8 of TPR 1997, and  
 
(ii) P subsequently re-enters pensionable employment P’s reckonable service excludes any 
increase in reckonable service under regulation E8(2) to (6) of TPR 1997 arising from the 
payment of those ill health retirement benefits. 
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Phased retirement benefits 
 
58.— 
 
(1) This regulation applies where a person (P) makes an election under  
regulation 57 (election to receive phased retirement benefits). 
 
(2) A phased retirement pension is payable to P from the relevant date. 
 
(3) Except as otherwise provided in these Regulations, the pension is payable  
for life. 
 
(4) If P is a pre-2007 entrant or a person with mixed service, a phased  
retirement lump sum is payable to P on the relevant date. 
 
(5) The annual rate of a phased retirement pension and the amount of any phased 
retirement lump sum are to be calculated in accordance with regulations 61 (annual rate of 
phased retirement and retirement pension) and 62 (amount of  
phased retirement and retirement lump sum) except as provided in the following  
paragraphs. 
 
(6) P’s average salary must be calculated as if P’s average salary service ended  
on the date of change. 
 
(7) Where the election under regulation 57 (election to receive phased benefits)  
is P’s first— 
 
(a) a reference to P’s NPA 60 reckonable service to which a Case applies must be taken to 
be a reference to P’s NPA 60 reckonable service up to and including the date of change 
multiplied by the fraction specified in the notice of the election in accordance with 
regulation 57(12)(a);  
 
(b)a reference to P’s NPA 65 reckonable service to which a Case applies must be taken to 
be a reference to P’s NPA 65 reckonable service up to and including the date of change 
multiplied by the fraction specified in the notice in accordance with regulation 57(12)(b).  
 
(8) Where the election under regulation 57 is P’s second— 
 
(a) a reference to P’s NPA 60 reckonable service to which a Case applies must be taken to 
be a reference to—  
 
(i)P’s NPA 60 reckonable service up to and including the date of change multiplied by the 
fraction specified in the notice of the election in accordance with regulation 57(12)(a), less  
 
(ii)the amount of P’s NPA 60 reckonable service calculated in accordance with paragraph 
(7)(a) of this regulation;  
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(b)a reference to P’s NPA 65 reckonable service must be taken to be a reference to—  
 
(i) P’s NPA 65 reckonable service up to and including the date of change multiplied by the 
fraction specified in the notice in accordance with regulation 57(12)(b), less  
 
(ii)the amount of P’s NPA 65 reckonable service calculated in accordance with paragraph 
(7)(b) of this regulation.  
 
(9) In this regulation— 
 
“contributable salary” is to be construed in accordance with regulation 57  
(election to receive phased retirement benefits); 
 
“date of change” in relation to an election under regulation 57 means— 
 
(a) where a person satisfies Condition 1 of that regulation, the day before the date on 
which the reduction in contributable salary takes effect, or 
 
(b) where a person satisfies Condition 2 of that regulation, the date on which the person 
ceases to be in the previous employment; 
 
“reckonable service” excludes any increase in reckonable service under regulation E8(2) to 
(6) of TPR 1997 referred to in regulation 57(13)(c); 
 
“relevant date” has the same meaning as in regulation 57(9). 
 
Cessation of phased retirement pension 
 
59.—(1) A phased retirement pension ceases to be payable to a person (P) from  
the date on which, following an increase in contributable salary other than a  
standard increase, the annual rate of P’s contributable salary during the 12  
months beginning on the relevant date exceeds 80% of— 
 
(a) where P satisfied Condition 1 of regulation 57 (election to receive phased  
retirement benefits) when making the election (“the failed election”), the  
average annual rate of P’s contributable salary during the 6 months before the  
reduction mentioned in paragraph (2)(b) of that regulation, or  
 
(b) where P satisfied Condition 2 of that regulation when making the failed election, the 
average annual rate of P’s contributable salary in the last 6 months of the previous 
employment.  
 
(2) Where a pension ceases to be payable in accordance with paragraph (1)— 
 
(a) the failed election is to be taken into account in determining for the  
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purpose of regulation 57(8) (election to receive phased retirement benefits) the  
number of occasions on which P makes an election under that regulation;  
 
(b) if P makes a subsequent election under regulation 57—  
 
(i) the subsequent election is to be treated as P’s first for the purpose of regulation 57(7) 
(election to receive phased retirement benefits),  
 
(ii)the notice under regulation 57(12) (election to receive phased retirement benefits) in 
respect of the subsequent election must specify the same or a greater fraction of P’s NPA 
60 and NPA 65 reckonable service as was specified in the notice of the failed election, and  
 
(iii) where P made an election to receive an additional pension with the failed  
election under regulation 73 (election to receive additional pension with phased  
retirement pension), P must make such an election with the subsequent election.  
(3) In this regulation—  
 
“contributable salary” is to be construed in accordance with regulation 57; 
 
“relevant date” has the same meaning as in regulation 57(9); 
 
“standard increase” means an increase in contributable salary which— 
 
(a) is applied generally to persons in the position of the employee in question in 
accordance with an order made under section 122 of EA 2002 or, where the employee is 
not a school teacher for the purposes of that section, by the employer, and 
 
(b) is unrelated to any change in the employee’s duties or hours of work or otherwise to the 
particular circumstances of the employee’s case. 
 
Retirement benefits 
 
60.— 
 
(1) A person (P) falls within this paragraph if P satisfies either the  
condition for retirement or the condition for retirement following further  
employment. 
 
(2) P satisfies the condition for retirement if— 
 
(a) P is qualified for retirement benefits, and  
 
(b)a Case applies to P’s reckonable service or, if P is a person with mixed service, to part 
of P’s reckonable service.  
 
(3) P satisfies the condition for retirement following  
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further employment if— 
 
(a) P is qualified for retirement benefits following further employment,  
 
(b) a Case applies to P’s reckonable service or, if P is a person with mixed service, to part 
of P’s reckonable service,  
 
(c)where P is under 75, P makes an application under regulation 107 (payment of benefits 
on application to Secretary of State) for benefits under this regulation, and  
 
(d) after making the application, P does not re-enter pensionable employment before the 
day which would be the entitlement day if P were to satisfy the condition for retirement 
following further employment.  
 
(4) A retirement pension is payable to a person (P) who falls within paragraph (1) from the 
entitlement day. 
 
(5) Except as otherwise provided in these Regulations, the pension is payable for life. 
 
(6) Where P is a pre-2007 entrant or a person with mixed service, a retirement  
lump sum is payable to P on the entitlement day, but this paragraph is subject  
to regulation 124 (general prohibition on unauthorised payments). 
 
(7) The annual rate of the retirement pension and the amount of any retirement  
lump sum are to be calculated in accordance with regulations 61 (annual rate of  
phased retirement and retirement pension) and 62 (amount of phased retirement  
and retirement lump sum). 
 
(8) The entitlement day is the entitlement day for the Case which applies to P’s  
reckonable service. 
 
(9) If P is a person with mixed service and Case A applies to P’s NPA 60  
reckonable service and another Case applies to P’s NPA 65 reckonable service— 
 
(a) the entitlement day for that part of P’s retirement pension mentioned in  
regulation 61(5)(a), (c) and (d) (annual rate of phased retirement and  
retirement pension) and for P’s retirement lump sum is the entitlement day for  
Case A, and  
 
(b) the entitlement day for that part of P’s retirement pension mentioned in regulation 
61(5)(b) is the entitlement day for the Case which applies to P’s NPA 65 service.  
 
(10) Schedule 7 (retirement benefits) has effect for the purpose of determining whether a 
Case applies to P’s reckonable service and, if so, the entitlement day for the Case. 
 
(11) In these Regulations references to a Case followed by a letter are  
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references to the relevant case as specified in Schedule 7. 
 
Annual rate of phased retirement and retirement pension 
 
61.— 
 
(1) This regulation applies for calculating the annual rate of phased retirement and 
retirement pensions. 
 
(2) The annual rate of the pension of a person (P) is the sum of the amounts  
mentioned in paragraph (5). 
 
(3) But the annual rate of a retirement pension is SB-PRP if— 
 
(a) Case D applies to P’s reckonable service or to part of P’s reckonable service,  
 
(b) P has a guaranteed minimum in relation to employment before 6th April 1997, and  
 
(c) SB is greater than AR+PRP.  
 
(4) In paragraph (3)— 
 
 AR is what the annual rate of P’s retirement pension would be apart from  
 paragraph (3); 
 
PRP is the annual rate of any phased retirement pensions payable to P; 
 
SB is the sum of the annual equivalent of P’s guaranteed minimum and any equivalent 
pension benefits. 
 
(5) The amounts are— 
 
(a) 1/80 x P’s average salary x P’s NPA 60 reckonable service to which a Case  
applies (in years and fractions of a year),  
 
(b)1/60 x P’s average salary x P’s NPA 65 reckonable service to which a Case applies (in 
years and fractions of a year),  
 
(c) where a lump sum is not paid to P because of regulation 124 (general prohibition on 
unauthorised payments), but where it would otherwise be payable to P, such amount 
representing the value of that lump sum as the Secretary of State determines after taking 
advice from the scheme actuary, and  
 
(d)where the amount of a lump sum payable under regulation 62 (amount of phased 
retirement and retirement lump sum) (“the actual lump sum”) is less than the amount which 
would, apart from paragraph (3) of that regulation, be payable (“the notional lump sum”), 
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such amount representing the value of the difference between the notional lump sum and 
the actual lump sum as the Secretary of State determines after taking advice from the 
scheme actuary.  
 
(6) The amount calculated in accordance with paragraph (5)(a) must be multiplied by the 
appropriate factor for a person with NPA 60 reckonable service— 
 
(a) where the pension is a phased retirement pension, if P is under 60 on the  
relevant date, and  
 
(b) where the pension is a retirement pension, if Case D or Case E applies to P’s NPA 60 
reckonable service.  
 
(7) The amount calculated in accordance with paragraph (5)(b) must be multiplied by the 
appropriate factor for a person with NPA 65 reckonable service— 
 
(a) where the pension is a phased retirement pension, if P is under 65 on the  
relevant date, and  
 
(b)where the pension is a retirement pension, if Case D or Case E applies to P’s NPA 65 
reckonable service. (8) Where P was in pensionable employment after reaching the age of 
65, such part of the amount calculated in accordance with paragraph (5)(b) as relates to 
reckonable service before P reached that age must be multiplied by the factor specified in 
paragraph (9). 
 
(9) The factor is such factor relating to the length of the period (in years and  
complete months) between the date of P’s 65th birthday and the entitlement day  
for that part of P’s retirement pension mentioned in paragraph (5)(b) as the  
Secretary of State is to determine from time to time after taking advice from  
the scheme actuary. 
 
(10) For the purpose of paragraph (8), where a transfer value other than one  
from a comparable United Kingdom scheme is accepted after P is 65, the  
reckonable service attributable to the transfer value is to be treated as being  
after P reached that age. 
 
(11) In this regulation— 
 
(a) “relevant date” has the same meaning as in regulation 57(9) (election to  
receive phased retirement benefits), and  
 
(b) the “entitlement day” means the entitlement day referred to in regulation 60 (retirement 
benefits).  
 
(12) The annual rate of a retirement pension is subject to paragraph 23 of Schedule 13 
(National Insurance modification of pensions). 
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Amount of phased retirement and retirement lump sum 
 
62.— 
 
(1) This regulation applies for calculating the amount of phased retirement  
and retirement lump sums. 
 
(2) The amount of the lump sum of a person (P) is the amount mentioned in  
paragraph (4) less the total of the benefits mentioned in paragraph (5)  
previously payable to P other than any already deducted in the calculation of a  
lump sum (whether under this regulation or regulation 117(5) (person to be  
treated as electing to receive lump sum in place of pension) 
 
(3) But no lump sum may exceed P’s permitted maximum.  
 
(4) The amount is 3/80 x P’s average salary x P’s NPA 60 reckonable service to  
which a Case applies (in years and fractions of a year).  
 
(5) The benefits are— 
 
(a) any phased retirement lump sum in a case where the phased retirement pension 
payable with the lump sum ceased to be payable under regulation 59 (cessation of phased 
retirement pension);  
 
(b) any ill-health lump sum;  
 
(c) any total incapacity lump sum;  
 
(d) any lump sum under regulation 116 (election to receive lump sum in place of pension) 
other than a lump sum attributable to—  
 
(i) a phased retirement pension except where the pension ceased to be payable under 
regulation 59 (cessation of phased retirement pension), or  
 
(ii) an additional pension;  
 
(e) any short-service incapacity grant, in a case where, after the grant became payable, P 
re-entered pensionable employment before 1st September 2010.  
 
(6) The amount calculated in accordance with paragraph (4) must be multiplied by the 
appropriate factor for a person with NPA 60 reckonable service— 
 
(a) where the lump sum is a phased retirement lump sum, if P is under 60 on the  
relevant date;  
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(b)where the lump sum is a retirement lump sum, if Case D or Case E applies to P’s NPA 
60 reckonable service.  
 
(7) In this regulation— 
 
“permitted maximum” must be construed in accordance with paragraph 2 of Schedule 29 to 
FA 2004; 
 
“relevant date” has the same meaning as in regulation 57(9) (election to receive phased 
benefits). 
 
Reduction of benefits: duplicate pensions 
 
63.— 
 
(1) This regulation applies where a person’s reckonable service is attributable to a period 
of employment which counts towards both— 
 
(a) phased retirement benefits or retirement benefits under these Regulations,  
and  
 
(b) a benefit (other than a benefit under these Regulations) payable directly  
or indirectly out of moneys provided by Parliament or from council tax levied by  
local authorities.  
 
(2) But this regulation does not apply where the other benefit— 
 
(a) is subject to reduction under regulation 142 of the Local Government Pension  
Scheme Regulations 1997(30), or  
 
(b)is payable under regulation 7 of the Teachers (Compensation for Redundancy and 
Premature Retirement) Regulations(31) 1997.  
 
(3) Except as provided in paragraphs (4) and (5), the person’s phased retirement  
benefits or retirement benefits must be reduced by so much as is necessary to  
secure that A is reduced by B. 
 
(4) A must not be reduced to less than C. 
 
(5) A phased retirement pension or retirement pension must not be reduced so  
that so much of it as is attributable to the double period is below the rate of  
any equivalent pension benefits attributable to that period. 
 
(6) In the case of a pension, the reduction must be applied to the amounts in  
paragraph (5)(a) and (b) of regulation 61 (annual rate of phased retirement and  
retirement pension) before any multiplication under paragraphs (6), (7) or (8)  
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of that regulation. 
 
(7) In the case of a lump sum, the reduction must be applied to the amount in  
paragraph (4) of regulation 62 (amount of phased retirement and retirement lump  
sum) before any multiplication under paragraph (6) of that regulation. 
 
(8) In this regulation— 
 
A is the actuarial value of the phased retirement or retirement benefits attributable to the 
double period; 
 
B is the actuarial value of the other benefit attributable to the double period; 
 
C is the actuarial value of the sum of— 
 
(a) the amount of contributions (including any paid under regulation C9 of TPR 1997 or 
regulation 19) paid by the person in respect of the double period,  
and 
 
(b) interest on those contributions at 3% per annum compounded with yearly  
rests from the first day of the financial year following that in which the  
contributions were paid to the date on which retirement benefits became payable  
to the person;  
 
the “double period” means the period mentioned in paragraph (1); 
 
“local authority” includes a non-metropolitan district council for an area for which there is a 
county council; 
 
the “other benefit” means the benefit mentioned in paragraph (1)(b) and includes any sum 
payable, whether as a continuing allowance or as a lump sum, by way of pension, 
superannuation allowance, compensation for loss of office or otherwise in respect of 
retirement. 
 
Abatement of retirement pension during further employment 
 
64.—(1) This regulation applies while a person (P) falling within paragraph (2)  
is employed— 
 
(a)in pensionable employment, comparable British service or employment which  
would have been pensionable but for—  
 
(i)P having made an election under regulation 9 (election for employment not to be 
pensionable), or  
 
(ii)P having reached the age of 75,  
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(b)in part-time employment in a capacity described in paragraphs 1,2 and 4 to 9 of 
Schedule 2 which is not pensionable employment by reason of the fact that the 
employment falls within regulation 7(6), but has not made an election under regulation 
10(1) (election for employment to be pensionable), or  
 
(c)in full-time employment which is not pensionable employment by reason of the fact that 
the employment falls within regulation 7(8), but has not made an election under regulation 
10(2)(d).  
 
(2) P falls within this paragraph if— 
 
(a)retirement benefits have become payable to P, or  
 
(b)P has elected to receive phased retirement benefits, and neither paragraph (6) nor 
paragraph (7) of regulation 61 (multiplication of pension by appropriate factor) apply in 
relation to the phased retirement pension.  
 
(3) But this regulation does not apply in respect of a pension (or part of a pension) which is 
payable to the person by reason of Case E applying to the person’s reckonable service. 
 
(4) If the person is concurrently both in employment falling within paragraph (1)(a) and in 
employment falling within paragraph (1)(b), this regulation applies only in respect of the 
former. 
 
(5) Where this regulation applies— 
 
(a)if the amount of the person’s salary in the employment during the tax year  
equals or exceeds the person’s adjusted salary of reference in any tax year, no  
pension is to be paid in that tax year; and  
 
(b)in any other case, the pension to which the person is entitled in any tax year is to be 
reduced if necessary so as to secure that the pension paid during that tax year does not 
exceed (A x P/Q), where— 
 
A is the amount by which the person’s salary in the employment during   the tax year falls 
short of that person’s adjusted salary of reference, 
 
P is  the full annual rate of the person’s pension during the tax year in question   as 
increased under PIA 1971 but disregarding the effect of paragraphs (10) or   (11), and 
 
Q is the total of— 
 
(i)the full annual rate of the person’s  pension, 
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(ii)the full annual rate of compensation payable under regulation 7  (mandatory 
compensation for premature retirement) of the Teachers   (Compensation for Redundancy 
and Premature Retirement) Regulations 1997(32), and 
 
(iii)the full annual rate of all compensation payable under regulation 12   (discretionary 
compensation for premature retirement) of those Regulations, for the tax year in question, 
as increased under PIA 1971. 
 
(6) In paragraph (5), the adjusted salary of reference is, or where the person’s  
previous employment was part time, the full time equivalent of— 
 
(a)the highest salary taken into account in determining the person’s average  
salary under regulation 37 or 38, multiplied by the adjustment factor, or  
 
(b)(if applicable) the highest salary taken into account in determining the person’s  
average salary under regulation 37 or 38 relating to the person’s further  
employment, multiplied by the adjustment factor, whichever is the higher. 
 
(7) For the purpose of paragraph (6) the adjustment factor is the amount (if  
any) by which, immediately before the first day of the employment, any salary  
referred to in paragraph (6) would have increased if it had been the annual rate  
of an official pension as defined in section 5(1) of PIA 1971 beginning, and  
first qualifying for increases under that Act, on the same date as— 
 
(a)the last day of employment at that salary, in a case where the person’s  
average salary was determined under regulation 37, or 
 
(b)the pension, in a case where the person’s average salary was determined under 
regulation 38.  
 
(8) Where a pension falls to be reduced under paragraph (5)(b) in any tax year, the 
Secretary of State is to pay the pension in accordance with regulation 109  
(monthly payments) or regulation 110 (quarterly payments) at the rate which is  
appropriate without taking account of the reduction until the amount to which  
the pension is to be reduced (on the assumption that the person will remain in  
employment at the same salary for the remainder of the tax year) has been paid. 
 
(9) Once the appropriate amount of pension has been paid as mentioned in  
paragraph (8), no further payment is to be made during that tax year unless the  
person ceases to be in the employment or is in employment at a lower salary in  
which case the Secretary of State is to pay pension during the remainder of the  
tax year to the person of such amount and at such times as is necessary in order  
to secure the result described in paragraph (5). 
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(10) Where the actual pension paid in any tax year has exceeded the amount which should 
have been paid by virtue of paragraph (5) (“the excess payment”) the pension payable in 
the subsequent tax year is to be reduced by the excess  
payment. 
 
 (10) Where the actual pension paid in any tax year has exceeded the amount which 
should have been paid by virtue of paragraph (5) (“the excess payment”), the pension 
payable in the subsequent tax year is to be reduced by an amount equal to the excess 
payment, but where in that tax year a reduction is not made, or the reduction made is not 
equal to the excess payment, the pension is to be reduced in the following or any other 
subsequent tax year— 
 
(a) by an amount equal to the excess payment, or 

 
(b) in a case where the reduction made is not equal to the excess payment, by such 
further amount or amounts as are required until the total amount of the reduction is 
equal to the excess payment. (SI 673 2012) 
 
 
(11) In paragraphs (5) and (7) to (10) “pension” means the aggregate of a  
person’s retirement pension (other than a pension or part of a pension referred  
to in paragraph (3)) and any phased retirement pension, additional pension or  
total incapacity pension paid with that pension. 
 
CHAPTER 5 
 
Total incapacity benefits and cessation of ill health pensions etc. 
 
Total incapacity benefits 
 
65.—(1) This regulation applies where— 
 
(a)an ill-health pension becomes payable to a person (P) because P satisfies  
Conditions 1, 2 and 3 set out in paragraph 3 of Schedule 7 (Case C: ill-health  
retirement), and  
 
(b)P satisfies Conditions A and B. (2) P satisfies Condition A if P’s ability to carry out any 
work is impaired by more than 90% and is likely to be impaired by more than 90% 
permanently. 
 
(3) P satisfies Condition B if immediately before satisfying Condition A— 
 
(a)P was in pensionable employment,  
 
(b)P was paying contributions under regulation C9 of TPR 1997 or regulation 19 (election 
to pay contributions by a person serving in a reserve force), or (c)P was taking a period of 

http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2012/673/pdfs/uksi_20120673_en.pdf
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non-pensionable sick leave, a period of non-pensionable family leave or a career break 
which, in every case, followed on immediately after a period of pensionable employment.  
 
(4) A total incapacity pension is payable to P from the entitlement day. 
 
(5) Except as otherwise provided in these Regulations, the total incapacity  
pension is payable for life. 
 
(6) Where P is a pre-2007 entrant, a total incapacity lump sum is payable to P  
on the entitlement day. 
 
(7) The annual rate of the pension and the amount of the lump sum are to be  
calculated in accordance with regulation 66 (annual rate of total incapacity  
pension and amount of total incapacity lump sum). 
 
(8) The entitlement day is the date on which the ill-health pension mentioned in  
paragraph (1) becomes payable to P. 
 
Annual rate of total incapacity pension and amount of total incapacity lump sum 
66.—(1) The annual rate of the total incapacity pension of a person (P) is the  
sum of— 
 
(a)the appropriate fraction x P’s average salary x P’s added service (in years  
and fractions of a year),  
 
(b)where the amount of a lump sum paid (“the actual lump sum”) is less than the amount 
which would, apart from paragraph (3), be payable (“the notional lump sum”), such amount 
representing the value of the difference between the notional lump sum and the actual 
lump sum as the Secretary of State determines after taking advice from the scheme 
actuary.  
 
(2) The total incapacity lump sum of a person (P) is 3/80 x P’s average salary x P’s added 
service (in years) less any amount referred to in paragraph (4). 
 
(3) But no lump sum may exceed P’s permitted maximum. 
 
(4) Where the total of any benefits referred to in regulation 62(5) which fall  
to be deducted under regulation 62(2) from any lump sum exceeds the total of— 
 
(a)any ill health lump sums, previously paid or payable at the same time as the  
total incapacity lump sum, and  
 
(b)any total incapacity lump sum previously paid the balance is to be deducted from the 
total incapacity lump sum. 
 
(5) The appropriate fraction is— 
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(a)where P is a pre-2007 entrant, 1/80, and  
 
(b)where P is a person with mixed service or a 2007 or later entrant, 1/60. (6) P’s added 
service is one half of the period beginning on the entitlement day and ending on the date 
on which P reaches— 
 
(a)where P is a pre-2007 entrant, the age of 60, or  
 
(b)where P is a person with mixed service or a 2007 or later entrant, the age of 65.  
 
(7) The entitlement day has the same meaning as in regulation 65 (total incapacity 
benefits). 
 
Cessation of total incapacity pension 
 
67.— 
 
(1) A total incapacity pension ceases to be payable to a person (P) if P’s  
ability to carry out any work ceases to be impaired by more than 90%. 
 
(2) Paragraph (1) does not apply if P has reached— 
 
(a)where P is a pre-2007 entrant, the age of 60, or  
 
(b)where P is a person with mixed service or a 2007 or later entrant, the age of 65.  
 
(3) For the purpose of paragraph (1), P’s ability to carry out any work is to be treated as 
ceasing to be impaired by more than 90% on the earliest of the following— 
 
(a)the date on which P enters employment in a capacity mentioned in Schedule 2  
(pensionable employment);  
 
(b)the date on which P engages in work as a teacher (not being employment in such a 
capacity);  
 
(c)the date on which P engages in any other form of work unless—  
 
(i)P provides the Secretary of State with a certificate from a registered medical practitioner 
that, in the opinion of the practitioner, P continues to satisfy Condition A set out in 
regulation 65 (total incapacity benefits) despite engaging in such work, and  
(ii)the Secretary of State determines that P continues to satisfy that Condition despite 
engaging in such work.  
 
Cessation and reinstatement of ill-health pension (application received before 6th January 
2007) 
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68.—(1) This regulation applies to— 
 
(a)an ill-health pension which became payable to a person (P) following an  
application received by the Secretary of State before 6th January 2007, and  
 
(b)a pension which becomes payable in accordance with paragraph (5). 
 
(2) A pension to which this regulation applies ceases to be payable if P— 
 
(a)enters full-time employment in a capacity mentioned in Schedule 2, where the  
pension became payable before 1st April 1997,  
 
(b)enters full-time or part-time employment in a capacity mentioned in Schedule 2, where 
the pension became payable on or after 1st April 1997, or (c)otherwise ceases to be 
incapacitated.  
 
(3) Paragraph (2) does not apply if P has reached the age of 60. 
 
(4) Despite paragraph (2), any equivalent pension benefits continue to be payable. 
(5) Where— 
 
(a)a pension has ceased to be payable in accordance with paragraph (2), and  
 
(b)P has not been in pensionable employment at any time after the pension first became 
payable the pension becomes payable again from the day on which P reaches the age of 
60 or, if at an earlier date P satisfies condition 4 in paragraph 3(5) of Schedule 7 (ability to 
carry out work impaired by more than 90%), from that date. 
 
Cessation of ill-health pension (application received on or after 6th January  
2007) 
 
69.— 
 
(1) This regulation applies to an ill-health pension to which regulation 68  
(cessation and reinstatement of ill-health pension (application received before  
6th January 2007)) does not apply. 
 
(2) A pension to which this regulation applies ceases to be payable on the  
earlier of the following— 
 
(a)the date on which the person to whom it is payable (P) enters employment in a  
capacity mentioned in Schedule 2;  
 
(b)the date on which P engages in paid or unpaid work as a teacher (not being 
employment in such a capacity).  
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(3) Paragraph (2) does not apply where P is— 
 
(a)a pre-2007 entrant who has reached the age of 60, or  
 
(b)a person with mixed service or a 2007 or later entrant who has reached the age of 65.  
 
(4) Despite paragraph (2)— 
 
(a)any equivalent pension benefits continue to be payable, and  
 
(b)where P is a person with mixed service who has reached the age of 60 but not the age 
of 65, that part of the ill-health pension mentioned in regulation 61(5)(a) and (d) (annual 
rate of phased retirement and retirement pension) continues to be payable.  
 
Calculation of retirement benefits after ill-health pension ceases to  
be payable 
 
70.— 
 
(1) This regulation applies for calculating the retirement benefits of a  
person (P) if— 
 
(a)the retirement pension which most recently became payable to P (“the previous 
pension”) was an ill-health pension,  
 
(b)the previous pension ceased to be payable under regulation 68 (cessation and 
reinstatement of ill-health pension (application received before 6th January 2007) or 69 
(cessation of ill-health pension (application received on or after 6th January 2007)), and 
 
(c)P re-entered pensionable employment.  
 
(2) The annual rate of the retirement pension is made up of— 
 
(a)the annual rate of any ill-health pension which became payable before the  
previous pension and was calculated using an average salary greater than the  
previous average salary, and  
 
(b)the annual rate of a pension calculated in accordance with regulation 61 (annual rate of 
phased retirement and retirement pension) except as provided in paragraph (4) and (5).  
 
(3) The amount of any retirement lump sum is the amount of a lump sum calculated in 
accordance with regulation 62 (amount of phased retirement and retirement lump sum) 
except as provided in paragraphs (4) and (5). 
 
(4) In regulations 61 (annual rate of phased retirement pension and retirement  
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pension) and 62 (amount of phased retirement lump sum and retirement lump sum) 
references to P’s reckonable service must be taken to— 
 
(a)exclude reckonable service used in the calculation of any pension mentioned  
in paragraph (2)(a), but  
 
(b)where the previous pension became payable to P following an application received by 
the Secretary of State before 6th January 2007, include any enhanced period determined 
in accordance with regulation 71.  
 
(5) Where P’s average salary on the date on which retirement benefits become  
payable (“the final average salary”) is less than the average salary at the date  
on which the previous pension became payable (“the earlier average salary”) then the 
average salary for the purposes of regulations 61 and 62 is— 
 
(a)the earlier average salary, in relation to P’s reckonable service used in the  
calculation of P’s previous pension, and  
 
(b)the final average salary in relation to the balance of P’s reckonable service.  
 
(6) For the purposes of paragraph (5) P’s reckonable service used in the calculation of P’s 
previous pension does not include any increase in reckonable service under regulation E8 
of TPR 1997, or regulation 71. 
 
(7) Where paragraph (5) applies and any phased retirement pension is payable to P then 
for the purpose of paragraph 13 of Schedule 7— 
 
(a)where the phased retirement pension became payable before the previous  
pension became payable the reckonable service taken into account in the  
calculation of that phased retirement pension is to be treated as reckonable  
service referred to in paragraph (5)(a), and  
 
(b)where the phased retirement pension became payable after the previous pension 
became payable—  
 
(i)the reckonable service taken into account in the calculation of that phased  
retirement pension is to be treated as reckonable service referred to in  
paragraph (5)(b), but  
 
(ii)where the reckonable service taken into account in the calculation of that phased 
retirement pension is more than the reckonable service referred to in paragraph (5)(b)—  
 
(aa)no reckonable service falls within paragraph (5)(b), and (bb)the balance of reckonable 
service taken into account in the calculation of that phased retirement pension is to be 
treated as reckonable service referred to in paragraph (5)(a).  
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Calculation of retirement  
 
benefits after ill-health pension ceases to be payable: supplemental 
 
71.—(1) This regulation applies where regulation 70(4)(b) applies. 
 
(2) In this regulation— 
 
(a)“P’s assumed pensionable employment end date” means the earlier of—  
 
i)the date on which the pensionable employment of a person (P) would have ended if the 
further employment in respect of which the pension is payable had begun on the date 
when P fell within Case C in regulation E4 of TPR 1997 (as a result of which the previous 
pension became payable), and 
 
(ii)P’s 60th birthday,  
 
(b)P’s “relevant service” is so much of P’s reckonable service as does not consist of 
periods—  
 
(i)set out in sub-paragraphs (c) or (d) of regulation 41(1) (past added  
years), or  
 
(ii)which count as reckonable service by virtue of the application to  
P of regulation 7 of TPR 1976 (war service), and  
 
(c)“the previous pension” is the previous pension referred to in regulation 70(1)(a).  
 
(3) For the purposes of this regulation, P is treated as having been in pensionable 
employment during any period during which P was paying contributions under regulation 
C9 of TPR 1997 or under regulation 19. 
 
(4) P’s reckonable service is treated as having been increased by the period  
specified in paragraph (4) or paragraph (5) (as appropriate) but this is subject  
to regulation 42(d) (limitation of reckonable service to 45 years). 
 
(5) If P’s relevant service is less than 10 years the period is the shorter of— 
 
(a)the length of relevant service, and  
 
(b)the period beginning on P’s assumed pensionable employment end date and ending 
immediately before P’s 65th birthday.  
 
(6) If P’s relevant service is 10 years or more, the period is the longer of  
period A and period B. 
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(7) Period A in paragraph (6) is the shortest of— 
 
(a)the period by which P’s relevant service falls short of 40 years,  
 
(b)the period beginning on P’s assumed pensionable employment end date and ending 
immediately before P’s 60th birthday, and  
 
(c)6 years and 243 days.  
 
(8) Period B in paragraph (6) is so much of the period beginning on P’s assumed 
pensionable employment end date and ending immediately before P’s 65th birthday as 
would not cause P’s reckonable service to be increased to more than 20 years. 
 
(9) Where P is a person with relevant mixed service the increase in P’s reckonable service 
arising from this regulation is to be treated, for the purpose of regulation 48 (person with 
mixed service: meaning and normal pension age), as having occurred after the 
disqualifying break. 
 
(10) In paragraph (9) P is a person with relevant mixed service where— 
 
(a)the previous pensionable employment (which gave rise to the ill-health pension referred 
to in regulation 68 or 69) ceased before a disqualifying break, and  
 
b)P’s re-entry into pensionable employment referred to in regulation 70(1)(c) occurred after 
that disqualifying break.  
 
Reduction of ill health pension and total incapacity pension 
 
72.—(1) This regulation applies where— 
 
(a)total incapacity benefits are payable to a person (P), and  
 
(b)the ill health retirement benefits which are payable to P at the same time are increased 
pursuant to regulation 71.  
 
(2) If it appears to the Secretary of State that the total of P’s added service referred to in 
regulation 66 and any increased reckonable service referred to in regulation 71 is 
excessive in the light of the length of the period between the date on which the total 
incapacity benefits became payable to P and the date on which Case A would have 
applied to any of P’s reckonable service (if regulation 65 had not applied), the Secretary of 
State may determine that— 
 
(a)P’s total incapacity benefits, or  
 
(b)that part of P’s ill health retirement benefits which arise from the application of regulation 
71, or  
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c)both P’s total incapacity benefits and the part of P’s ill health retirement benefits referred 
to in sub-paragraph (b) are to be reduced to such amount as the Secretary of State 
considers appropriate. 
 
(3) The Secretary of State may not make a determination under paragraph (2)  
which would have the effect that the aggregate of the values of P’s total  
incapacity benefits and P’s ill health retirement benefits would be less than  
the aggregate of the values of— 
 
(a)P’s incapacity benefits if they had not been reduced under this regulation,  
and  
 
(b)P’s ill health retirement benefits if they had been calculated without  
any increase under regulation 71. 
 
(4) The Secretary of State must take advice from the scheme actuary before making any 
determination under this regulation. 
 
CHAPTER 6 
 
Additional pensions 
 
Election to receive additional pension with phased retirement pension 
 
73.— 
 
(1) This regulation applies to the AP beneficiary of an AP election who  
makes an election to receive phased retirement benefits under regulation 57(7)  
(election to receive phased retirement benefits). 
 
(2) A person to whom this regulation applies may elect to receive an additional  
pension with the phased retirement pension by giving written notice to the  
Secretary of State at the same time as the notice required under regulation  
57(7). 
 
(3) Where a person (P) makes an election under paragraph (2), an additional  
pension is payable to P in respect of each AP election of which P is an AP  
beneficiary from the entitlement day. 
 
(4) The entitlement day is the day on which the phased retirement pension  
becomes payable. 
 
(5) Except as otherwise provided in these Regulations, the additional pension is  
payable for life. 
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(6) The annual rate of the pension is the amount with which P is credited under  
Schedule 4 in respect of the AP election multiplied by the factor mentioned in  
paragraph (7), if that factor is greater than 1, and by the factor mentioned in  
paragraph (8). 
 
(7) The factor is RPI1/RPI2, where— 
  RPI1 is the retail prices index for the penultimate month before the month  
  which includes the day before the day on which the pension is deemed to begin  
  for the purposes of PIA 1971 (see section 8(2) of that Act), andRPI2 is the  
  retail prices index for the month which includes the start date. 
 
(7) The factor is— 
 
(a) in relation to an election made under paragraph 2 of Schedule 4 on or before 22nd June 
2010, (RPI1/RPI2)/X, where— 
 

(i) RPI1 is the retail prices index for the penultimate month before the month which 
includes the day before the entitlement day, 

 
(ii) RPI2 is the retail prices index for the month which includes the start date, and 

 
(iii) X is A/B, or 1 if greater, where— 

 
(aa) A is the amount to which the AP credited amount is increased under 
PIA 1971 between the AP deemed date and the entitlement day, and 
(bb) B is the AP credited amount; or 
 
(b) in relation to an election made under paragraph 2 of Schedule 4 after 22nd June 2010, 
(CPI1/CPI2)/X, where— 
 
(i) CPI1 is the consumer prices index for the penultimate month before the month which 
includes the day before the entitlement day, 
 
(ii) CPI2 is the consumer prices index for the month which includes the start date, and 
 
(iii) X is A/B, or 1 if greater, where— 
 
(aa) A is the amount to which the AP credited amount is increased under 
PIA 1971 between the AP deemed date and the entitlement day, and 
 
(bb) B is the AP credited amount.” (SI 614 2011) 
 
(8) The factor is— 
 
(a)where P is a pre-2007 entrant who has not reached the age of 60 by the  
entitlement day, the appropriate factor for a person with NPA 60 reckonable  

http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2011/614/pdfs/uksi_20110614_en.pdf
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service;  
 
(b)where P is a pre-2007 entrant who has not reached the age of 65 by  
the entitlement day and the AP election was accepted after P reached the age of  
60, the appropriate factor for a person with NPA 65 reckonable service;  
 
(c)where P is a person with mixed service who has not reached the age of 60 by the 
entitlement day and the AP election was accepted before P became a person with mixed 
service, the appropriate factor for a person with NPA 60 reckonable service;  
 
(d)where P is a person with mixed service who has not reached the age  
of 65 by the entitlement day and the AP election was accepted after P became a  
person with mixed service, the appropriate factor for a person with NPA 65  
reckonable service;  
 
(e)where P is a 2007 or later entrant who has not reached the age of 65 by the entitlement 
day, the appropriate factor for a person with NPA 65 reckonable service;  
 
(f)in all other cases, 1. 
 
(9) In this regulation— 
 
“AP credited amount” means the amount with which P is credited under Schedule 4 in 
respect of the AP election; 
 
“AP deemed date” means the day on which the additional pension is deemed to begin for 
the purposes of PIA 1971 (see section 8(2) of that Act); (SI 614 2011) 
 
“AP election” means an election accepted by the Secretary of State under  
Schedule 4 (contributions for additional pension);“AP beneficiary” has the same  
meaning as in Schedule 4;“start date” has the same meaning as in Schedule  
4. 
 
 
Cessation of additional pension paid with phased retirement pension 
 
74.— 
 
(1) This regulation applies where an additional pension becomes payable to a  
person with a phased retirement pension under regulation 73 (election to receive  
additional pension with phased retirement pension). 
 
(2) Where the phased retirement pension ceases to be payable in accordance with 
regulation 59 (cessation of phased retirement pension), the additional pension also ceases 
to be payable from the same date. 
 

http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2011/614/pdfs/uksi_20110614_en.pdf
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Additional pension paid with retirement pension 
 
75.— 
 
(1) This regulation applies to the AP beneficiary of one or more AP  
elections to whom a retirement pension becomes payable. 
 
(2) An additional pension is payable to a person to whom this regulation applies (P) in 
respect of each AP election of which P is an AP beneficiary from the entitlement day. 
 
(3) The entitlement day is the day on which the retirement pension becomes payable. 
 
(4) If P is a person with mixed service and Case A applies to P’s NPA 60  
reckonable service and another Case applies to P’s NPA 65 reckonable service— 
 
(a)the entitlement day for an additional pension in respect of an AP election accepted 
before P became a person with mixed service is the entitlement day for Case A, and  
 
(b)the entitlement day for an additional pension in respect of an AP election accepted after 
P became a person with mixed service is the entitlement day for the Case which applies to 
P’s NPA 65 reckonable service.  
 
(5) Except as otherwise provided in these Regulations, the additional pension is payable 
for life. 
 
(6) Paragraph (2) does not apply to an AP election if an additional pension  
attributable to the AP election is payable to P under regulation 73 (election to  
receive additional pension with phased retirement pension). 
 
(7) Where— 
 
(a)P is a person with mixed service,  
 
(b)the retirement pension is payable because Case A applies to P’s NPA 60 reckonable 
service, and  
 
(c)no other Case applies to P’s NPA 65 reckonable service, paragraph (2) does not apply 
to an AP election accepted after P became a person with mixed service. 
 
(8) Where— 
 
(a)P is a person with mixed service, and  
 
(b)the retirement pension is payable because a Case applies to P’s NPA 65 reckonable 
service,  
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(c)a retirement pension is payable to P because Case A applies to P’s NPA 60 reckonable 
service (including a case where the rate of the pension has been reduced to zero under 
regulation 64 (abatement of retirement pension during further employment) or 121 
(forfeiture of benefits)), paragraph (2) does not apply to an AP election accepted before P 
became a person with mixed service. 
 
(9) The annual rate of the pension is the amount with which P is credited under  
Schedule 4 in respect of the AP election multiplied by the factor mentioned in  
paragraph (10) if that factor is greater than 1 and by the factor mentioned in  
paragraph (11). 
 
(10) The factor is RPI1/RPI2, where— 
  RPI1 is the retail prices index for the penultimate month before the month  
  which includes the day before the day on which the pension is deemed to begin  
  for the purposes of PIA 1971 (see section 8(2) of that Act), andRPI2 is the  
  retail prices index for the month which includes the start date. 
 
(10) The factor is— 
 
(a) in relation to an election made under paragraph 2 of Schedule 4 on or before 22nd June 
2010, (RPI1/RPI2)/X, where— 
(i) RPI1 is the retail prices index for the penultimate month before the month which 
includes the day before the entitlement day, 
 
(ii) RPI2 is the retail prices index for the month which includes the start date, and (iii) X is 
A/B, or 1 if greater, where— 
 
(aa) A is the amount to which the AP credited amount is increased under PIA 1971 
between the AP deemed date and the entitlement day, and 
 
(bb) B is the AP credited amount; or 
 
(b) in relation to an election made under paragraph 2 of Schedule 4 after 22nd June 2010, 
(CPI1/CPI2)/X, where— 
 
(i) CPI1 is the consumer prices index for the penultimate month before the month which 
includes the day before the entitlement day, 
 
(ii) CPI2 is the consumer prices index for the month which includes the start date, and 
 
(iii) X is A/B, or 1 if greater, where— 
 
(aa) A is the amount to which the AP credited amount is increased under 
PIA 1971 between the AP deemed date and the entitlement day, and 
 
(bb) B is the AP credited amount. (SI 614 2011) 

http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2011/614/pdfs/uksi_20110614_en.pdf
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(11) The factor is— 
 
(a)where P is a pre-2007 entrant and the retirement pension is payable because  
Case D or E applies to P’s NPA 60 reckonable service, the appropriate factor for  
a person with NPA 60 reckonable service;  
 
(b)where P is a pre-2007 entrant who has not reached the age of 65 by the entitlement day 
and the AP election was accepted after P reached the age of 60, the appropriate factor for 
a person with NPA 65 reckonable service;  
 
(c)where P is a person with mixed service, the retirement pension is payable because 
Case D or E applies to P’s NPA 60 reckonable service and the AP election was accepted 
before P became a person with mixed service, the appropriate factor for a person with NPA 
60 reckonable service;  
 
(d)where P is a person with mixed service, the retirement pension is payable because 
Case D or E applies to P’s NPA 65 reckonable service and the AP election was accepted 
after P became a person with mixed service, the appropriate factor for a person with NPA 
65 reckonable service;  
 
(e)where P is a 2007 or later entrant, and the retirement pension is payable because Case 
D or E applies to P’s NPA 65 reckonable service, the appropriate factor for a person with 
NPA 65 reckonable service;  
 
(f)in all other cases, 1.  
 
(12) In this regulation— 
 
“AP credited amount” means the amount with which P is credited under Schedule 4 in 
respect of the AP election; 
 
“AP deemed date” means the day on which the additional pension is deemed to begin for 
the purposes of PIA 1971 (see section 8(2) of that Act); (SI 614 2011) 
 
“AP election” means an election accepted by the Secretary of State under Schedule 4 
(contributions for additional pensions);“AP beneficiary” has the same meaning as in 
Schedule 4;“start date” has the same meaning as in Schedule 4. 
 
Cessation of additional pension paid with ill-health pension 
 
76.— 
 
(1) This regulation applies where an additional pension becomes payable to a  
person (P) with an ill-health pension under regulation 75 (additional pension  
paid with retirement pension). 

http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2011/614/pdfs/uksi_20110614_en.pdf
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(2) Where the ill-health pension, or a part of the ill-health pension, ceases to  
be payable under regulation 69 (cessation of ill-health pension (application  
received on or after 6th January 2007)), the additional pension also ceases to  
be payable on the same date. 
 
(3) But where P is a person with mixed service who has reached the age of 60 but not the 
age of 65, paragraph (2) does not apply to an additional pension attributable to an AP 
election accepted before P became a person with mixed service. 
 
(4) In paragraph (3) “AP election” has the same meaning as in regulation 75  
(additional pension paid with retirement pension). 
 
CHAPTER 7 
 
Other benefits 
 
Short-service annuity 
 
77.— 
 
(1) This regulation applies where the contributions of a person who has not  
been in pensionable employment at any time after 5th April 1980 cannot be repaid under 
regulation 22(2) because the salary on which contributions were payable exceeded £5,000. 
 
(2) A short-service annuity is payable to the person for life from the date of  
the person’s 60th birthday. 
 
(3) The annual rate of the annuity is the actuarial equivalent of the person’s  
contributions (calculated in accordance with regulation 23) as at the date of  
the person’s 60th birthday. 
 
Short-service annuity: unauthorised payments 
 
78.—(1) This regulation applies where the repayment of a person’s contributions  
under regulation 22 is not made because of regulation 124 (general prohibition  
on unauthorised payments) but where the person would otherwise be entitled to  
repayment of contributions. 
 
(2) A short-service annuity is payable to the person (P) from the date specified  
by P in P’s application which must be no earlier than 6 weeks after the date on  
which P’s application is made. 
 
(3) Except as otherwise provided in these Regulations, the annuity is payable  
for life. 
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(4) The annual rate of the annuity is the actuarial equivalent of the contributions which 
would have been repaid. 
 
Short-service serious ill -health grant 
 
79.— 
 
(1) This regulation applies to a person (P) if— 
 
(a)P was in pensionable employment for at least 12 months,  
 
(b)P is not qualified for retirement benefits or qualified for retirement benefits following 
further employment,  
 
(c)P ceases to be in pensionable employment because P satisfies the  
incapacity condition, 
 
(d)P’s application under regulation 107 (payment of benefits on application to Secretary of 
State) is made within 6 months after the date on which P’s pensionable employment 
ceases, and  
 
(e)P has a life expectancy of less than a year.  
 
(2) A short-service serious ill-health grant is payable to a person to whom this regulation 
applies. 
 
(3) But no grant may be paid to a person who is 75 or over. 
 
(4) The amount of the grant is P’s average salary/12 x P’s reckonable service  
(in years and fractions of a year). 
 
(5) For the purpose of this regulation, a person satisfies the incapacity condition if the 
person is incapacitated and is likely to be incapacitated permanently. 
 
Admitted service benefits 
 
80.— 
 
(1) This regulation applies to a person who falls within paragraph (2) or  
paragraph (3). 
 
(2) A person falls within this paragraph if— 
 
(a)the person has admitted service of any amount, and  
 
(b)the person is qualified for retirement benefits. 
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(3) A person falls within this paragraph if— 
 
(a)the person has admitted service of at least 5 years, but  
 
(b)the person is not qualified for retirement benefits.  
 
(4) An admitted service pension is payable to a person to whom this regulation applies (P) 
from the entitlement day. 
 
(5) Except as otherwise provided in these Regulations, the pension is payable  
for life. 
 
(6) An admitted service lump sum is payable to P on the entitlement day. 
 
(7) Paragraph (6) does not apply if P complies with paragraphs (3) and (4) of  
regulation 107 (payment of benefits on application to Secretary of State) after  
P reaches the age of 75. 
 
(8) The entitlement day is— 
 
(a)where P falls within paragraph (2), the day on which P’s retirement pension  
becomes payable, and  
 
(b)where P falls within paragraph (3), the day of P’s 60th birthday or, if P is in pensionable 
employment on P’s 60th birthday, the day after P ceases to be in pensionable employment.  
 
(9) In these Regulations “admitted service” means service to which Part 8 of TSR 1967 
applied immediately before 1st May 1975. 
 
Annual rate of admitted service pension and amount of admitted service lump sum  
 
81.—(1) This regulation applies for calculating the annual rate of the admitted  
service pension and the amount of the admitted service lump sum of a person to  
whom regulation 80 (admitted service benefits) applies (P). 
 
(2) The annual rate of P’s admitted service pension is the sum of— 
 
(a)1/80 x S x AS + X/5, and  
 
(b)where an admitted service lump sum would, apart from regulation 80(7) be payable to P, 
such amount representing the value of that lump sum as the Secretary of State shall 
determine after taking advice from the scheme actuary.  
 
(3) The amount of P’s admitted service lump sum is 1/30 x S x AS1 + 3/80 x S x AS2. 
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(4) The amounts calculated in accordance with paragraphs (2) and (3) must be  
multiplied by the appropriate factor for a person with NPA 60 reckonable service  
where— 
 
(a)P falls within paragraph (2) of regulation 80 (admitted service benefits),  
And 
 
(b)P’s retirement pension is paid because Case D or E applies to P’s NPA 60  
reckonable service.  
 
(5) In this regulation— 
 
  AS is the length of P’s admitted service (in years and fractions of a   year);AS1 is the 
length of P’s admitted service (in years and fractions of a   year) before 1st April 1963; 
 
AS2 is the length of P’s admitted service (in   years and fractions of a year) after 31st 
March 1963;S is the average annual   rate of P’s salary during admitted service;X is so 
much of 1/80 x S x AS as is attributable to admitted service before 1st April 1962. 
 
PART 8 
 
Death grants 
 
Person to whom death grant is payable 
 
82.— 
 
(1) A person (“the appointor”) may nominate another individual (“the  
nominee”) for the purpose of this Part by giving written notice to the Secretary  
of State. 
 
 
(2) A nomination under paragraph (1) ceases to have effect if— 
 
(a)the appointor revokes the nomination by giving written notice to the  
Secretary of State,  
 
(b)the appointor subsequently nominates a different person in place of the nominee, or  
 
(c)the nominee dies.  
 
(3) The nominee is the appointor’s death grant beneficiary for the purpose of this Part if the 
nomination has effect at the date of the appointor’s death. 
 
(4) Where the appointor nominates more than one individual under paragraph (1), the 
notice must state in relation to each nominee— 
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(a)the share of the death grant to be paid to the nominee, and  
 
(b)whether, if the nominee predeceases the appointor, the Secretary of State must treat 
the notice as stating that the deceased nominee’s share of the death grant be paid—  
 
(i)to the surviving nominee or, if there is more than one, to the surviving  
nominees in accordance with paragraph (5), or  
 
(ii)to the appointor’s personal representatives as part of the appointor’s estate.  
 
(5) Where the share of the deceased’s nominee’s death grant is to be paid to the surviving 
nominees it is to be paid to them in shares such that the proportion which each surviving 
nominee’s share bears to each of the other surviving nominee’s shares is the same as it 
was in the nomination. 
 
(6) Any death grant paid under this Part must be paid to the appointor’s death  
grant beneficiary or, if more than one, death grant beneficiaries in the shares  
determined in accordance with paragraphs (4) and (5). 
 
(7) But where there is no death grant beneficiary, the death grant must be paid  
to the appointor’s surviving spouse, surviving civil partner or surviving  
nominated partner or, if there is no such person, to the appointor’s personal  
representatives as part of the appointor’s estate. 
 
Death grant: death in service 
 
83.— 
 
(1) A death grant may be paid on the death of a person (D) in any of the  
following circumstances— 
 
(a)D dies in pensionable employment;  
 
(b)D dies during a period in respect of which D is paying contributions under regulation C9 
of TPR 1997 or regulation 19 (election to pay contributions by a person serving in a 
reserve force); 
 
(c)D ceases to be in pensionable employment because D is incapacitated and dies within 
12 months after the cessation of the pensionable employment without  
returning to employment in a capacity mentioned in Schedule 2;  
 
(d)the period in respect of which D is paying contributions under regulation 19 ends 
because D is incapacitated, and D dies within 12 months after the end of that period 
without returning to employment in a capacity mentioned in Schedule 2;  
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(e)D dies while on non-pensionable family leave which immediately follows a period of 
pensionable employment. (2) Paragraph (1) does not apply if a retirement pension, short-
service incapacity grant or short-service serious ill-health grant, calculated in every case by 
reference to all of D’s reckonable service at the date of D’s death, became payable before 
D’s death. 
 
(3) For the purpose of paragraph (2) an ill-health pension does not become  
payable before a person’s death unless payment is initiated before the person’s  
death. 
 
(4) The amount of the death grant is 3 times D’s average salary less the total of the 
following benefits previously payable to D other than any already deducted in the 
calculation of a lump sum— 
 
(a)any phased retirement lump sum;  
 
(b)any retirement lump sum;  
 
(c)any total incapacity lump sum;  
 
(d)any lump sum under regulation 116 (election to receive lump sum in place of part of 
pension) other than a lump sum attributable to an additional pension;  
 
(e)any short-service incapacity grant;  
 
(f)any short-service serious ill-health grant.  
 
Death grant: death in service (further employment) 
 
84.— 
 
(1) If a person (D) dies after entering further employment, regulation 83  
(death grant: death in service) applies with the following modifications. 
 
(2) In paragraph (2) the reference to a retirement pension is a reference to a  
retirement pension paid in respect of further employment which D entered most  
recently (“the last further employment”). 
 
(3) In paragraph (4) the reference to D’s average salary is a reference to  
average salary in respect of the last further employment (but the reference to  
benefits previously payable to D is a reference to benefits in respect of the  
last further employment and all previous employments). 
 
Death grant: death out of service 
 
85.— 
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(1) A death grant may be paid on the death of a person (D) who was in  
pensionable employment at any time before D’s death. 
 
(2) Paragraph (1) does not apply if— 
 
(a)a death grant may be paid under regulation 83 (death grant: death in  
service), or  
 
(b)a retirement pension, short-service incapacity grant or short-service serious ill-health 
grant, calculated in every case by reference to all of D’s reckonable service at the date of 
D’s death, became payable before D’s death.  
 
(3) For the purpose of paragraph (2) an ill-health pension does not become payable before 
a person’s death unless payment is initiated before the person’s death. 
 
(4) D falls within this paragraph if— 
 
(a)D was in pensionable employment at any time after 31st March 1972, and  
 
(b)D had reckonable service of at least 2 years and, if D was in pensionable  
employment on or after 1st November 1988, D was qualified for retirement  
benefits.  
 
(5) If D falls within paragraph (4) and no adult pension becomes payable on D’s death, the 
amount of the death grant is the greater of— 
 
(a)the amount mentioned in paragraph (8), and  
 
(b)the amount mentioned in paragraph (11). (6) If D falls within paragraph (4) and an adult 
pension becomes payable on D’s death, the amount of the death grant is the amount 
mentioned in paragraph (8). 
 
(7) If D does not fall within paragraph (4), the amount of the death grant is the amount 
mentioned in paragraph (11). 
 
(8) The amount is 3/80 x D’s average salary x D’s reckonable service (in years  
(and fractions of a year)) less the total of the following benefits previously  
payable to D other than any already deducted in the calculation of a lump sum— 
 
(a)any phased retirement lump sum in a case where the phased retirement pension 
payable with the lump sum ceased to be payable under regulation 59 (cessation of phased 
retirement pension);  
 
(b)any retirement lump sum;  
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(c)any total incapacity lump sum;  
 
(d)any lump sum under regulation 116 (election to receive lump sum in  
place of pension) other than a lump sum attributable to—  
 
(i)a phased retirement pension except where the pension ceased to be payable under 
regulation 59 (cessation of phased retirement pension), or  
 
(ii)an additional pension;  
 
(e)any short-service incapacity grant, in a case where, after the grant became payable, D 
either did not re-enter pensionable employment or re-entered pensionable employment 
before 1st September 2010.  
 
(9) In paragraph (8)— 
 
(a)the reference to D’s reckonable service does not include a reference to  
reckonable service taken into account in the calculation of a phased retirement  
pension except where the pension ceased to be payable under regulation 59  
(cessation of phased retirement pension);  
 
(b)where D was a person with mixed service to whom a pension mentioned in paragraph 
(10) had become payable—  
 
(i)the reference to D’s reckonable service is a reference to NPA 65 reckonable service, and  
 
(ii)the reference to benefits previously payable to D does not include a  
reference to benefits calculated by reference to NPA 60 reckonable service.  
 
(10) The pensions are— 
 
(a)a retirement pension payable because Case A applied to D’s NPA 60 reckonable 
service;  
 
(b)where D was 60 or over, an ill-health pension, or any part of such a  
pension, calculated by reference to D’s NPA 60 reckonable service.  
 
(11) The amount is an amount equal to a refund of D’s contributions (calculated in 
accordance with regulation 23) paid in respect of any reckonable service which  
is not taken into account in the calculation of benefits. 
 
Death grant: death out of service (further employment) 
 
86.—(1) If a person (D) dies having been in further employment, regulation 85  
(death grant: death out of service) applies with the following modifications. 
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(2) In paragraph (2) the reference to a retirement pension is a reference to a  
retirement pension paid in respect of further employment which D entered most  
recently (“the last further employment”). 
 
(3) For paragraph (4) substitute— 
 
“(4) D falls within this paragraph if D was qualified for retirement benefits  
following further employment.”. 
 
(4) In paragraph (8) the reference to D’s average salary, D’s reckonable service  
and benefits previously payable to D is a reference to average salary,  
reckonable service and benefits in respect of the last further employment. 
 
(5) In paragraph (11) the reference to D’s contributions is to a reference to  
contributions in respect of the last further employment. 
 
Death grant: death of pensioner 
 
87.— 
 
(1) This regulation applies to the following pensions— 
 
(a)a phased retirement pension;  
 
(b)a retirement pension;  
 
(c)a total incapacity  
pension; 
 
(d)an additional pension.  
 
(2) But this regulation does not apply to the following pensions— 
 
(a)a phased retirement pension which ceased to be payable under regulation 59  
(cessation of phased retirement pension);  
 
(b)an ill-health pension, or that part of such a pension, which ceased to be payable under 
regulation 68 (cessation and reinstatement of ill-health pension (application received 
before 6th January 2007)) or regulation 69 (cessation of ill-health pension (application 
received on or after 6th January 2007)).  
 
(c)an additional pension which became payable with a pension mentioned in sub-
paragraphs (a) and (b);  
 
(d)a total incapacity pension which ceased to be payable under regulation 67 (cessation of 
total incapacity pension). 
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(3) A death grant may be paid on the death of a person (D) if— 
 
(a)a pension to which this regulation applies had become payable before D’s  
death, and (b)AR is greater than AP.  
 
(4) For the purpose of paragraph (3) the following pensions do not become payable before 
a person’s death unless payment is initiated before the person’s death— 
 
(a)an ill-health pension;  
 
(b)an additional pension paid with an ill-health pension;  
 
(c)a total incapacity pension.  
 
(5) AR is 5 times the annual rate of the pension at the date of D’s death. 
 
(6) AP is the amount payable to D since the pension became payable. 
 
(7) For the purpose of calculating AR and AP, any amount by which a pension was 
reduced by regulation 63 (reduction of benefits: duplicate pensions) or 64  
(abatement of retirement pension during further employment) is to be treated as  
being payable. 
 
(8) The amount of the death grant is AR-AP. 
 
PART 9 
 
Family benefits 
 
Introduction 
 
88.  This Part makes provision for the payment of— 
 
(a)adult pensions;  
 
(b)additional pensions for surviving adults;  
 
(c)child pensions.  
 
Family benefits (further employment) 
 
89.—(1) For the purpose of calculating benefits under this Part in respect of  
each period after a person (P) enters further employment, P is to be treated as  
if P entered pensionable employment for the first time on entering the further  
employment. 
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(2) Where P— 
 
(a)ceases to be in further employment (“the first further employment”) and  
satisfies the condition for retirement in relation to the first further  
employment, but  
 
(b)re-enters further employment (“the second further employment”) before making an 
application under regulation 107 (payment of benefits on application to Secretary of State) 
in relation to the first further employment the first further employment and the second 
further employment are treated as a single period of further employment. 
 
(3) This regulation is subject to paragraph 22 of Schedule 13 (further  
employment commencing before 1st April 1997). 
 
Nomination of surviving nominated partner 
 
90.— 
 
(1) A person (A) may nominate another person (B) to receive a pension by  
giving the Secretary of State a declaration signed by both A and B that the  
condition in paragraph (2) is satisfied. 
 
(2) The condition is that— 
 
(a)A is able to marry, or form a civil partnership with, B,  
 
(b)A and B are living with each other as if they were husband and wife or civil partners,  
 
(c)neither A nor B is living with a third person as if they were husband and  
wife or civil partners, and  
 
(d)either B is financially dependent on A or A and B are financially interdependent.  
 
(3) A nomination ceases to have effect if— 
 
(a)either A or B gives written notice of revocation to the Secretary of State,  
 
(b)A makes a subsequent nomination under this regulation, 
 
(c)either A or B marries, forms a civil partnership or lives with a third person as if they were 
husband and wife or civil partners, or (d)B dies.  
 
(4) B is A’s surviving nominated partner if— 
 
(a)the nomination has effect at the date of A’s death, and  
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(b)the condition in paragraph (2) was satisfied for a continuous period of at least 2 years 
ending on A’s death.  
 
Nomination of surviving nominated beneficiary 
 
91.—(1) A person (A) may nominate another person (B) to receive a pension by  
giving written notice to the Secretary of State if Conditions 1 and 2 are  
satisfied. 
 
(2) Condition 1 is that A has reckonable service which has not been used to  
calculate a retirement pension payable to A. 
 
(3) Condition 2 is that— 
 
(a)A is neither married nor a civil partner,  
 
(b)no nomination made by A under regulation 90 (nomination of surviving nominated 
partner) has effect,  
 
(c)B is A’s parent, step-parent, brother or sister,  
 
(d)B is neither married nor a civil partner,  
 
(e)where B is A’s parent, brother or sister, either B has never married  
nor formed a civil partnership or B is widowed or a surviving civil partner,  
 
(f)where B is A’s step-parent, B is widowed or a surviving civil partner,  
 
(g)where B is A’s brother or sister, B is not an eligible child of A,  
 
(h)B is not living with another person as if they were husband and wife or civil  
partners, and  
 
(i)B is wholly or mainly financially dependent on A.  
 
(4) A nomination ceases to have effect if— 
 
(a)A gives written notice of revocation to the Secretary of State,  
 
(b)A makes a subsequent nomination under this regulation,  
 
(c)A makes a nomination under regulation 90 (nomination of surviving nominated partner),  
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(d)either A or B marries or forms a civil partnership, (e)B begins to live with another person 
as if they were husband and wife or civil partners, or (f)B dies. (5) B is A’s surviving 
nominated beneficiary if, at the date of A’s death— 
 
(a)the nomination has effect, and (b)Condition 2 is satisfied.  
 
Meaning of “surviving adult” 
 
92.  In these Regulations the “surviving adult” of a person who has died means  
the deceased’s widow, widower, surviving civil partner, surviving nominated  
partner or surviving nominated beneficiary. 
 
Meaning of “eligible child” 
 
93.— 
 
(1) For the purpose of these Regulations, a person (C) is the “eligible child” of another 
person (D) if— 
 
(a)(i)C is a child of D born during D’s lifetime or within 12 months after D’s  
death,  
 
(ii)C was adopted by D, or  
 
(iii)C was accepted by D as a member of the family and was wholly or mainly financially 
dependent on D at the date of D’s death; (b)C is neither married nor a civil partner and has 
never married nor formed a civil partnership; and (c)C satisfies any of Conditions 1 to 3.  
 
(2) Condition 1 is that C is under 17. 
 
(3) Condition 2 is that— 
 
(a)C is 17 or over and under 23,  
 
(b)C is receiving full-time education, and  
 
(c)C has received full-time education since reaching the age of 17 without a break.  
 
(4) Condition 3 is that C— 
 
(a)C is incapable of earning a livelihood by reason of physical or mental  
impairment,  
 
(b)C was dependent on D at the date of the D’s death because of that  
impairment, and  
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(c)C is not wholly maintained out of money provided by Parliament or raised by council tax 
by a local authority.  
 
(5) For the purpose of Condition 2— 
 
(a)a person who takes no more than one break not exceeding a year or such longer period 
as the Secretary of State may determine in the circumstances of the particular case is not 
to be treated as ceasing to receive full-time education;  
 
(b)a person who ceases to receive full-time education is to be treated as receiving it up to 
and including the week which includes whichever of the following days occurs first after the 
end of the term in which the person ceases to receive it—  
 
(i)the first Monday in January, 
 
(ii)the first Monday after Easter Monday,  
 
(iii)the first Monday in September.  
 
(6) For the purpose of Condition 3 “local authority” includes a non-metropolitan district 
council for an area for which there is a county council. 
 
(7) For the purpose of this regulation, a person is to be treated as receiving  
full-time education if the person attends a course of full-time vocational  
training of not less than 2 years’ duration. 
 
(8) For the purpose of determining whether a person is the eligible child of a  
person who was not in pensionable employment on or after 1st May 1994, omit  
paragraph (3)(c). 
 
(9) For the purpose of determining whether a person is the eligible child of a  
person who was entitled to payment of retirement benefits under regulation E4 of  
TPR 1997 on 5th April 2006 or whether a child (as defined in regulation E22 of  
those Regulations) to whom a pension was payable on that date is an eligible  
child— 
 
(a)in paragraph (1)(a)(iii), omit “financially”;  
 
(b)in paragraph (3)(a), omit “and under 23”; 
 
(c)in paragraph (4)(b) after “that impairment” insert “or became so incapable while 
satisfying Condition 1 or Condition 2”.  
 
Adult pensions 
 
94.— 
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(1) This regulation applies on the death of a person (D) if— 
 
(a)D was in pensionable employment after 31st March 1972, and  
 
(b)D had adult pension qualification service of—  
 
(i)at least 2 years, where D was in pensionable employment at any time after 5th April 
1988, or  
 
(ii)at least 5 years, where D was not in pensionable employment after 5th April 1988.  
 
(2) For the purpose of calculating benefits in respect of a period after D entered  
further employment, paragraph (1) has effect as if for sub-paragraph (b) there  
were substituted— 
 
“(b)D was qualified for retirement benefits following further employment.”. 
 
 (3) An adult pension is payable to D’s surviving adult from the day after the date  
of D’s death. 
 
(4) Except as otherwise provided in these Regulations, the pension is payable  
for life. 
 
(5) D falls within this paragraph if— 
 
(a)D was not in pensionable employment after 31st December 2006, or  
 
(b)D did not pay contributions under regulation C9 of TPR 1997 or regulation 19 (election 
to pay contributions by a person serving in a reserve force) in respect of a period after that 
date.  
 
(6) If D falls within paragraph (5), the pension ceases to be payable if D’s surviving adult 
marries, forms a civil partnership, or lives with another person as if they were husband and 
wife or civil partners. 
 
(7) Paragraph (6) does not apply— 
 
(a)if the Secretary of State determines that paragraph (6) does not apply in the  
circumstances of the particular case;  
 
(b)to so much of any pension as is payable in respect of section 9(2B) rights to a widow or 
widower whose entitlement arose from a death occurring before 5th December 2005 and 
who forms a civil partnership or lives with another person as if they were civil partners;  
 
(c)where D dies in service, as a phased retirement pensioner or as a retirement  
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pensioner, during the first 3 months after D’s death.  
 
(8) The annual rate of the pension is to be calculated in accordance with regulations 95 
(adult pensions: short-term rate) and 96 (adult pensions: long-term rate). 
 
(9) Schedule 8 (adult pension qualification service) has effect for determining  
D’s adult pension qualification service. 
 
Adult pensions: short-term rate 
 
95.— 
 
(1) The annual rate of an adult pension which becomes payable on the death  
of a person (D) is to be calculated in accordance with this regulation during  
the first 3 months after D’s death. 
 
(2) The annual rate of the adult pension is made up of the following— 
 
(a)where D dies in service and falls within paragraph (2)(a) or (b) of  
regulation 100 (short-term rate of adult and child pensions: supplemental), the  
annual rate of D’s contributable salary on D’s last day in pensionable  
employment, disregarding any reduction by reason of sick leave or maternity,  
paternity, additional paternity (SI 614 2011) or adoption leave;  
 
(b)where D dies in service and falls within paragraph (2)(c) or (d) of regulation 100 (short-
term rate of adult and child pensions: supplemental), the annual rate, at the date of D’s 
death, of the notional salary mentioned in regulation C9(7) of TPR 1997 or, as the case 
may be, regulation 19(8);  
 
(c)where D dies as a phased retirement pensioner, the annual rate at the date of D’s death 
of any phased retirement pension;  
 
(d)where D dies as a retirement pensioner, the annual rate at the date of D’s death of any 
retirement pension.  
 
(3) Where— 
 
(a)D does not die in service, or die as a phased retirement pensioner or as a  
retirement pensioner, or  
 
(b)where the annual rate of the adult pension calculated in accordance with paragraph (2) 
is smaller than the annual rate calculated in accordance with regulation 96 (adult pensions: 
long-term rate), the annual rate of the adult pension is the same as the annual rate 
calculated in accordance with that regulation. 
 
Adult pensions: long-term rate 
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96.—(1) Except as provided in regulation 95 (adult pensions: short-term rate),  
the annual rate of an adult pension is 1/160 x the average salary of the person  
(D) on whose death the pension is payable x D’s family benefit service (in years  
and fractions of a year). 
 
(2) But where a pension-sharing order has taken effect, the amount of the  
pension must be reduced by the same proportion by which D’s retirement benefits were 
reduced or would have been reduced if they had been payable at the date of D’s death. 
 
(3) Where paragraph 27 of Schedule 5 applies and a person entitled to limit the  
amount of the deduction or lump sum has done so, the retrospective salary  
increase is not to be taken into account in calculating D’s average salary for  
the purpose of paragraph (1). 
 
(4) Part 1 of Schedule 9 (family benefit service) has effect for determining D’s  
family benefit service. 
 
Child pensions 
 
97.—(1) This regulation applies on the death of a person (D) if— 
 
(a)D was in pensionable employment at any time after 31st March 1972, and  
 
(b)D was qualified for retirement benefits or qualified for retirement benefits  
following further employment.  
 
(2) A child pension is payable to an eligible child of D from the day after the date of D’s 
death. 
 
(3) But where child pensions payable on the death of more than two persons  
would, apart from this paragraph, be payable to an eligible child, the only  
pensions payable to that child are to be the pensions payable on the death of  
the two persons whose death results in pensions of the greatest value becoming  
payable. 
 
(4) The pension is not payable— 
 
(a)while an eligible child is taking a break (as mentioned in paragraph (5)(a)  
of regulation 93 (meaning of “eligible child”)) from full-time education or a  
course of full-time vocational training of not less than 2 years’ duration;  
 
(b)while an eligible child attending such a course of full-time vocational  
training is being paid at a rate which equals or exceeds the annual rate at  
which an official pension within the meaning of section 5(1) of PIA 1971 would  
be payable if the pension had begun, and first qualified for increases under  
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that Act on 1st April 2010 and had then been payable at an annual rate of £2675.  
 
(5) The pension ceases to be payable when the person to whom it was payable  
ceases to be an eligible child. 
 
(6) Where D dies in service, or dies as a phased retirement pensioner or as a  
retirement pensioner, paragraphs (4) and (5) do not apply while the annual rate  
of the child pension is calculated in accordance with regulation 98 (child  
pensions: short-term rate). 
 
(7) The annual rate of the pension is to be calculated in accordance with  
regulations 98 (child pensions: short-term rate) and 99 (child pensions:  
long-term rate). 
 
Child pensions: short-term rate 
 
98.— 
 
(1) The annual rate of a child pension which becomes payable on the death of a person (D) 
is to be calculated in accordance with this regulation during the following periods— 
 
(a)where no adult pension becomes payable on D’s death, the first 6 months after D’s 
death; 
 
 (b)where an adult pension becomes payable on D’s death and continues  
to be payable for the first 3 months after D’s death, those 3 months;  
 
(c)where an adult pension becomes payable on D’s death but ceases to be payable before 
3 months after D’s death, the first 3 + BP months after D’s death.  
 
(2) BP is 3 minus the number of months (and fractions of a month) during which the adult 
pension was payable. 
 
(3) The annual rate of the child pension is made up of the following— 
 
(a)where D dies in service and falls within paragraph (2)(a) or (b) of  
regulation 100 (short-term rate of adult and child pensions: supplemental), the  
annual rate of D’s contributable salary on D’s last day in pensionable  
employment, disregarding any reduction by reason of sick leave or maternity,  
paternity, additional paternity (SI 614 2011),  or adoption leave, divided by the number of 
D’s eligible children to whom a pension is payable;  
 
(b)where D dies in service and falls within paragraph (2)(c) or (d) of regulation 100, the 
annual rate, at the date of D’s death, of the notional salary mentioned in regulation C9(7) of 
TPR 1997 or, as the case may be, regulation 19(8), divided by the number of D’s eligible 
children to whom a pension is payable;  
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(c)where D dies as a phased retirement pensioner, the annual rate at the date of D’s death 
(disregarding any reduction by virtue of a pension-sharing order) of any phased retirement 
pension, divided by the number of D’s eligible children to whom a pension is payable;  
 
(d)where D dies as a retirement pensioner, the annual rate at the date of D’s death 
(disregarding any reduction by virtue of a pension-sharing order) of any retirement pension, 
divided by the number of D’s eligible children to whom a pension is payable.  
 
(4) Where— 
 
(a)D does not die in service, or die as a phased retirement pensioner or as a  
retirement pensioner, or  
 
(b)where the annual rate of the child pension calculated in accordance with paragraph (3) 
is smaller than the annual rate calculated in accordance with regulation 99 (child pensions: 
long-term rate), the annual rate of the child pension is the same as the annual rate 
calculated in accordance with that regulation. 
 
Child pensions: long-term rate 
 
99.— 
 
(1) Except as provided in regulation 98 (child pensions: short-term rate),  
the annual rate of a child pension is R x the average salary of the person (D)  
on whose death the pension is payable x D’s family benefit service (in years and  
fractions of a year)/EC. 
 
(2) R is— 
 
(a)while an adult pension is payable in respect of D, 1/160;  
 
(b)where no adult pension becomes payable on D’s death or where such a pension 
became payable on D’s death but ceases to be payable, 1/120.  
 
(3) EC is— 
 
(a)2 while the number of D’s eligible children to whom a child pension is  
payable is 1 or 2, and  
 
(b)the number of D’s eligible children to whom a child pension is payable in any other case.  
 
(4) Part 2 of Schedule 9 (family benefit service) has effect for determining D’s family benefit 
service. 
 
Short-term rate of adult and child pensions: supplemental 
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100.— 
 
(1) This regulation has effect for the purpose of this Part. 
 
(2) A person (D) dies “in service” if D dies in any of the following  
circumstances— 
 
(a)D dies in pensionable employment;  
 
(b)D ceases to be in pensionable employment because D is incapacitated and dies within 
12 months after the cessation of the pensionable employment without returning to 
employment in a capacity mentioned in Schedule 2 and before a retirement pension, the 
calculation of which takes into account that pensionable employment, becomes payable;  
 
(c)D dies during a period in respect of which D is paying contributions under regulation C9 
of TPR 1997 or regulation 19 (election to pay contributions by a person serving in a 
reserve force);  
 
(d)the period in respect of which D is paying contributions under regulation C9 of TPR 
1997 or regulation 19 ends because D is incapacitated, and D dies within 12 months after 
the end of that period without returning to employment in a capacity mentioned in Schedule 
2 and before a retirement pension becomes payable. 
 
(3) A person (D) dies “as a phased retirement pensioner” if D dies after a phased 
retirement pension (other than one which has ceased to be payable under regulation 59 
(cessation of phased retirement pension)) becomes payable. 
 
(4) A person (D) dies “as a retirement pensioner” if D dies after a retirement  
pension becomes payable. 
 
(5) For the purpose of this regulation, an ill-health pension does not become  
payable before a person’s death unless payment is initiated before the person’s  
death. 
 
Additional pensions for surviving adults 
 
101.— 
 
(1) This regulation applies on the death of the AP beneficiary (D) of an AP  
election. 
 
(2) An additional pension is payable in respect of each AP election of which D  
is an AP beneficiary from the day after the date of D’s death to D’s surviving  
adult for life. 
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(3) The annual rate of the pension is half the amount with which D is credited  
under Schedule 4 in respect of the AP election multiplied by the factor  
mentioned in paragraph (5) if that factor is greater than 1. 
 
(4) But where D dies in service, as a phased retirement pensioner or as a  
retirement pensioner, during the first 3 months after D’s death, the annual rate  
of the pension is the annual rate, at the date of D’s death, of the additional  
pension which was payable to D. 
 
(5) The factor is RPI1/RPI2, where— 
 
(6) RPI1 is the retail prices index for the penultimate month before the month  
which includes the day before the day on which the pension is deemed to begin  
for the purposes of PIA 1971 (see section 8(2) of that Act), and 
 
(7) RPI2 is the retail prices index for the month which includes the start date. 
 
(8) In this regulation— 
 
(9) “AP election” means an election accepted by the Secretary of State under  
Schedule 4 (contributions for additional pensions) which is a dependant’s  
election as defined in paragraph 1 of that Schedule; 
 
(10) “AP beneficiary” has the same meaning as in that Schedule; 
 
(11) “start date” has the same meaning as in that Schedule. 
 
(5) The factor is— 
 
(a) in relation to an election made under paragraph 2 of Schedule 4 on or before 22nd June 
2010, (RPI1/RPI2)/X, where— 
 
(i) RPI1 is the retail prices index for the penultimate month before the month which 
includes the day before the day mentioned in paragraph (2), 
 
(ii) RPI2 is the retail prices index for the month which includes the start date, and 
 
(iii) X is A/B, or 1 if greater, where— 
 
(aa) A is the amount to which the AP credited amount is increased under 
PIA 1971 between the AP deemed date and the day mentioned in 
paragraph (2), and 
 
(bb) B is the AP credited amount; or 
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(b) in relation to an election made under paragraph 2 of Schedule 4 after 22nd June 2010, 
(CPI1/CPI2)/X, where— 
 
(i) CPI1 is the consumer prices index for the penultimate month before the month which 
includes the day before the day mentioned in paragraph (2), 
 
(ii) CPI2 is the consumer prices index for the month which includes the start date, and 
 
(iii) X is A/B, or 1 if greater, where— 
 
(aa) A is the amount to which the AP credited amount is increased under 
PIA 1971 between the AP deemed date and the day mentioned in 
paragraph (2), and 
 
(bb) B is the AP credited amount. 
 
(6) In this regulation— 
 
“AP beneficiary” has the same meaning as in Schedule 4 (contributions for additional 
pensions); 
 
“AP credited amount” means the amount with which D is credited under Schedule 4 in 
respect of the AP election; 
 
“AP deemed date” means the day on which the additional pension is deemed to begin for 
the purposes of PIA 1971 (see section 8(2) of that Act); 
 
“AP election” means an election accepted by the Secretary of State under Schedule 4 
(contributions for additional pensions) which is a dependant’s election as defined in 
paragraph 1 of that Schedule; and 
 
“start date” has the same meaning as in Schedule 4. (SI 614 2011) 
 
PART 10 
 
Benefits for pension credit members 
 
Introduction and interpretation 
 
102.— 
 
(1) This Part makes provision for the discharge of the Secretary of State’s  
liability in respect of pension credits by the payment of— 
 
(a)death grants;  
(b)pension credit retirement benefits.  
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(2) In this Part “normal pension age” in relation to a pension credit member means— 
 
(a)60, if on the transfer day the pension debit member was a pre-2007 entrant,  
and  
 
(b)65, if on the transfer day the pension debit member was a person with  
mixed service or a 2007 or later entrant.  
 
Person to whom death grant is payable on death of pension credit member 
 
103.— 
 
(1) A pension credit member (“the appointor”) may nominate another  
individual (“the nominee”) for the purpose of this Part by giving written notice  
to the Secretary of State. 
 
(2) A nomination under paragraph (1) ceases to have effect if— 
 
(a)the appointor revokes the nomination by giving written notice to the  
Secretary of State,  
 
(b)the appointor subsequently nominates a different person in place of the nominee, or 
 
(c)the nominee dies.  
 
(3) The nominee is the appointor’s death grant beneficiary for the purpose of this Part if the 
nomination has effect at the date of the appointor’s death. 
 
(4) Where the appointor nominates more than one individual under paragraph (1), the 
notice must state in relation to each nominee— 
 
(a)the share of the death grant to be paid to the nominee, and  
 
(b)whether, if the nominee predeceases the appointor, the Secretary of State must treat 
the notice as stating that the deceased nominee’s share of the death grant be paid—  
 
(i)to the surviving nominee or, if there is more than one, to the surviving  
nominees in accordance with paragraph (5), or  
 
(ii)to the appointor’s personal representatives as part of the appointor’s estate. (5) Where 
the share of the deceased’s nominee’s death grant is to be paid to the surviving nominees, 
it is to be paid to them in shares such that the proportion which each surviving nominee’s 
share bears to each of the other surviving nominee’s shares is the same as it was in the 
nomination. 
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(6) Any death grant paid under this Part must be paid to the appointor’s death  
grant beneficiary or, if more than one, death grant beneficiaries in the shares  
determined in accordance with paragraphs (4) and (5). 
 
(7) But where there is no death grant beneficiary, the death grant must be paid  
to the appointor’s surviving spouse or surviving civil partner or, if there is  
no such person, to the appointor’s personal representatives as part of the  
appointor’s estate. 
 
Death grant: death of pension credit member before benefits payable 
 
104.— 
 
(1) A death grant is payable on the death of a pension credit member (D)  
who dies before pension credit retirement benefits become payable under  
regulation 105 (pension credit retirement benefits). 
 
(2) The amount of the death grant is— 
 
(a)where D had a normal pension age of 60, an amount equal to the amount of the pension 
credit retirement lump sum which would have been payable if D had  
reached that age at the date of D’s death, and  
 
(b)where D had a normal pension age of 65, an amount equal to the amount of the pension 
credit retirement lump sum which would have been payable if D had had a normal pension 
age of 60 and had reached that age at the date of D’s death.  
 
Pension credit retirement benefits 
 
105.— 
 
In regulation 105 (pension credit retirement benefits), omit paragraph (4)(a). 
 
(1) A pension credit retirement pension is payable to a pension credit  
member (P) from the entitlement day. 
 
(2) Except as otherwise provided in these Regulations, the pension is payable  
for life. 
 
(3) Where P has a normal pension age of 60 a pension credit retirement lump sum is 
payable to P on the entitlement day. 
 
(4) But a pension credit retirement lump sum is not payable if— 
 
(a)P complies with regulation 107 (payment of benefits on application to the  
Secretary of State) after P reaches 75, or  (SI 673 2012) 
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(b)a retirement lump sum became payable to the pension debit member before the transfer 
day, unless—  
 
(i)the pension debit member was in further employment on the transfer day, or  
 
(ii)the pension debit member had ceased to be in further employment on the transfer day 
but payment of retirement benefits relating to that further employment has not been 
initiated on the transfer day.  
 
(5) The entitlement day cannot be before the transfer day and paragraphs (6) to (8) are 
subject to this paragraph. 
 
(6) Where the pension debit member was in pensionable employment or excluded 
employment on or after 30th March 2000, the entitlement day must be after P reaches 55. 
 
 
(7) Where paragraph (6) applies and, in the application for payment under  
regulation 107, P specifies that the pension (and, where appropriate, lump sum)  
is to be payable on a date— 
 
(a)before P reaches 60, where P has a normal pension age of 60, or  
 
(b)before P reaches 65 where P has a normal pension age of 65 the entitlement day is 
such day as P may specify in P’s application which must be no earlier than 6 weeks after 
the day on which the application is made. 
 
(8) Where— 
 
(a)paragraph (6) does not apply, or  
 
(b)paragraph (6) applies but paragraph (7) does not apply, the entitlement day is the date 
on which P reaches the normal pension age. 
 
(9) If a pension credit retirement lump sum is payable— 
 
(a)the annual rate of the pension credit retirement pension must be such that  
the combined value of the pension credit retirement pension and the pension  
credit retirement lump sum, when calculated in accordance with regulations made under 
paragraph 5(b) of Schedule 5 to WRPA 1999, equals the amount of the pension credit, and  
 
(b)the amount of the pension credit retirement lump sum must be 3 times the annual rate of 
the pension credit retirement pension.  
 
(10) But where— 
 
(a)a phased retirement lump sum became payable to the pension debit member  
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before the transfer day, or  
 
(b)a retirement lump sum became payable to the pension debit member before the transfer 
day, but the pension debit member— 
  
(i)was in further employment on the transfer day, or  
 
(ii)had ceased to be in further employment on the transfer day, but payment of retirement 
benefits relating to the further employment had not been initiated on the transfer day 
paragraph (9)(b) does not apply and the relationship between the pension credit retirement 
lump sum and the annual rate of pension credit retirement pension is to be determined by 
the Secretary of State after taking advice from the scheme actuary. 
 
(11) If no lump sum is payable, the annual rate of the pension credit retirement  
pension must be such that its value, when calculated in accordance with  
regulations made under paragraph 5(b) of Schedule 5 to WRPA 1999, equals the  
amount of the pension credit. 
 
(12) But if paragraph (7) applies the amounts referred to in paragraphs (9) to  
(11) must be multiplied by the appropriate factor. 
 
Death grant: death of pension credit member after benefits payable 
 
106.—(1) A death grant is payable on the death of a pension credit member (D)  
if— 
 
(a)a pension credit retirement pension had become payable before D’s death, and  
 
(b)AR is greater than AP.  
 
(2) AR is 5 times the annual rate of the pension at the date of D’s death. 
 
(3) AP is the amount payable to D since the pension became payable. 
 
(4) The amount of the death grant is AR-AP. 
 
PART 11 
 
General 
 
Payment of benefits on application to Secretary of State 
 
107.— 
 
(1) Benefits under these Regulations are payable by the Secretary of State. 
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(2) Despite any provision of these Regulations according to which a benefit  
becomes payable at a certain time, no benefit is to be paid unless paragraphs  
(3) to (5) have been complied with. 
 
(3) A written application for payment must be made to the Secretary of State. 
 
(4) The applicant must provide the Secretary of State with such relevant  
information in the applicant’s possession or which the applicant can reasonably  
be expected to obtain as the Secretary of State may specify in writing. 
 
(5) An application for ill-health retirement benefits, or for a short-service  
serious ill-health grant, must be accompanied by all the medical evidence  
necessary for the Secretary of State to determine that the applicant is entitled  
to the benefit or benefits including, where applicable, evidence that the  
person’s ability to carry out work is impaired by more than 90% and is likely  
permanently to be so. 
 
(6) Where a person ceases to be in further employment (“the earlier further  
employment”) and subsequently re-enters further employment (“the subsequent  
further employment”) without making an application under this regulation for  
retirement benefits in respect of the earlier further employment, no application  
may be made under this regulation for retirement benefits solely in respect of  
the earlier further employment during the subsequent further employment. 
 
Lump sums: declaration 
 
108.— 
 
(1) This regulation applies where the Secretary of State is proposing to  
pay a lump sum to a person (P) under— 
 
(a)regulation 58 (phased retirement benefits);  
 
(b)regulation 60 (retirement benefits);  
 
(c)regulation 65 (total incapacity benefits)  
 
(d)regulation 80 (admitted service benefits;  
 
(e)regulation 105 (pension credit retirement benefits); (f)regulation 116 (election to receive 
lump sum in place of part of pension);  
 
(g)regulation 118 (commutation: serious ill health);  
 
(h)regulation 119 (commutation: small pensions).  
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(2) P must, by a date determined by the Secretary of State, provide a declaration in a form 
specified by the Secretary of State and signed by P that, on payment of the lump sum, 
paragraph 3A of Schedule 29 to FA 2004(33) would not apply. 
 
(3) If no such declaration is provided by the date determined by the Secretary  
of State— 
 
(a)in the case of a lump sum under regulation 58 (phased retirement benefits)  
the Secretary of State is to treat P’s election under regulation 57 (election to  
receive phased retirement benefits) as never having been made;  
 
(b)in the case of a lump sum under regulation 60 (retirement benefits) regulation 65 (total 
incapacity lump sum) regulation 80 (admitted service benefits ) or regulation 105 (pension 
credit retirement benefits)—  
 
(i)the Secretary of State may determine that the lump sum is not payable to P, and  
 
(ii)if the Secretary of State so determines, the Secretary of State must, in place of the lump 
sum, increase the annual rate of the pension paid under that regulation by an amount 
representing the value of the lump sum; (c)in the case of a lump sum under regulation 116 
(election to receive lump sum in place of part of pension), regulation 118 (commutation: 
serious ill health) or regulation 119 (commutation: small pensions), the Secretary of State 
is to treat P’s application under that regulation as never having been made. (4) The amount 
representing the value of the lump sum referred to in paragraph (3)(b) is to be determined 
by the Secretary of State after taking advice from the scheme actuary. 
 
Monthly payments 
 
109.— 
 
(1) This regulation applies to the payment of a pension except where  
regulation 110 (quarterly payments) applies. 
 
(2) An initial payment is to be made on the initial payment date. 
 
(3) The amount of the initial payment is DI/DM x AR/12, where— 
   
DI is the number of days in the period beginning on the payable date and  
ending on the initial payment date and is 1 where the payable date falls on  the initial 
payment date, and 
 
DM is the number of days in the period beginning  on the day which falls 1 month before 
the day after the initial payment date and ending on the initial payment date. 
 
(4) Subsequent payments of AR/12 are to be made on the payment date in subsequent 
months. 
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(5) Where the cessation date does not fall on the payment date, a final payment  
is to be made on, or as soon as possible after, the cessation date. 
 
(6) The amount of the final payment is DF/DM x AR/12, where— 
 
  DF is the number of days in the period beginning on the day immediately  
  following the last payment date before the cessation date and ending on the  
  cessation date, and 
 
DM is the number of days in the period beginning on the day immediately following the last 
payment date before the cessation date and ending on what would have been the next 
payment date if the pension had not ceased to be payable. 
 
(7) In the case of a pension under Part 9 (family benefits), the payment date is the 28th day 
of the month. 
 
(8) In the case of any other pension, the payment date is the day before the day  
of the month on which the person to whom the pension is payable was born, and— 
 
(a)where the person was born on the 1st day, it is the last day of the month;  
 
(b)where the person was born on the 30th day, for any month in which there is no  
29th day it is the 28th day of the month;  
 
(c)where the person was born on the 31st day, for any month in which there is no 30th day 
it is the last day of the month.  
 
(9) In this regulation— 
 
AR is the annual rate of the pension; 
 
“cessation date” means the last day on which the pension is payable; 
 
“initial payment date” means the first payment date which follows the payable date or, if the 
payable date falls on the payment date, the payable date; 
 
“payable date” means the date on which the pension becomes payable;“pension” includes 
an annuity.Quarterly payments 
 
110.— 
 
(1) This regulation applies to the payment of a pension where a person’s  
application under regulation 107 (payment of benefits on application to  
Secretary of State) includes a request that the pension be paid quarterly. 
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(2) An initial payment is to be made on the initial payment date. 
 
(3) The amount of the initial payment is DI/DQ x AR/4, where— 
 
  DI is the number of days in the period beginning on the payable date and  
  ending on the initial payment date, and 
 
DQ is the number of days in the period beginning on the day which falls 3 months before 
the day after the initial   payment date and ending on the initial payment date. 
 
(4) Subsequent payments of AR/4 are to be made on the payment date in every third 
month after the month in which the initial payment date falls. 
 
(5) Where the cessation date does not fall on a day on which a payment under  
paragraph (4) is to be made, a final payment is to be made on, or as soon as  
possible after, the cessation date. 
 
(6) The amount of the final payment is DF/DQ x AR/4, where— 
 
  DF is the number of days in the period beginning on the day immediately  
  following the last day on which a payment under paragraph (4) was to be made  
  and ending on the cessation date, and 
 
DQ is the number of days in the period beginning on the day immediately following the last 
day on which a payment under paragraph (4) was to be made and ending on what would 
have been the next such day if the pension had not ceased to be payable. 
 
(7) In the case of a pension under Part 9 (family benefits), the payment date is the 28th day 
of the month. 
 
(8) In the case of any other pension, the payment date is the day before the day  
of the month on which the person to whom the pension is payable was born, and— 
 
(a)where the person was born on the 1st day, it is the last day of the month;  
 
(b)where the person was born on the 30th day, for any month in which there is no  
29th day it is the 28th day of the month;  
 
(c)where the person was born on the 31st day, for any month in which there is no 30th day 
it is the last day of the month.  
 
(9) In this regulation— 
 
AR is the annual rate of the pension; 
 
“cessation date” means the last day on which the pension is payable; 
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“initial payment date” means the third payment date which follows the payable date or, if 
the payable date falls on the payment date, the second payment date which follows the 
payable date; 
 
“payable date” means the date on which the pension becomes payable;“pension” includes 
an annuity.  
 
Apportionment Act 1870 not to apply 
 
111.  The Apportionment Act 1870(34) being inconsistent with regulations 109  
(monthly payments) and 110 (quarterly payments) does not apply to benefits under these 
Regulations. 
 
Interest on late payment of benefits 
 
112.— 
 
(1) This regulation applies to a benefit except— 
 
(a)a phased retirement pension or a phased retirement lump sum, or  
 
(b)a total incapacity pension payable between the date on which the person to whom it is 
paid first engages in any other form of paid or unpaid work as mentioned in paragraph 
(3)(c)(i) of regulation 67 (cessation of total incapacity pension) and the date on which the 
Secretary of State determines as mentioned in paragraph (3)(c)(ii) of that regulation.  
 
(2) Except as provided in paragraphs (9) and (10), (8) and (9), (SI 614 2011) where a 
benefit to which this regulation applies is not paid within 1  
month of the due date, the Secretary of State must pay interest on the amount  
unpaid at the Bank of England base rate compounded with three-monthly rests from the 
due date to the date of payment. 
 
(3) Where the benefit is a death grant, the due date is the day after the date  
on which the Secretary of State became satisfied that payment may be made. 
 
(4) Where the benefit is a lump sum or a grant other than a death grant, the due  
date is the day on which the benefit is payable. 
 
(5) Where the benefit is a pension or annuity, the due date is— 
 
(a)in the case of a payment under regulation 109(2) or 110(2), the initial  
payment date (as defined in those regulations);  
 
(b)in the case of a payment under regulation 109(5) or 110(5), the cessation date (as 
defined in those regulations);  
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(c)in any other case, the date on which payment is to be made under regulation 109(4) or 
110(4).  
(6) In determining the due date in accordance with paragraphs (4) and (5), no account is to 
be taken of the requirement to make an application for the benefit under regulation 107 
(except the requirement contained in regulation 60(3)(c) or in paragraph 10(1)(e) of 
Schedule 7). 
 
(7) In this regulation “Bank of England base rate” means— 
 
(a)the rate announced from time to time by the Monetary Policy Committee of the  
Bank of England as the official dealing rate, being the rate at which the Bank  
is willing to enter into transactions for providing short-term liquidity in the  
money markets, or  
 
(b)where an order under section 19 of the Bank of England Act 1998(35) is in force, any 
equivalent rate determined by the Treasury under that section.  
 
(8) Where a payment to the Secretary of State is received after the  
benefit to which it relates becomes payable, the Secretary of State may  
determine that this regulation does not apply to the benefit until the payment  
is received. 
 
(9) Where a benefit is payable between the date specified under regulation  
115(1) (evidence of continuing entitlement etc. to benefit) and the date on  
which the evidence referred to in that regulation is received by the Secretary  
of State in circumstances where— 
 
(a)the Secretary of State required evidence to be provided under that  
regulation,  
 
(b)the necessary evidence was not provided by the date specified but  
that evidence was provided later, and  
 
(c)it does not appear to the Secretary of State that the delay in the provision of the 
evidence was due to circumstances outside the control of the person to whom the benefit 
is payable this regulation does not apply unless the Secretary of State determines in a 
particular case, either in respect of the whole period or any part of the period. 
 
Payment of benefits in certain cases 
 
113.— 
 
(1) Where a person (P) to whom a benefit is payable has not reached the age  
of 18 or is incapable by reason of infirmity of mind or body of managing P’s  
affairs, the Secretary of State may— 
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(a)pay the benefit to any person having the care of P, or  
 
(b)apply it as the Secretary of State thinks fit for the benefit of P or P’s dependants.  
 
(2) Where a benefit is payable to a widow and there is more than one widow, the benefit 
must be paid to the widows in equal shares. 
 
(3) Where on the death of a person (D) the total of any sums due to D and any  
sums payable to D’s personal representatives under these Regulations does not  
exceed the amount specified in any order made under section 6 of the  
Administration of Estates (Small Payments) Act 1965(36) which applies to D’s  
death, the Secretary of State may, without requiring the production of probate  
or other proof of title, pay the amount due— 
 
(a)to D’s personal representatives, or  
 
(b)to the person, or to or among any one or more of any persons, appearing to the 
Secretary of State to be beneficially entitled to D’s estate.  
 
Cessation, etc. of benefits where no entitlement 
 
114.— 
 
(1) This regulation applies where after paying a benefit the Secretary of  
State determines that there was no entitlement to the benefit or there is no  
longer an entitlement to the benefit. 
 
(2) The Secretary of State may— 
 
(a)cease to pay the benefit;  
 
(b)withhold the whole or any part of the benefit;  
 
(c)in the case of a payment made when there was no entitlement to the benefit,  
recover any such payment.  
 
Evidence of continuing entitlement, etc. to benefit 
 
115.— 
 
(1) Where a benefit is being paid, the Secretary of State may at any time  
require that evidence be provided, by such date as the Secretary of State may  
specify, to establish— 
 
(a)the identity of the person to whom the benefit is being paid;  
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(b)continuing entitlement to the benefit.  
 
(2) If no such evidence is provided by the date specified, the Secretary of State may 
withhold the whole or any part of the benefit. 
 
(3) In a case where a benefit ceases to be payable if a person ceases to be  
incapacitated or if a person‘s ability to carry out any work ceases to be  
impaired by more than 90%, the power in paragraph (1)(b) may be exercised so as to 
require the person to provide evidence that there has been no such cessation. 
 
Election to receive lump sum in place of part of pension 
 
116.— 
 
(1) A person who was in pensionable employment on or after 1st January 2007  
may elect to receive a lump sum in place of— 
 
(a)part of any phased retirement pension, or  
 
(b)part of one or more of—  
 
(i)any retirement pension,  
 
(ii)any additional pension, or  
 
(iii)any total incapacity pension by giving written notice to the Secretary of State. 
 
(2) But paragraph (1) only applies where the person complies with regulation 107  
(payment of benefits on application to Secretary of State) relating to the  
pension before the person reaches the age of 75. (SI 673 2012) 
 
(3) For the purpose of paragraph (1), a person is to be treated as being in  
pensionable employment on or after 1st January 2007 if the person has paid  
contributions under regulation C9 of TPR 1997 or regulation 19 (election to pay  
contributions by a person serving in a reserve force) for a period which ends on  
or after that date. 
 
(4) A pension credit member (PCM) whose credit is derived from rights which  
include rights attributable to the pension debit member’s pensionable employment on or 
after 1st January 2007 may, if the condition in paragraph (5) is  
satisfied, elect to receive a lump sum in place of part of PCM’s pension credit  
retirement pension by giving notice in writing to the Secretary of State. 
 
(5) The conditions are— 
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(a)that no payment of any pension to the corresponding pension debit member had been 
initiated before the transfer day unless that pension relates to pensionable employment 
which was not taken into account in determining the rights from which PCM’s credit is 
derived, and  
 
(b)PCM complies with regulation 107 (payment of benefits on application to Secretary of 
State) relating to the pension credit member’s pension before PCM reaches 75. (SI 673 
2012) 
 
(6) For the purpose of paragraph (4), a pension credit member’s credit is to be treated as 
attributable to pensionable employment on or after 1st January 2007 if it is attributable to 
contributions paid under regulation C9 of TPR 1997 or regulation 19 (election to pay 
contributions by a person serving in a reserve force) for a period which ends on or after 
that date. 
 
(7) The notice under paragraph (1) or (4) must— 
 
(a)be given at the same time as the person makes an application under regulation 107 for 
the pension, and (b)specify the amount of the lump sum which the person wishes to 
receive and, where appropriate, the pension in place of which the lump sum is to be 
received.  
 
(8) The amount of the lump sum— 
 
(a)must be a multiple of £12, and  
 
(b)must not, where an election is made under paragraph (1) to take a lump sum in place of 
part of a retirement pension by a person with a guaranteed minimum, be such that the total 
of—  
 
(i)the annual rate of the person’s retirement pension when reduced in accordance with 
paragraph (10), and  
 
(ii)any phased retirement pension paid to the person with that pension, would be less than 
the guaranteed minimum. 
 
(9) The amount of the lump sum, or where an election relates to more than one pension, 
the aggregate of the lump sums, must not exceed the person’s permitted maximum. 
 
(10) Where an election is made under this regulation, the annual rate of the  
pension in respect of which the election is made is reduced by £1 for every £12  
of lump sum received. 
 
(11) Regulation 117 (person to be treated as electing to receive lump sum in  
place of pension) makes provision for a person to be treated as electing to  
receive a lump sum in place of a pension in certain circumstances. 
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Person to be treated as electing to receive lump sum in place of pension 
 
117.—(1) This regulation applies where— 
 
(a)a person (P) makes or is treated as making an election under regulation 116  
(election to receive lump sum in place of pension) (“the original election”) to  
receive a lump sum in place of part of a phased retirement pension, (b)the  
pension referred to in sub-paragraph (a) ceases to be payable under regulation  
59 (cessation of phased retirement pension), and (c)a phased retirement or a  
retirement pension becomes payable to P.  
 
(2) This regulation also applies where— 
 
(a)a person (P) makes or is treated as making an election under regulation 117  
(“the original election”) to receive a lump sum in place of part of—  
 
(i)an ill-health pension, or  
 
(ii)a total incapacity pension, (b)the pension referred to in sub-paragraph (a) ceased to be 
payable under regulation 68 (cessation and reinstatement of ill-health pension (application 
received before 6th January 2007)) or regulation 69 (cessation and reinstatement of ill-
health pension (application received on or after 6th January 2007), and (c)a phased 
retirement or a retirement pension becomes payable to P.  
 
(3) P is to be treated as making an election under regulation 116 (“the new election”) to 
receive a lump sum of the appropriate amount in place of part of the pension referred to in 
paragraph (1)(c) or (2)(c) and any total incapacity pension paid with that pension. 
 
(4) The annual rate of the new pension is to be reduced in accordance with  
regulation 116. 
 
(5) Despite paragraph (3), the lump sum to be paid to P pursuant to the new  
election is the appropriate amount less the amount of the lump sum (or aggregate of the 
lump sums) paid to P pursuant to the original election. 
 
(6) The appropriate amount is (NP-(OP2/OP1 x NP)) x 12, rounded to the nearest £12, 
where— 
 
  NP is the annual rate of the new pension taking no account of the new  
  election,OP1 is the annual rate of the original pension taking no account of  
  the original election, and 
 
  OP2 is the annual rate of the original pension after   taking account of the original 
election.(7) In paragraphs (4) and (6) “the new pension” means the pension referred to in 
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paragraph (1)(c) or (2)(c), or the aggregate of either of those pensions and any total 
incapacity benefit paid with that pension. 
(8) In paragraph (6) “the original pension” means the pension referred to in  
paragraph (1)(a) or the pension, or aggregate of the pensions, referred to in  
paragraph (2)(a). 
 
Commutation: serious ill health 
 
118.— 
 
(1) Where a person (P) who is under 75 (SI 673 2012) has a life expectancy of less than a  
year at the time when— 
 
(a)a retirement pension which is paid because Case A applies to P’s reckonable  
service, or  
 
(b)an ill-health pension becomes payable to P, the Secretary of State may, on the 
application of P, commute the pension and any phased retirement pension, additional 
pension or total incapacity pension paid with the pension by paying a lump sum specified in 
paragraph (2). 
 
(2) The lump sum is— 
 
(a)a sum equal to 5 x the annual rate of the retirement pension and any total  
incapacity pension, and  
 
(b)a sum equal to (A-B) x the annual rate of any phased retirement pension where— A is 5, 
andB is the period (in years and fractions   of a year) from the date on which the phased 
retirement pension was first paid   until the date of the application (and accordingly if this 
period is 5 years   or more no lump sum is payable in respect of a phased retirement 
pension). 
 
(3) Where a pension credit member (P) who is under 75  (SI 673 2012) has a life 
expectancy of less than a year at any time before or at the time when a pension credit 
member’s pension becomes payable to P, the Secretary of State may, on the application of 
P, commute the pension by paying a lump sum equal to 5 times the annual rate of the 
pension. 
 
(4) An application must (a)be in writing, (b)be made at the same time as the person makes 
an application under regulation 107 (payment of benefits on application to Secretary of 
State),  
 
(c)be accompanied by all the medical evidence necessary for the Secretary of  
State to determine that P is entitled to the commutation.  
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(5) Where P’s application is in respect of a pension in respect of which P is eligible to apply 
under regulation 116 (election to receive lump sum in place of part of pension)— 
 
(a)P is to be treated as applying under that regulation to receive the largest  
permissible lump sum in place of part of the pension, and  
 
(b)the reference in this regulation to the annual rate of the pension is to the annual rate 
reduced in accordance with regulation 116.  
 
Commutation: small pensions 
 
119.— 
 
(1) Where— 
 
(a)a retirement pension is payable to a person (P), and  
 
b)the conditions set out in paragraph (4) are satisfied the Secretary of State may, on the 
application of P, commute that pension and any phased retirement pension additional 
pension or total incapacity pension paid with that pension by paying a lump sum to P. 
 
(2) But no payment may be made under paragraph (1) if the pension includes a  
guaranteed minimum unless P has reached GMP age. 
 
(3) Where a lump sum is paid under paragraph (1) neither a death grant under  
Part 8 (death grants) nor a pension under Part 9 (family benefits) is payable on  
P’s death, 
 
(4) The conditions in this paragraph are that— 
 
(a)the lump sum is a trivial commutation lump sum as defined in paragraph 7 of  
Schedule 29 to FA 2004 or falls within regulation 11 or 12 of the Registered  
Pension Schemes (Authorised Payments) Regulations 2009(37),  
 
(b)the application is made at the same time as P makes an application under regulation 
107,  
 
(c)no transfer value has been accepted from the scheme managers of a personal pension 
scheme under regulation 35, (d)during the period of 5 years ending with the application no 
other transfer value has been accepted, and (e)during the period of 3 years ending with the 
application no cash equivalent or transfer value has been paid in respect of P.  
 
(5) Where— 
 
(a)a pension credit retirement pension becomes payable to a pension credit  
member, and  
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(b)the conditions set out in paragraph (6) are satisfied the Secretary of State may, on the 
application of the pension credit member commute the pension by paying a lump sum to 
the pension credit member. 
 
(6) The conditions in this paragraph are that— 
 
(a)the lump sum is a trivial commutation lump sum as defined in paragraph 7 of  
Schedule 29 to FA 2004 or falls within regulation 11 or 12 of the Registered  
Pension Schemes (Authorised Payments) Regulations 2009, and (b)the application is 
made at the same time as the pension credit member makes an application under 
regulation 107, (7) Where— 
 
(a)a pension is payable to a person (“the family member”) under Part 9 (family  
benefits), and  
 
(b)the conditions set out in paragraph (8) are satisfied the Secretary of State, may on the 
application of the family member commute that pension by paying a lump sum to the family 
member. 
 
(8) The conditions are that— 
 
(a)D had not reached the age of 75 at the date of D’s death,  
 
(b)D would not have reached the age of 75 when the lump sum is paid, (SI 673 2012) 
 
(c)the application is made at the same time as the family member makes an application 
under regulation 107,  
 
(d)the lump sum does not exceed 1% of the standard lifetime allowance on the day that the 
lump sum would otherwise be paid, and in this paragraph D is the person who had been in 
pensionable employment and on whose death the family benefits became payable. 
 
(9) The lump sums referred to in paragraphs (1), (5) and (7) are to be  
determined by the Secretary of State after taking advice from the scheme  
actuary. 
 
Guaranteed minimum pensions 
 
120.—(1) Where a person who has a guaranteed minimum reaches GMP age, the weekly 
rate of any relevant pension must not be less than the person’s guaranteed minimum 
under sections 14 to 16 of PSA 1993. 
 
(2) Where no relevant pension becomes payable to a person who has a guaranteed 
minimum (P) within 5 years after P reaches GMP age, a guaranteed minimum pension, the 
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weekly rate of which is P’s guaranteed minimum under sections 14 to 16 of PSA 1993, is 
payable to P. 
 
(3) Paragraph (2) does not apply— 
 
(a)while P consents to the application of that paragraph being postponed,  
 
(b)from the date on which a relevant pension becomes payable, or  
 
(c)where paragraph (4) applies.  
 
(4) This paragraph applies where— 
 
(a)a person (P) who has a guaranteed minimum exercises P’s right to a cash  
equivalent,  
 
(b)the pension scheme into which P’s rights to benefits under these  
Regulations are transferred does not accept a transfer of P’s accrued rights to  
guaranteed minimum pensions,  
 
(c)P’s accrued rights to a guaranteed minimum pension are not transferred elsewhere.  
 
(5) Where paragraph (4) applies, a guaranteed minimum pension, the weekly rate of which 
is the person’s guaranteed minimum under sections 14 to 16 of PSA 1993, is payable to P 
for life from the date on which P reaches GMP age. 
 
(6) Where a person who has a guaranteed minimum dies leaving a widow, widower or civil 
partner the pension payable to the widow, widower or civil partner under Part 9 (family 
benefits) must be paid for any period required by or under section 17 of PSA 1993 at a 
weekly rate which is no be less than the widow’s, widower’s or civil partner’s guaranteed 
minimum (as set out in that section). 
 
(7) In this regulation— 
 
“accrued rights to guaranteed minimum pensions” are to be construed in  
accordance with section 20 of PSA 1993; 
 
“relevant pension” means a phased retirement pension or retirement pension which 
becomes payable in respect of contracted-out employment before 6th April 1997. 
 
(8) In this regulation the question whether a person has a guaranteed minimum is to be 
determined in accordance with section 14 of PSA 1993. 
 
(9) This regulation overrides any inconsistent provision elsewhere in these  
Regulations. 
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(10) But this regulation is subject to— 
 
(a)regulation 64 (abatement of retirement pension during further employment);  
 
(b)regulation 118 (commutation: serious ill-health);  
 
(c)regulation 119 (commutation: small pensions); 
 
 (d)regulation 121 (forfeiture of benefits).  
 
Forfeiture of benefits 
 
121.— 
 
(1) This regulation applies to a benefit payable to a person who is  
convicted of— 
 
(a)an offence of treason, or  
 
(b)one offence or more under the Official Secrets Acts 1911 to 1989(38) for which the 
person has been sentenced on the same occasion to a term of imprisonment of, or to two 
or more consecutive terms amounting in the aggregate to, at least 10 years where the 
offence was committed before the benefit became payable. 
 
(2) This regulation also applies to a benefit under Part 7 or Part 10 payable to  
a person convicted of an offence, committed before the benefit became payable,  
in connection with service as a public servant certified by the Secretary of  
State to have been gravely injurious to the interests of the State or to be  
liable to lead to serious loss of confidence in the public service. 
 
(3) This regulation also applies to a benefit payable on the death of a person  
(D) to any person convicted of the murder of D, the manslaughter of D or any  
other offence of which the unlawful killing of D is an element. 
 
(4) The Secretary of State may defer or suspend payment of a benefit to which  
this regulation applies for so long, or reduce its amount or rate by so much and  
for so long, as the Secretary of State may determine. 
 
(5) The power in paragraph (4) may not be exercised in relation to the  
guaranteed minimum pension of a person unless the person or, in the case of a  
widow’s, widower’s or surviving civil partner’s guaranteed minimum pension, the  
person by reference to whose contracted-out employment the pension is payable, is 
convicted as mentioned in paragraph (1). 
 
Benefits not assignable 
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122.— 
 
(1) Where a benefit is payable to a person or a person has a right to a  
future benefit, the benefit or the right to the benefit cannot be assigned in  
favour of the person’s widow, widower, surviving civil partner or dependant and  
an agreement to this effect is void. 
 
(2) Section 91 of PA 1995 (inalienability of occupational pensions) prevents  
assignment in other circumstances. 
 
Reduction of benefits: lifetime allowance charge 
 
123.— 
 
(1) This regulation applies where— 
 
(a)the lifetime allowance charge arises because a benefit becomes payable to a  
person, and  
 
(b)the person and the Secretary of State are jointly and severally liable to the charge.  
 
(2) The Secretary of State must pay the charge. 
 
(3) The amount of the benefit must be reduced to reflect the amount of the  
charge in such manner as the Secretary of State shall determine, after taking  
advice from the scheme actuary. 
 
General prohibition on unauthorised payments 
 
124.   
 
Nothing in these Regulations requires or authorises the making of any  
payment which, if made, would be an unauthorised payment for the purpose of Part 4 of 
FA 2004 (see section 160(5) of that Act) unless the Secretary of State  
determines otherwise (in the case of a particular payment). 
 
PART 12 
 
Finance 
 
Teachers’ Pension Budgeting and Valuation Account 
 
125.— 
 
(1) An account in a form approved by the Treasury is to be prepared by the  
Secretary of State for every financial year starting with the financial year  
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ending 31st March 2011. 
 
(2) The account shall be open to examination by the Comptroller and Auditor  
General. 
 
Receipts etc. to be credited 
 
126.— 
 
(1) Employees’ and employers’ contributions received during the financial  
year are to be credited to the account. 
 
(2) Employees’ contributions comprise— 
 
(a)all contributions payable under regulations 12(13)(c), 18, 19, Schedule 4,  
Schedule 5, under Schedules 4 and 5 of TPR 1997 and under paragraph 36 of  
Schedule 10 to TPR 1997,  
 
(b)the contributions referred to in regulation 28(3)(c), (c)so much of any additional 
contributions payable under regulation C9 of TPR 1997 as would have been payable under 
regulation 18 if pensionable employment had continued, (d)all amounts payable under 
regulation 25 and under regulations C16(5) to (7) and C17 of TPR 1997 (return of repaid 
contributions).  
 
(3) Employers’ contributions comprise— 
 
(a)the contributions payable under regulation 27 and under regulation G6 of TPR  
1997,  
 
(b)so much of any additional contributions payable under regulation C9 of  
TPR 1997 as would have been payable under regulation 27 if pensionable  
employment had continued.  
 
(4) There are also to be credited to the account— 
 
(a)the closing balance in the account for the preceding financial year,  
 
(b)all transfer values accepted during the financial year, (c)all contributions  
equivalent premiums refunded, or recovered under section 61 of PSA 1993, during the 
financial year,  
 
(d)any interest and other payments under these Regulations  
received during the financial year, and  
 
(e)the notional investment income for the financial year on the balance in the account.  
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(5) For the purposes of paragraph (4)(e), the notional investment income for each financial 
year is to be determined by the scheme actuary and derived using a percentage return as 
specified from time to time by the Treasury. 
 
Payments to be debited 
 
127.   
 
There are to be debited to the account all sums paid during the financial  
year by way of— 
 
(a)benefits under Parts 7 to 10,  
 
(b)payments under paragraph 12 of Schedule 10 to TPR 1997 (equivalent pension 
benefits) (which continues to have effect by virtue of paragraph 23 of Schedule 13),  
 
(c)repayment of contributions (including interest) under regulation 22 and under regulation 
C14 of TPR 1997 (which continues to have effect by virtue of paragraph 13 of Schedule 
13),  
 
(d)cash equivalents and transfer values, (e)contributions equivalent premiums, and 
(f)increases payable under PIA 1971. 
 
Actuarial review 
 
128.— 
 
(1) The scheme actuary must from time to time, make an actuarial review on the position in 
relation to the account as at the date determined by the  
Secretary of State (“the review date”)and make a report on the review to the  
Secretary of State. 
 
(2) In making a determination under paragraph (1) the Secretary of State is to  
secure that— 
 
(a)the next review date is no later than 31st March 2012, and 
 
 (b)the review date for each subsequent report is no later than 4 years after the previous 
review date.  
 
(3) The Secretary of State is to determine the funding methodology to be used in making 
the actuarial review after taking advice from the scheme actuary. 
 
(4) The report referred to in paragraph (1) is to specify the standard  
contribution rate at which contributions should be paid during the period  
beginning and ending on days (following the date of the report) determined by  
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the Secretary of State (“the contribution period”). 
 
(5) The report is to state the amount by which, at the review date, the value of  
the scheme assets exceeded or fell short of that of the scheme liabilities. 
(6) The scheme assets and the scheme liabilities shall be determined in  
accordance with the funding methodology specified in paragraph (3). 
 
(7) If the report states that the value of the scheme liabilities exceeded that  
of the scheme assets, it is to specify a rate at which, during the contribution  
period, supplementary contributions should be paid so as to remove the  
deficiency within the period of 15 years beginning on the first day of the  
contribution period. 
 
(8) If the report states that the value of the scheme assets exceeded that of  
the scheme liabilities, it is to specify the amount by which the standard  
contribution rate referred to in paragraph (4) should be reduced during the  
contribution period, so as to remove the surplus within the period of 15 years  
beginning on the first day of the contribution period. 
 
(9) The Secretary of State may determine that, having regard to the level of  
benefits likely to be received, there should be different contribution rates for  
employees whose contributable salary exceeds any amount specified by the  
Secretary of State (“a threshold amount”), and, if so, in the case of persons  
whose contributable salary exceeds a threshold amount— 
 
(a)whether the rate of contribution appropriate to a contributable salary of any  
amount should apply to the whole of the person’s contributable salary, or  
 
(b)whether the rate of contribution appropriate to a contributable salary of any  
amount should apply only to that part of it which exceeds the threshold amount.  
 
(10) If a determination referred to in paragraph (9) is made— 
 
(a)the Secretary of State shall notify the scheme actuary accordingly, and  
 
(b)the report is to contain a recommendation as to what the contribution rates  
should be.  
 
(11) More than one threshold amount may be specified in a  
determination referred to in paragraph (9) and accordingly more than one  
corresponding rate may be specified in a recommendation such as is referred to  
in paragraph (10)(b). 
 
(12) The rates referred to in paragraphs (4), (7), (8), (9) and (10)(b) are to  
be expressed as a percentage of the contributable salaries (or where appropriate  
the relevant parts of contributable salaries) from time to time of persons in  
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pensionable employment and the percentage must be a multiple of 0.05. 
 
(13) Any determination made by the Secretary of State for the purpose of this  
regulation shall be made with the consent of the Treasury.  (SI 275 2013) 
 
Retrospective provisions 
 
1) The obligation under regulation G4(1) of the Teachers’ Pensions Regulations 1997(a) is 
to be taken as never having applied in relation to the account prepared under regulation 
G1 of those Regulations as at 31 March 2008. 
 
(2) Any obligation to which a person was subject under regulation 128 immediately before 
the commencement of the revocation made by regulation 4 is to be treated as having never 
been incurred.  (SI 275 2013) 
 
Meaning of “standard rate” of interest 
 
129.— 
 
(1) Where, under any provision of these regulations, interest is required  
to be paid at the standard rate, the interest is calculated in accordance with  
this Regulation. 
 
(2) During any financial year which ends on or before 31st March 2011 (SI 614 2011)  the 
rate of interest is ((RI-RE)/RE x 100)+3.5 % per year, where— 
 
  RI is the retail prices index for September in the previous financial year,  
  andRE is the retail prices index for September in the financial year before  
  the one referred to in the definition of RIbut if RI is lower than RE the rate  
of interest is 3.5% per year. 
 
(2A) From 1st April 2011, the rate of interest is the Superannuation Contributions Adjusted 
for Past Experience discount rate set by the Treasury (a). (SI 614 2011) 
 
(3) Interest is compounded with monthly rests. 
 
PART 13 
 
Miscellaneous and supplemental 
 
Appropriate factor 
 
130.—(1) The Secretary of State is from time to time to determine factors  
relating to the ages of persons to whom benefits are payable under these  
Regulations. 
(2) Different factors may be specified— 

http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2013/275/pdfs/uksi_20130275_en.pdf
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2013/275/pdfs/uksi_20130275_en.pdf
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2011/614/pdfs/uksi_20110614_en.pdf
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2011/614/pdfs/uksi_20110614_en.pdf
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(a)for persons with NPA 60 reckonable service; (b)for persons with NPA 65  
reckonable service; (c)for persons to whom Part 6 of Schedule 10 to TPR 1997  
(which continues to have effect by virtue of paragraph 26 of Schedule 13)  
applies (persons formerly members of National Health Service Pension Scheme);  
(d)for different provisions of these Regulations. (3) Before exercising the  
functions under this regulation, the Secretary of State must take advice from  
the scheme actuary. 
(4) In these Regulations “appropriate factor” means a factor determined in  
accordance with this regulation. 
Employers: records, etc. 
131.—(1) The employer of a person (T) in pensionable employment must record for each 
financial year— 
 
(a)the rate of T’s salary;  
 
(b)the amount of T’s contributable salary;  
 
(c)where, during the financial year T has spent one or more periods in part-time  
pensionable employment, the amount which T’s contributable salary would have  
been if the employment had been full time throughout the year;  
 
(d)any money value forming part of T’s contributable salary under regulation 16  
(contributable salary-residential accommodation);  
 
(e)the contributions deducted under regulation 28;  
 
(f)the period during which T was in pensionable employment;  
 
(g)the dates of any absence on sick leave or maternity, paternity, additional paternity (SI 
614 2011), parental or adoption leave and the amount of salary or statutory pay paid during 
it. 
 
 (2) The employer of— 
 
(a)a person who is or has been in pensionable employment or excluded employment, or  
 
(b)a person to whom regulation 64 (abatement of retirement pension during  
further employment) applies must, within such time as the Secretary of State may  
require make such reports and returns to the Secretary of State as the Secretary  
of State may require for the purpose of the Secretary of State’s functions under  
these Regulations. 
 
(3) The employer of a person referred to in paragraph (1) or (2) must within  
such time as the Secretary of State may require give the Secretary of State such  
information and produce such documents as the Secretary of State may require for the 
purpose of the Secretary of State’s functions under these Regulations. 

http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2011/614/pdfs/uksi_20110614_en.pdf
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2011/614/pdfs/uksi_20110614_en.pdf
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Teachers etc.: information and documents 
 
132.—(1) This regulation applies to— 
 
(a)a person who is or was in pensionable or excluded employment; (b)a person to whom 
regulation 64 (abatement of retirement pension during further employment) applies;  
 
(c)the personal representatives of a person referred to in sub-paragraph (a) or (b).  
 
(2) A person to whom this regulation applies must, within such time as the Secretary of 
State may require, give the Secretary of State such information and produce such 
documents as the Secretary of State may require for the purpose of the Secretary of 
State’s functions under these Regulations. 
 
(3) A person who has become entitled to retirement benefits and who takes up  
employment such as is described in regulation 64 must (as well as complying with 
paragraph (2))— 
 
(a)within 14 days of taking up such employment notify the Secretary of State  
giving details of the salary in the employment, and  
 
(b)within 14 days of any change of salary notify the Secretary of State.  
 
Extension of time  
 
133.  The Secretary of State may in any particular case extend, or treat as extended, the 
time within which anything is required or authorised to be done  
under these Regulations. 
 
Calculation of full -time equivalent salary 
 
134.  Where any reference occurs in these Regulations, in relation to a person  
(P) who is in , or has spent any period in, part-time employment to the amount  
which P’s contributable salary would have been if P had been employed full-time  
then, in a case where P’s contract entitles P to remuneration at a rate which is  
not expressed as a proportion of the annual, termly, or monthly rate for a  
comparable full-time employment, the amount which P’s contributable salary would have 
been if the employment had been full-time is to be calculated on the same basis as is used 
for the calculation of P’s salary in the part-time employment in question. 
 
Modified application in certain cases 
 
135.  Schedule 10 (modified application in certain cases) has effect. 
 
Meaning of payment being “initiated” 
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136.  For the purpose of these Regulations payment of a pension is “initiated”  
on the date on which the initial payment of the pension is made under regulation  
109(2) (monthly payments) or 110(2) quarterly payments. 
 
Election in respect of protected benefits 
 
137.—(1) Where— 
 
(a)apart from this regulation, any provision of these Regulations which  
re-enacts with any modification any provision revoked by these Regulations,  
would place any person to whom a protected benefit is or may become payable (P) in a 
worse position than P would have been in if that modification had not been made, and  
 
(b)P so elects, by giving written notice to the Secretary of State before 1st December 2010,  
 
(c)then, subject to paragraph (3) these Regulations have effect, in relation to P, and to that 
benefit as if these Regulations had re-enacted the revoked provision without modification.  
 
(2) A protected benefit is one which is being paid, or may become payable, to, or in respect 
of, a person who was employed in qualifying employment but ceased to be employed, or 
died, before 1st September 2010. 
 
(3) If an election under paragraph (1) is made in relation to the benefit of a  
person who is in pensionable employment or subsequently becomes re-employed in 
pensionable employment— 
 
(a)the election has effect in relation to the benefit only to the extent that it  
accrues or has accrued by virtue of—  
 
(i)periods of reckonable service before the cessation referred to in paragraph (2) (or, if 
there has been more than one cessation, the last of them before 1st September 2010, or  
 
(ii)contributions paid in respect of such periods, and (b)in determining entitlement to, or the 
amount of, the benefit to that extent P is treated as having never re-entered pensionable 
employment again at any time after the cessation referred to in paragraph (2) (but without 
prejudice to the application of this paragraph), and these Regulations apply accordingly. 
 
(4) In this regulation “qualifying employment” means pensionable employment or  
excluded employment.Revocations, savings and transitional provisions and consequential 
amendments 
 
138.— 
 
(1) Schedule 11 (Amendments to the Teachers’ Superannuation (Additional  
Voluntary Contributions) Regulations 1994 and the Teachers (Compensation for  
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Redundancy and Premature Retirement) Regulations 1997 has effect. 
 
(2) Except as provided in Schedule 13, the Regulations specified in Schedule 12  
(revocations) are revoked. 
 
(3) Schedule 13 (savings and transitional provisions) has effect. 
 
Vernon Coaker 
Minister of State Department for Children, Schools and Families 
22nd March 2010 
 
We consent 
Tony Cunningham 
Dave Watts 
Two of the Lords Commissioners of Her Majesty’s Treasury 
24th March 2010 
 
Regulation 2 
 
SCHEDULE 1 
 
Glossary of expressions 
 
Expression    Meaning 
      CA 2006     the Companies Act 2006(39). 
      EA 1996    the Education Act 1996(40). 
      EA 2002    the Education Act 2002(41). 
      FA 2004    the Finance Act 2004(42). 
      IA 1986    the Insolvency Act 1986(43). 
      NHSA 2006   the National Health Service Act 2006(44). 
      NHSWA 2006 the National Health Service (Wales) Act 2006(45). 
      PA 1995    the Pensions Act 1995(46). 

PA 2008    the Pensions Act 2008(a) (SI 2270 2012) 
PIA 1971    the Pensions (Increase ) Act 1971(47). 

      PSA 1993   the Pension Schemes Act 1993(48). 
      SA 1972    the Superannuation Act 1972(49). 
      SVGA 2006 the Safeguarding Vulnerable Groups Act 2006(50). 

WRPA 1999 the Welfare Reform and Pensions Act 1999(51). 
      TPR 1997   the Teachers’ Pensions Regulations 1997(52). 
      TPRAR 2006 the Teachers’ Pensions etc. (Reform Amendments) 

Regulations 2006(53). 
TSR 1967 the Teachers’ Superannuation Regulations 1967(54). 
TSR 1976 the Teachers’ Superannuation Regulations 1976(55). 
TSR 1988 the Teachers’ Superannuation (Consolidation) 

Regulations 1988(56). 

http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2012/2270/pdfs/uksi_20122270_en.pdf
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TSAVCR 1994 the Teachers’ Superannuation (Additional Voluntary 
Contributions) Regulations 1994(57). 

2007 or later entrant see regulation 47 (“2007 or later entrant”: meaning and 
normal pension age). 

 
Academy construe in accordance with section 482 of EA 1996 and 

sections 67 and 68 of EA 2002. 
construe in accordance with section 579 of EA 1996(a). 
(SI 673 2012) 

     accepted school   see regulation 13 (accepted schools). 
      Actuarial determined by, or in accordance with tables prepared by, 

the scheme actuary. 
Additional paternity leave meaning in regulation 2(1) of the Additional Paternity 

Leave Regulations 2010(b) (SI 614 2011) 
Additional statutory paternity pay meaning in regulation 2(1) of the Additional 

Paternity Leave Regulations 2010(b) (SI 614 2011) 
additional pension a pension payable under regulation 73 (election to 

receive additional pension with phased retirement 
pension) or 75 (additional pension paid with retirement 
pension). 

      admitted service   see regulation 80 (admitted service benefits). 
      admitted service benefits an admitted service pension and any admitted  

service lump sum payable with the admitted service 
pension. 

admitted service lump sum a lump sum payable under regulation 80 (admitted 
service benefits). 

admitted service pension a pension payable under regulation 80 (admitted service 
benefits). 

adoption leave the same meaning as in the Paternity and Adoption 
Leave Regulations 2002(58). 

      adult pension   see regulation 94 (adult pensions). 
      adult pension qualification service see Schedule 8 (adult pension  
           qualification service). 
      appropriate factor  see regulation 130 (appropriate factor). 

automatic enrolment date the meaning in section 3(7) PA 2008 (SI 2270 2012) 
      average salary   see Part 5 (average salary). 
      average salary service see regulation 40 (average salary: supplemental). 

career break a period when, with the agreement of the person’s 
former employer, the person is not in pensionable 
employment but expects to       return to employment 
with the same employer and during which the person 
does not take up any other employment. 

      Case (followed by a letter) see regulation 60(11). 
      cash equivalent a cash equivalent mentioned in section 94 (1) of PSA 

1993. 
      child pension   see regulation 97 (child pensions). 

http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2012/673/pdfs/uksi_20120673_en.pdf
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2012/2270/pdfs/uksi_20122270_en.pdf
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      club scheme   a registered pension scheme which 
(a)is a contracted-out scheme or is a scheme 
established and maintained in the Channel Islands or the 
Isle of Man which is not a contracted-out scheme, 
(b)is a final salary scheme, 
(c)is a scheme which is open to new       participants 
(“open scheme”) or, if not a scheme so open (“closed 
scheme”), is a scheme whose trustees or managers also 
provide an open scheme which is a scheme for new 
employees of the same employer and of the same grade 
or level of post as participants of the closed scheme, and 
(d)is a scheme whose trustees or managers have 
undertaken to comply with the       reciprocal 
arrangements for the payment and receipt of transfer 
values agreed from time to time between the trustees or 
managers of such a scheme. 

COBISEC the Council of British Independent Schools in the 
European  Communities. 

      comparable British scheme a pension scheme for teachers in public  
employment in any part of the British Islands outside 
England and Wales. 

comparable British service service pensionable under a comparable British scheme. 
comparable United Kingdom scheme a pension scheme for teachers in public 

employment in any part of the United Kingdom outside 
England and Wales. 

comparable United Kingdom service  service pensionable under a comparable 
United Kingdom scheme. 

      condition for retirement  see regulation 60(2) (retirement benefits) 
      condition for retirement following further employment see regulation 60(3)  
          (retirement benefits) 

consumer prices index the index of consumer prices published by the Office of 
National Statistics (SI 614 2011) 

 
contracted-out employment, construe in accordance with section 8(1) of PSA 1993. 
contracted-out scheme construe in accordance with section 7(3) of PSA 1993. 

      contributable salary  see Chapter 1 of Part 3. 
      contributions equivalent premium a premium under section 55(2) of PSA 1993. 
      contributions refund period a period in respect of which contributions have  
           been or are to be repaid and— 

(a)have not been, or fallen to be treated as having been, 
refunded, or 
(b)have been returned but have since been repaid. 

death grant beneficiary see regulations 82 (person to whom death grant is 
payable) and 103 (person to whom death grant is 
payable on death of pension credit member). 

http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2011/614/pdfs/uksi_20110614_en.pdf
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disqualifying break see regulation 53 (meaning of “disqualifying break” and  
“post-break employment start date”). 

      education functions  the same meaning as in EA 1996. 
      eligible child   see regulation 93 (meaning of “eligible child”). 
      employer  (in the context of a person employed in or in connection 

with a school maintained by a local authority).see 
regulation 3 ( meaning of       “employer” in certain 
cases).. 

      employed   employed under a contract of employment. 
      Employment   employment under a contract of employment. 
      equivalent pension benefits The meaning in section 57(1) of the National  
         Insurance Act 1965(59). 

excluded employment see regulation 7(12) (employment not pensionable; 
general). 

      family benefit service  see Schedule 9 (family benefit service). 
      financial year the 12 months ending with 31st March in any year. 
      full-time employment  employment is “full-time” if the contract of  

employment so describes it (whether in those terms or 
otherwise) and requires the employee to work for the 
whole of the working week. 

function provider see regulation 14 (accepted function providers). 
      further education  the meaning given in section 2(3) of EA 1996. 
      further employment see regulation 4 (meaning of “further employment”). 

GMP  age65 in the case of a man or 60 in the case of a 
woman. 

guaranteed minimum a guaranteed minimum under section 14 of PSA 1993. 
guaranteed minimum pension  the meaning given in section 8(2) of PSA 1993. 
higher education the meaning given in section 120(1) of the Education 

Reform Act 1988(60). 
Incapacitated unfit by reason of illness or injury and despite 

appropriate medical treatment to serve as a teacher, 
organiser or supervisor. 

ill-health retirement benefits an ill-health pension and any ill-health  lump sum 
payable with the ill-health pension. 

ill-health lump sum a retirement lump sum payable because Case C applies 
to the reckonable service or to part of the reckonable 
service of a person. 

ill-health pension a retirement pension payable because Case C applies to 
the reckonable service or to part of the reckonable 
service of a person. 

      initiated (in the context of a payment) see regulation 136 (meaning of  
           payment being “initiated”). 
      local authority   (a)a county council 

(b)a metropolitan district council 
(c)a non-metropolitan district council for an area for 
which there is no county       council 
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(d)a county borough council (in Wales) 
(e)a London borough  council 
(f)the Common Council of the City of London 
(g)the Council of the Isles of Scilly 

maternity leave ordinary or additional maternity leave within the meaning 
of the Maternity and Parental Leave etc. Regulations 
1999(61) 

non-pensionable family leave  a period of adoption, maternity, parental or 
paternity or additional paternity (SI 614 2011) leave 
during which the employee— 
(a)is not paid or is paid less than half the salary, and 
(b)receives no statutory pay. 

      non-pensionable sick leave sick leave taken with the consent of the  
employer during which the employee is not paid or is 
paid less than half  the salary. 

      non-profit-making body  a body, the constitution of which— 
(a)requires any surplus income or gains to be invested, 
(b)prohibits the distribution of the assets of the body, in 
cash or kind, by way of dividend, bonus or otherwise by 
way of profit to any member of the body or to a third 
party (other than for charitable purposes), and 
(c)provides for any net assets on the dissolution of the 
body to be applied for charitable purposes or for the 
purposes for which the body existed before its       
dissolution. 

normal pension age see regulations 47 to 49 or (in relation to pension credit 
members) regulation 102(2). 

NPA 60 reckonable service see regulation 50 (meaning of “NPA 60 reckonable 
service” and “NPA 65 reckonable service”). 

NPA 65 reckonable service see regulation 50 (meaning of “NPA 60 reckonable 
service” and “NPA 65 reckonable service”). 

occupational pension scheme  the meaning given in section 1 of PSA 1993. 
organizer a person who performs duties in connection       with the 

provision of education or services ancillary to education 
other than administrative  

           services. 
parental leave leave within the meaning of Part 3 of the Maternity and 

Parental Leave etc. Regulations 1999. 
      part cash equivalent  the cash equivalent of any part of the benefits  

mentioned in section 94(1) of PSA 1993 which is 
prescribed under section  98(1) of that Act (continuation 
in employment after termination of pensionable service.). 

part-time employment is “part-time” if the contract requires the 
employee to work for less than the whole of the working 
week. 

http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2011/614/contents/made
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paternity leave the meaning in the Paternity and Adoption Leave 
Regulations 2002. 

      payment in lieu of contributions a payment in lieu of contributions under  
           Part 3 of the National Insurance Act 1965. 
      pensionable employment see Part 2 (pensionable employment). 
      pension credit a credit under section 29(1)(b) of the WRPA 1999 as 

against  the Secretary of State as the person responsible 
for the pension scheme  

           contributed by these Regulations. 
pension credit retirement benefits  A pension credit retirement pension and  

any pension credit retirement lump sum payable with the 
pension credit       retirement pension . 

pension credit retirement lump sum  a lump sum payable under regulation 
105(3) (pension credit retirement benefits). 

pension credit retirement pension  a pension payable under regulation 105(1) 
(pension credit retirement benefits). 

      pension credit member  a person entitled to a pension credit. 
      pension credit rights  the meaning in section 101B of PSA 1993(62). 
      pension debit member(in relation to a pension credit member)  the person  

whose rights under these Regulations become subject to 
a debt under section 29(1)(a) of WRPA 1999 when the 
pension credit member becomes entitled to a pension 
credit. 

      pension sharing order(in relation to a pension credit member)  the pension  
sharing order or other provision by virtue of the taking 
effect of which  the pension credit member becomes 
entitled to a pension credit. 

permitted maximum the amount determined in accordance with paragraph 2 
of Schedule 29 to FA 2004. 

      person with mixed service see regulation 48 (“person with mixed service”:  
           meaning and normal pension age). 

personal pension scheme a personal pension scheme as defined in section 1  of 
PSA 1993. 

phased retirement benefits a retirement pension and any retirement lump sum 
payable with the phased retirement pension. 

      phased retirement lump sum a lump sum payable under regulation 58(4)  
           (phased retirement benefits). 

phased retirement pension a pension payable under regulation 58(2) (phased 
retirement benefits). 

      post-break employment start date see regulation 53 (meaning of  
“disqualifying break” and “post-break employment start 
date”). 

pre-2007 entrant see regulation 49 (“pre-2007 entrant”: meaning and 
normal pension age) 
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previous provisions provision contained in or made under an enactment 
relating to the superannuation of teachers which were in 
force at any time before 1st January 1977. 

      Proprietor in relation to a school or other establishment,  means the person  
or body of persons responsible for the management of 
the school or other establishment. 

public sector TUPE transferee see regulation 52 (meaning of “public sector 
TUPE transferee, etc.”). 

      public sector TUPE transferee with NPA 60 rights  see regulation 52(3)  
(meaning of “public sector TUPE transferee, etc.”). 

public sector TUPE transferee with NPA 60 and NPA 65 rights  see regulation 
52(4) (meaning of public sector TUPE transferee, etc.). 

      Qualified for retirement benefits see regulation 54 (meaning of “qualified  
           for retirement benefits”). 
      qualified for retirement benefits following further employment  see  

regulation 56 (meaning of “qualified for retirement 
benefits following further employment”). 

      reckonable service  see Part 6 (reckonable service). 
      registered pension scheme the meaning in section 150(2) of FA 2004. 
      regulation C9 of TPR 1997 that regulation as it had effect before 1st  
           January 2007 and — 

(a)as it had effect from 1st January 2007 until 1st 
September 2010 by virtue of paragraphs 8 and 9 of 
Schedule 5 to TPRAR 2006, 
(b)as it has effect by virtue of paragraph 11 of Schedule 
13 (Savings and Transitional Provisions) 

retail prices index the index of retail prices published by the Office for 
National Statistics 

retirement benefits a retirement pension and any retirement lump sum 
payable with the retirement pension. 

      retirement benefits qualification service see regulation 55 (retirement  
           benefits qualification service). 

retirement lump sum a lump sum payable under regulation 60 (retirement 
benefits). 

retirement pension a pension payable under regulation 60 (retirement 
benefits). 

Scheme scheme for the provision of pensions to teachers in 
England and Wales established under section 9 of SA 
1972 (SI 2270 2012) 

scheme actuary the person appointed by the Secretary of State for the 
time being to provide a consulting service on actuarial 
matters. 

scheme managers in relation to statutory scheme, the expression means 
the Minister of the Crown or other body administering the 
scheme; in relation to any other scheme, it means the 
person responsible for the management of the scheme. 

http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2012/2270/pdfs/uksi_20122270_en.pdf
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      section 9(2B) rights  rights (other than rights attributable to voluntary  
contribution within the meaning of section 111 of PSA 
1993) which are attributable to an earners’ service (as 
defined in sections 3, 4 and 112 of the Social Security 
Contributions and Benefits Act 1992(63)) on or after 6th 
April 1997 in employment which is contracted out in 
accordance with section 9(2B) of PSA 1993(64). 

      short-service annuity  an annuity payable under regulation 77 or 78  
           (short-service annuities). 

short-service serious-ill health grant  a grant payable under regulation 79 (short-
service serious ill-health grant). 

short-service incapacity grant  a short-service incapacity grant paid before 1st 
September 2010 under regulation E17 of TPR 1997. 

      special school   the meaning in section 337 of EA 1996. 
      specified country service (a)service before 25th March 1972 which was, for the 

purpose of Part 9 of TSR 1967, service in a specified 
country as a services civilian teacher, 
(b)service after 24th March 1972 and before 1st January 
1977 which, if section 25 of the Superannuation Act 
1965(65) had      continued in force, would have been 
such service as is mentioned in paragraph (a), or 
(c)service after 31st December 1976 and before 1st 
January 1980 in continuation of such service as is 
mentioned in paragraph       (b) . 

      standard rate (in the context of interest) see regulation 129 (meaning of  
           “standard rate” of interest). 

state pensionable age pensionable age within the meaning given by the rules in 
paragraph 1 of Schedule 4 to PA 1995. 

Supervisor a person employed in a capacity connected with 
education which to a substantial extent involves the 
control or supervision of teachers. 

      surviving nominated beneficiary see regulation 91(5) . 
      surviving nominated partner  see regulation 90(4). 
      tax year the 12 months beginning with 6th April in any year. 

teacher’s pension an annual allowance which becomes payable under TSR 
1976 or previous provisions or a retirement pension. 

terminal sum a retirement lump sum, a short-service incapacity grant, 
a short-service serious ill health grant, a refund of 
contributions or any  

          sum payable on death. 
total incapacity benefits a total incapacity pension and any total       incapacity 

lump sum payable with the total incapacity pension 
      total incapacity lump sum a lump sum payable under regulation 65 (total  
           incapacity benefits). 
      total incapacity pension a pension payable under regulation 65 (total  
           incapacity benefits). 
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      transfer of undertakings (a)where the transfer takes place or after 6th  
April 2006, a relevant transfer within the meaning of the 
Transfer of Undertakings (Protection of Employment) 
Regulations 2006(66); and(b)where the transfer takes 
place before that date, a transfer of undertakings  within 
the meaning given by the Transfer of Undertakings 
(Protection of Employment) Regulations 1981(67). 

transfer day(in relation to a pension sharing order)  the day on which the pension 
sharing order takes effect. 

      transfer value (in the context of payment of a transfer value) a transfer  
value paid under regulation 31 (payment of transfer 
values) or regulation 33 (payment of bulk transfer 
values). 

      transfer value (in the context of acceptance of a transfer value) a  
transfer value accepted under regulation 35 (acceptance 
of transfer values) or regulation 36 (acceptance of bulk 
transfer values). 

      UK transferee with NPA 60 rights see regulation 51(1) (meaning of UK  
           transferee with NPA 60 rights, etc.). 

UK transferee with NPA 60 and NPA 65 rights see regulation 51(2) (meaning of UK 
transferee with NPA 60 rights, etc.). 

      widower with pre-1988 rights the widower of a woman in pensionable  
employment at any time before 6th April 1988 whose 
nomination under regulation 65 of TSR 1976 (nomination 
of beneficiaries) before that date was— 

           (a)a nomination of that widower, 
(b)a nomination of another person which  was revoked in 
favour of that widower, or 
(c)a nomination of another person which became void 
when the woman married that widower or another 
person. 

 
Regulation 6 
 
SCHEDULE 2 
 
Pensionable employment 
 
PART 1 
 
 
Employments pensionable without election 
 
1.  Teacher employed by— 
 
(a)a local authority in connection with its education functions,  
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(b)a local authority in a school which the authority maintains,  
 
(c)the governing body of a school maintained by a local authority, or  
 
(d)an institution providing further or higher education (or both) maintained by a local 
authority.  
 
2.  Teacher employed—  
 

(a)in an Academy, city technology college or a city college for the technology  
of the arts by the proprietor of such a school, or  
 
(b)by the sponsor of a proposed Academy, and in this paragraph “sponsor of a proposed 
Academy” means any person who approaches the Secretary of State expressing an 
interest in establishing and maintaining an Academy with a view to creating a charitable 
company limited by guarantee and which company it is proposed will then enter into an 
agreement such as is described in section 482 of EA 1996 with the Secretary of State to 
establish and maintain the Academy. an Academy agreement as defined in section 1 
of the Academies Act 2010”(b). (SI 673 2012) 
 
3.  Teacher employed by the proprietor of, or anyone else concerned in the management 
of, an accepted school (other than a teacher employed at an accepted school which is a 
member of COBISEC and is located in a member State other than the United Kingdom). 
 
4.  Teacher employed by a function provider in connection with the performance  
of a function or service in respect of which the function provider is accepted  
in accordance with regulation 14 (accepted function providers). 
 
5.  Teacher employed by the proprietor of, or anyone else concerned in the  
management of, a special school that is not maintained by a local authority. 
 
6.  Teacher employed by the governing body (as defined in section 90 of the  
Further and Higher Education Act 1992(68)) of an institution— 
 
(a)which is within the further or the higher education sector (as defined in  
section 91 of that Act), and  
 
(b)to which grants are made by the Secretary of State or the Welsh Ministers, a body to 
which grants are made by the Secretary of State or the Welsh Ministers, other than— 
(i)a university or a college of a university,  
 
(ii)the Royal College of Art, and  
 
(iii)the establishment which, when teachers were employed there for the purposes of the 
Ministry of Defence, was known as Welbeck, the Defence Sixth Form College.  
 

http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2012/673/pdfs/uksi_20120673_en.pdf
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7.  Teacher employed by a university established on or after 6th May  
1992 which, immediately before it became such fell within paragraph 6(a) or (b). 
 
8.  Teacher employed by the proprietor of— 
 
(a)a community home as defined in section 53 of the Children Act 1989(69),  
 
(b)a voluntary home as defined in section 60(70) of that Act, or (c)a home provided in 
pursuance of arrangements under section 82(5) of that Act.  
 
9.  Teacher employed by a local authority or by a voluntary organisation in an 
establishment which provides facilities under arrangements approved under section 66 of 
the Powers of Criminal Courts (Sentencing) Act 2000(71). 
 
10.  Teacher employed by the Secretary of State or the Welsh Ministers in a  
special hospital provided by the Secretary of State or the Welsh Ministers under  
section 4 of NHSA 2006 or section 4 of NHSWA 2006. 
 
11.  Teacher employed for the purpose of instructing, training or superintending  
the occupation of persons suffering from mental impairment, severe mental  
impairment, psychopathic disorder or mental illness— 
 
(a)by the Secretary of State or the Welsh Ministers in a hospital provided by  
the Secretary of State or the Welsh Ministers under NHSA 2006 or NHSWA 2006,  
 
(b)by a voluntary organisation to which financial assistance is given by a local  
authority or facilities are made available under section 12 of NHSA 2006 or  
section 10 of NHSWA 2006, or  
 
(c)by a local authority in the exercise of its functions under paragraph 2 of Schedule 20 to 
NHSA 2006 or paragraph 2 of Schedule 16 to NHSWA 2006.  
 
12.  Teacher employed by the Secretary of State in a European School (that is to say an 
establishment such as is described in article 2 of the European Communities (European 
Schools) Order 1972(72)). 
 
13.  Organiser employed as a youth and community worker by a local authority in  
the exercise of its functions under sections 15, 507A, 507B(73) or 508 of EA  
1996. 
 
14.  Teacher employed by the Field Studies Council. 
 
PART 2 
 
Employments pensionable on election 
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15.  Teacher employed by the proprietor of an institution for the further  
education and training of disabled persons. 
 
16.  Teacher, supervisor or youth worker employed for the purposes of the  
Ministry of Defence in service with, or for purposes connected with, the armed  
forces of the Crown unless— 
 
(a)the employment is pensionable under the Principal Civil Service Pension  
Scheme(74), or  
 
(b)the teacher, supervisor or youth worker was engaged outside the United Kingdom and 
was not previously in pensionable employment.  
 
17.  Organiser employed by— 
 
(a)a diocesan board of education established under the Diocesan Boards of  
Education Measure 1991(75);  
 
(b)a body affiliated to the National Open College Network;  
 
(c)a Roman Catholic diocesan schools commission.  
 
(d)the Inspiring Futures Foundation;  
 
(e)the Royal National College for the Blind;  
 
(f)the Stapleford Centre.  
 
PART 3 
 
Employments pensionable on election with employer consent 
 
18.  Teacher employed in, or in connection with, an establishment for providing  
social or physical training for which grants are made by the Secretary of State,  
the United Kingdom Sports Council, the English Sports Council or the Sports  
Council of Wales whose principal duty is to attend the establishment and provide  
the training or supervise its provision. 
19.  Teacher employed by a person to whom grants are made by either the  
Secretary of State or a local authority in exercise of education functions in  
respect of expenditure incurred for the purpose for which the teacher is  
employed. 
 
20.  Organiser employed by— 
 
(a)the United Kingdom Sports Council,  
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(b)the English Sports Council,  
 
(c)the Sports Council for Wales, or  
 
(d)any other person, other than a local authority, to whom grants—  
 
(i)are made by any of those Councils or by a local authority in exercise of education 
functions, or  
 
(ii)are or have been made by the Secretary of State or the Welsh Ministers, in respect of 
expenditure incurred for the purpose for which the organiser is employed. 
 
21.  Organiser employed as a youth and community worker by a body to which grants are 
made by a local authority in the exercise of its functions under sections 15 or 508 of EA 
1996. 
 
22.  Organiser employed by— 
 
(a)Action for Blind People;  
 
(b)the Association of Christian Teachers;  
 
(c)the Association of Business Schools;  
 
(d)the Assessment and Qualification Alliance;  
 
(e)the City and Guilds of London Institute;  
 
(f)the Catholic Education Service;  
 
(g)EMFEC;  
 
(h)the Field Studies Council; 
 
 (i)Macmillan Cancer Support;  
 
(j)the North East Religious Learning Resources Centre Limited;  
 
(k)the North of England Institute for Christian Education;  
 
(l)SCOPE.  
 
23.  Teacher employed by a university who was employed by an institution mentioned in 
paragraph 1(d) or 6 immediately before the institution became part of the university. 
 
24.  Teacher or organiser employed by a body formerly falling within paragraph  
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19, 20 or 21 which is a non-profit-making body whose principal source of funding  
is fees paid by a local authority. 
 
25.  Teacher employed by the proprietor of, or anyone else concerned in the  
management of, an accepted school which is a member of COBISEC and located in a 
member State other than the United Kingdom. 
Regulations 18 and 27 
 
SCHEDULE 3 
 
Employees’ and employers’ contributions 
 
Interpretation 
 
1.  In this Schedule— 
 
(a)“contribution period” is to be construed in accordance with regulation 128(4)  
(actuarial review);  (SI 275 2013) 
 
(b)“the initial contribution period” means the contribution period determined under TPR 
1997 (referred to in Part G of those Regulations as the “relevant period”) which is current 
when these Regulations come into force;  
 
(b) “the initial contribution period” means the contribution period which is current 
when these Regulations come into force; (SI 673 2012) 
 
 
(c)“the net contribution rate” for any contribution period is the aggregate of  
the percentage specified for that period under regulation 128(4) and any  
percentage specified for that period under regulation 128(7) less any percentage  
specified for that period under regulation 128(8). (SI 275 2013) 
 
Employees’ contributions 
 
2.— 
 
(1) The percentage rate of employees’ contributions is determined in  
accordance with this paragraph unless paragraph 3 applies. (SI 275 2013) 
 
(2) The percentage rate for the initial contribution period is 6.4%. (SI 673 2012) 
 
(2) The percentage rate for an employee’s contribution under regulation 18 (teachers’ 
ordinary contributions) for the initial contribution period (SI 275 2013) is— 
 
(a) for each month during which the employee is in full-time pensionable 
employment, the rate set out in the table which is applicable to the employee’s 

http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2013/275/pdfs/uksi_20130275_en.pdf
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2012/673/pdfs/uksi_20120673_en.pdf
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2013/275/pdfs/uksi_20130275_en.pdf
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2013/275/pdfs/uksi_20130275_en.pdf
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2012/673/pdfs/uksi_20120673_en.pdf
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2013/275/pdfs/uksi_20130275_en.pdf
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annual contributable salary for that month; and 
 
(b) for each month during which the employee is in part-time pensionable 
employment, the rate set out in the table which is applicable to the full-time 
equivalent of the employee’s annual contributable salary for that month.  
 
Table 
 

Annual contributable salary Rate 
 

Rate 

Below £15,000 
 

6.4% 
 

£15,000 to £25,999 
 

7.0% 
 

£26,000 to £31,999 
 

7.3% 
 

£32,000 to £39,999 
 

7.6% 
 

£40,000 to £74,999 
 

8.0% 
 

£75,000 to £111,999 
 

8.4% 
 

£112,000 and above 
 

8.8% 
 

(SI 673 2012) 
 
Annual contributable salary  

 
Rate 

Up to £14,999  

 
6.4% 

£15,000 to £25,999  

 
7.0% 

£26,000 to £31,999  

 
7.9% 

£32,000 to £39,999  

 
8.8% 

£40,000 to £44,999  

 
9.2% 

£45,000 to £74,999  

 
10.1% 

£45,000 to £99,999  

 
10.6% 

£100,000 and above  
 

11.2% 

(SI 275 2013) 
 
(3) The percentage rate for each subsequent contribution period is the net  
contribution rate for that period less the percentage rate of employers’  
contribution (determined in accordance with paragraph 4) for that period. (SI 275 2013) 

http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2012/673/pdfs/uksi_20120673_en.pdf
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2013/275/pdfs/uksi_20130275_en.pdf
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2013/275/pdfs/uksi_20130275_en.pdf
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3.—(1) This paragraph applies, in relation to each contribution period after the  
initial contribution period, where the Secretary of State has made a  
determination such as is referred to in regulation 128(9) and where this  
paragraph applies the percentage rate of employees’ contributions shall be  
determined in accordance with sub-paragraphs (3) to (5). 
 
(2) In this paragraph— 
 
a “slice” of contributable salary means the part of an employee’s contributable  
salary which either falls below the lowest threshold amount or exceeds one  
threshold amount but does not exceed the next highest threshold amount (or,  
where there is only one threshold amount, that part of an employee’s  
contributable salary which either falls below or exceeds that threshold  
amount);“threshold amount” means any threshold amount (as defined in regulation  
 
128(9)) specified in the determination referred to in sub-paragraph (1).(3)  
Where this paragraph applies the Secretary of State is, having regard to the  
recommendations contained in the report of the scheme actuary, to determine a  
percentage rate of employees’ contributions for each slice of contributable  
salary. 
 
(4) Where the Secretary of State has made a determination such as is mentioned  
in regulation 128(9)(a), the percentage rate of each employee’s contributable  
salary is that determined under sub-paragraph (3) for the highest slice of that  
employee’s contributable salary. 
 
(5) Where the Secretary of State has made a determination such as is mentioned  
in regulation 128(9)(b) the percentage rate of each employee’s contributable  
salary is determined by applying the percentage rate of employees’ contributions  
determined under sub-paragraph (3) for each slice of contributable salary to the  
relevant slice of the contributable salary of the employee in question.  (SI 275 2013) 
 
4.—(1) The percentage rate of employers’ contributions is determined in  
accordance with this paragraph. 
 
(2) The percentage rate for the initial contribution period is 14.1%.(SI 275 2013) 
 
(3) The percentage rate for subsequent contribution periods shall be determined  
in accordance with sub-paragraphs (4) to (8). 
 
(4) For the purposes of this regulation the element appropriate for cost sharing  
in relation to any contribution period is that part of the difference between  
the net contribution rate for that period and the net contribution rate for the  
previous period determined by the Secretary of State in relation to each  
contribution period, and in making such a determination the Secretary of State  

http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2013/275/pdfs/uksi_20130275_en.pdf
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2013/275/pdfs/uksi_20130275_en.pdf
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shall secure that— 
 
(a)changes in demographic assumptions and differences between assumptions made in 
the previous actuarial review under regulation 128 about the values of any items and the 
actual values of those items are included in the element  
appropriate for cost sharing, and  
 
(b)any reduction in the net contribution rate arising from the fact that the normal pension 
age for — (i)a 2007 or later entrant, or (ii)a person with mixed service, (except in 
circumstances described in regulation 48 (3)(a) to (c)) is 65, is not included in the element 
appropriate for cost sharing. 
 
(5) In relation to any contribution period the Secretary of State shall also  
calculate separately the part of the difference between the net contribution  
rate for that period and the net contribution rate for the previous period which  
is not appropriate for cost sharing (“the unshared element”) and the Secretary  
of State shall then— 
 
(a)determine the part of the unshared element which is appropriate for the  
employer contribution cap, and 
 
 (b)calculate separately the part of the unshared element which is not appropriate for the 
employer contribution cap.  
 
(6) In sub-paragraphs (7) and (8)— 
 
X is the element appropriate for cost sharing determined pursuant to  
sub-paragraph (4), 
 
Y is the part of the unshared element which is appropriate for the employer  
contribution cap, determined pursuant to sub-paragraph (5)(a), and 
 
Z is the part of the unshared element which is not appropriate for the employer  
contribution cap, calculated in accordance with sub-paragraph (5)(b), 
 
and X, Y and Z may be positive or negative depending on whether there is an  
increase or a decrease. 
 
(7) In the formula in sub-paragraph (8) A is the lesser of B and C+Y+1/2X where— 
 
(a)B is—  
 
(i)for the contribution period immediately after the initial contribution period, 14, and  
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(ii)for each subsequent contribution period, the value which B had for the previous 
contribution period together with the value of Z which applied in determining the 
percentage rate for the previous contribution period, and  
 
(b)C is—  
 
(i)for the contribution period immediately after the initial contribution period, 14.1,  
 
(ii)for the next contribution period, the amount which would have been the percentage rate 
for the previous contribution period if it had been calculated as 14.1+Y+1/2X+Z, and  
 
(iii)for each subsequent contribution period, the amount which would have been the 
percentage rate for the previous contribution period if it had been calculated as 
D+Y+1/2X+Z, where D is the amount which would have been the percentage rate for the 
contribution period before the previous contribution period calculated in accordance with 
this sub-paragraph..  
 
(8) The percentage rate for each contribution period is A+Z.  (SI 275 2013) 
 
Supplemental 
 
5.  Any determination made by the Secretary of State under paragraphs 3 or 4(4)  
or (5) is to be made— 
 
(a)after consultation with such representatives of local authorities and of  
teachers and with such representatives of other persons likely to be affected by  
the proposed determination as appear to the Secretary of State to be  
appropriate, and  
 
(b)with the consent of the Treasury. (SI 275 2013) 
 
Regulation 20 
 
SCHEDULE 4 
 
Contributions for additional pensions 
 
Interpretation 
 
1.  In this Schedule— 
“AP beneficiary” means— 
 
(a)in the case of an election under paragraph 2(1), the person who makes the election, and 
 
(b)in the case of an election under paragraph 2(2) or (3), the employee or former employee 
for whose benefit the election is made; 

http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2013/275/pdfs/uksi_20130275_en.pdf
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2013/275/pdfs/uksi_20130275_en.pdf
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“dependant’s election” means an election under paragraph 2, the notice of which states (in 
accordance with sub-paragraph (5)(b) of that paragraph) that the election is for an 
additional pension for both the AP beneficiary and the AP beneficiary’s spouse, civil 
partner, surviving nominated partner or surviving nominated beneficiary; 
 
“financial year” means the 12 months ending with 31st March; 
 
“lump sum election” means an election under paragraph 2 which is not a monthly 
contribution election; 
 
“monthly contribution election” means an election under paragraph 2, the notice of which 
states (in accordance with sub-paragraph (6)(b) of that paragraph) that contributions are to 
be paid in monthly payments; 
 
“payment period” means, in relation to a monthly contribution election accepted by the 
Secretary of State, the period beginning on the start date and ending when the last of the 
monthly payments mentioned in the notice of the election is due to be paid; 
 
“refund period” means the period ending 1 year after the start date; 
 
“start date” means— 
 
(a)in the case of a lump sum election, the date on which the Secretary of State receives 
the lump sum, and 
 
(b)in the case of a monthly contribution election, the first day of the second month after the 
month in which the AP beneficiary is notified that the election is  
accepted. 
 
Election to pay contributions for additional pension 
 
2.— 
 
(1) A person in pensionable employment who has not reached the age of 65 may elect to 
pay contributions for an additional pension by giving written notice to  
the Secretary of State. 
(2) The employer of a person in pensionable employment who has not reached the age of 
65 may, with the consent of the employee, elect to pay contributions (as a lump sum) for 
an additional pension for the employee by written notice to the Secretary of State. 
 
(3) The former employer of a person— 
 
(a)who has ceased to be in pensionable employment, and  
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(b)whose average salary has been restricted under regulation 39 may, with the consent of 
the former employee, elect to pay contributions (as a lump sum) for an additional pension 
for the employee by giving written notice to the Secretary of State. 
 
(4) Any election under sub-paragraph (3) must be made within 6 months after the  
date on which the former employee ceased to be in pensionable employment. 
 
(5) The notice must— 
 
(a)state the amount in respect of which the election is made, which must be a  
multiple of £250 or of such other sum as may be determined by the Secretary of  
State from time to time;  
 
(b)state whether the election is for an additional pension solely for the AP beneficiary or for 
both the AP beneficiary and the AP beneficiary’s spouse, civil partner, surviving nominated 
partner or surviving nominated beneficiary;  
(c)contain such further information as may be specified  
by the Secretary of State; and (d)be accompanied by a declaration by the AP  
beneficiary that the AP beneficiary is in normal health. (6) Where the election  
is made under sub-paragraph (1), the notice must also state— 
(a)whether the contributions are to be paid as a lump sum, or (b)whether the  
contributions are to be paid in monthly payments and, if so, the number of  
monthly payments, which must not be more than 240. (7) The number of monthly  
payments must be such that the last is due be paid— 
(a)where the AP beneficiary is a pre-2007 entrant who has not reached the age of  
60, before the AP beneficiary reaches that age, and (b)in any other case, before  
the AP beneficiary reaches the age of 65. (8) An election is accepted by the  
Secretary of State if the Secretary of State gives written notice to the person  
making it that it is accepted. 
 
Maximum amount of additional pension 
 
3.—(1) The amount in respect of which an election (“the new election”) may be  
made must not exceed the maximum amount for the financial year in which notice of the 
new election is given to the Secretary of State less the sum of the  
uprated amounts in relation to each previous election made by, or for the  
benefit of, the AP beneficiary. 
 
(2) The maximum amount for the financial year ending on 31st March 2011 is the  
amount determined for that financial year under paragraph 18 or 19 of Schedule  
2A to TPR 1997. 
 
(3) The maximum amount for a subsequent financial year is such amount as may be 
determined by the Treasury for that financial year in accordance with  
sub-paragraph (9). 
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(4) But if no maximum amount has been determined for that financial year under  
sub-paragraph (3), the maximum amount for that financial year is the maximum  
amount for the financial year before that financial year (“the previous  
financial year”) multiplied by the factor mentioned in sub-paragraph (5) if that  
factor is greater than 1, rounded to the nearest £100. 
 
(5) The factor is RPI1/RPI2, where— 
  RPI1 is the retail prices index for February in the previous financial year,  
  andRPI2 is the retail prices index for February in the financial year before  
  the previous financial year. 
 
(4) But if no maximum amount has been determined for that financial year under 
subparagraph (3), the maximum amount for that financial year is the maximum amount for 
the financial year before that financial year (“the previous financial year”) increased by the 
amount by which it would have been increased if it had been an official pension within the 
meaning of section 5(1) of PIA 1971 beginning, and first qualifying for increases under that 
Act, on the first day of the previous financial year. (SI 614 2011) 
 
(6) The uprated amount in relation to a previous election  rounded to the nearest £100 (SI 
673 2012) is— 
 
(a)the amount stated in the notice multiplied by the factor mentioned in  
sub-paragraph (8) if that factor is greater than 1, 
 
(b)where the AP beneficiary is credited with an amount in respect of the election in 
accordance with paragraph 7, 8 or 9, that amount multiplied by the factor mentioned in 
sub-paragraph (8) if that factor is greater than 1, or  
 
(c)where the AP beneficiary was previously credited with an amount in respect of the 
election in accordance with paragraph 10, an amount determined by the Secretary of State 
having regard to the contributions paid and any contributions treated as paid under 
paragraph 10(6) multiplied by the factor mentioned in sub-paragraph (8) if that factor is 
greater than 1. (7) But where notice of the previous election was given to the Secretary of 
State in the same financial year as notice of the new election is to be given, the uprated 
amount in relation to the previous election is— 
 
(a)the amount stated in the notice,  
 
(b)where the AP beneficiary is credited with an amount in respect of the election in 
accordance with paragraph 7, 8 or 9, that amount, or (c)where the AP beneficiary was 
previously credited with an amount in respect of the election in accordance with paragraph 
10, an amount determined by the Secretary of State having regard to the contributions paid 
and any contributions treated as paid under paragraph 10(6). 
 
(8) The factor is RPI1/RPI2, where— 
  RPI1 is the retail prices index for February in the financial year before the  

http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2011/614/pdfs/uksi_20110614_en.pdf
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2012/673/pdfs/uksi_20120673_en.pdf
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2012/673/pdfs/uksi_20120673_en.pdf
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  financial year in which notice of the new election is given to the Secretary  
  of State, andRPI2 is the retail prices index for February in the financial  
  year before the financial year which includes the start date for the previous  
  election. 
 
(8) The factor is CPI1/CPI2, where— 
 
(a) CPI1 is the consumer prices index for February in the financial year before the 
year in which notice of the new election is given to the Secretary of State, and 
(b) CPI2 is the consumer prices index for February in the financial year before the year 
which includes the start date for the previous election. (SI 614 2011) 
 
(9) The Treasury is from time to time to review the operation of this paragraph and, as a 
result of such review, may determine the maximum amount for the financial year ending on 
31st March 2012 or for any subsequent financial  
year. 
 
Determination of contributions 
 
4.— 
 
(1) The Secretary of State is from time to time determine the amount of the  
lump sum (in the case of a lump sum election) and the monthly payments (in the  
case of a monthly contribution election) to be paid as contributions for a given  
amount in respect of which an election is made. 
 
(2) The amounts must be such that they reflect the cost of payment of pension— 
 
(a)in the case of an AP beneficiary who is a pre-2007 entrant and has not  
reached the age of 60, at the age of 60, and 
 
(b)in the case of any other AP beneficiary, at the age of 65. 
 
(3) Different amounts may be determined— 
 
(a)for different classes or descriptions of AP beneficiaries;  
 
(b)depending on whether the election is a dependant’s election; (c)where the election is a 
monthly contribution election, depending on the length of the payment period.  
 
(4) The Secretary of State may exercise the functions under this paragraph so as  
to re-determine the amount of the monthly payments to be paid as contributions  
during the payment period. 
 
Lump sum election: payment of contributions and credit of additional pension 
 

http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2011/614/pdfs/uksi_20110614_en.pdf
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5.— 
 
(1) This paragraph applies where the Secretary of State accepts a lump sum  
election. 
 
(2) Where the lump sum determined under paragraph 4 is paid to the Secretary of State 
within 1 month after the date on which the person who makes the election is notified that 
the election is accepted, the AP beneficiary is to be credited with the amount stated in the 
notice of the election. 
 
(3) But where the AP beneficiary dies before the end of the refund period or an  
ill-health pension becomes payable to the AP beneficiary by virtue of the AP  
beneficiary becoming incapacitated before the end of that period— 
 
(a)the lump sum must be repaid, and  
 
(b)the AP beneficiary is not to be credited with an amount in respect of the election.  
 
(4) Sub-paragraph (3) does not apply where before the end of the refund period an 
additional pension attributable to the election (calculated by reference to an amount 
credited in accordance with sub-paragraph (2)) became payable to the AP beneficiary with 
a retirement pension (other than an ill-health pension) or a phased retirement pension. 
 
Monthly contribution election: payment of contributions and credit of additional  
Pension 
 
6.— 
 
(1) This paragraph applies where the Secretary of State accepts a monthly  
contribution election. 
 
(2) The AP beneficiary must pay monthly payments determined under paragraph 4 to the 
Secretary of State during the payment period. 
 
(3) The first payment under sub-paragraph (2) is to be made by the last day of  
the second month after the month in which the AP beneficiary is notified that  
the election is accepted. 
 
(4) The reference in sub-paragraph (2) to monthly payments determined under  
paragraph 4 includes, as from 1st April following any redetermination of monthly  
payments under that paragraph, a reference to monthly payments as redetermined. 
 
(5) Where payments are made in accordance with sub-paragraph (2), the AP  
beneficiary is to be credited with the amount stated in the notice of the  
election. 
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(6) Where any of paragraphs 7 to 11 applies— 
 
(a)monthly payments cease to be payable, and  
 
(b)the AP beneficiary is not to be credited with an amount in respect of the election under 
this paragraph. AP beneficiary becoming entitled to pension during payment period 
 
7.— 
 

(1) This paragraph applies where before the end of the payment period— 
(2)  

(a)a retirement pension (other than an ill-health pension) becomes payable to  
the AP beneficiary of the election mentioned in paragraph 6, or  
 
(b)where the AP beneficiary makes an election under regulation 73(2), a phased retirement 
pension becomes payable to the AP beneficiary. (2) The AP beneficiary is to be credited 
with an amount determined by the Secretary of State having regard to the contributions 
paid and any contributions treated as paid under paragraph 10(6). 
 
AP beneficiary revoking election during payment period 
 
8.— 
 
(1) This paragraph applies where the AP beneficiary of the election mentioned  
in paragraph 6 revokes the election by giving written notice to the Secretary of  
State before the end of the payment period. 
 
(2) The AP beneficiary is to be credited with an amount determined by the  
Secretary of State having regard to the contributions paid and any contributions  
treated as paid under paragraph 10(6). 
 
(3) Where contributions due under paragraph 6 remain due after the expiry of 3  
months after the AP beneficiary receives a written demand from the Secretary of  
State, the AP beneficiary is to be treated for the purpose of this Schedule as  
revoking the election. 
 
AP beneficiary ceasing to be in pensionable employment during payment period 
 
9.— 
 
(1) This paragraph applies where the AP beneficiary of the election mentioned in 
paragraph 6 is out of pensionable employment for a continuous period of at least 1 month 
before the end of the payment period other than by reason of the AP beneficiary’s death. 
 
(2) But this paragraph does not apply where paragraph 7 applies before the end  
of the 1-month period. 
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(3) Where the AP beneficiary pays a lump sum of such amount as may be determined by 
the Secretary of State to the Secretary of State within 2 months after the date on which the 
AP beneficiary ceases to be in pensionable employment, the AP beneficiary is to be 
credited with the amount stated in the notice of the election. 
 
(4) Except where sub-paragraph (5) applies, if no such lump sum is paid, the AP  
beneficiary is to be credited with an amount determined by the Secretary of  
State having regard to the contributions paid and any contributions treated as  
paid under paragraph 10(6). 
 
(5) This sub-paragraph applies where— 
 
(a)an ill-health pension becomes payable to the AP beneficiary immediately  
following a period of non-pensionable sick leave which immediately follows a  
period of pensionable employment, and  
 
(b)that period of non-pensionable sick leave includes the 1-month period mentioned in sub-
paragraph (1).  
 
(6) For the purpose of this paragraph, an AP beneficiary who makes, or is treated as 
making, an election under regulation 19 (election to pay contributions by a person serving 
in a reserve force) is to be treated as being in pensionable employment during any period 
which, in accordance with that regulation, is to be treated as reckonable service. 
 
Incapacity of AP beneficiary during payment or refund period 
 
10.— 
 
(1) This paragraph applies where an ill-health pension becomes payable to  
the AP beneficiary of the election mentioned in paragraph 6 before the end of  
the payment period or, if the refund period ends after the payment period, by  
virtue of the AP beneficiary becoming incapacitated before the end of the refund  
period. 
 
(2) But this paragraph does not apply where before the ill-health pension  
becomes payable— 
 
(a)an additional pension attributable to the election became payable to the AP  
beneficiary (see paragraph 7),  
 
(b)the AP beneficiary revoked the election (see paragraph 8), or  
 
(c)except where paragraph 9(5) applies, the AP beneficiary was out of pensionable 
employment for a continuous period of at least 1 month (see  
paragraph 9).  
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(3) Where the AP beneficiary becomes incapacitated before the end  
of the refund period— 
 
(a)the monthly payments must be repaid to the AP beneficiary, and (b)the AP  
beneficiary is not to be credited with an amount in respect of the election.  
 
(4) This sub-paragraph applies where the AP beneficiary becomes incapacitated after the 
end of the refund period. 
 
(5) Where sub-paragraph (4) applies, the AP beneficiary is to be credited with— 
(a)if the declaration required by paragraph 2(5)(d) was made in good faith, the  
amount stated in the notice of the election, or (b)if that declaration was not  
made in good faith, an amount determined by the Secretary of State having regard to the 
contributions paid.  
 
(6) Where sub-paragraph (4) applies, the AP beneficiary is, while in receipt of the ill-health 
pension, to be treated as having paid the contributions which would, but for paragraph 
6(6)(a), have been payable. 
 
Death of AP beneficiary during payment or refund period 
 
11.— 
 
(1) This paragraph applies where the election mentioned in paragraph 6 is a  
dependant’s election and the AP beneficiary dies before the end of the payment  
period or, if the refund period ends after the payment period, the end of the  
refund period. 
 
(2) But this paragraph does not apply where before the AP beneficiary’s death— 
 
(a)an additional pension attributable to the election became payable to the AP  
beneficiary (see paragraph 7),  
 
(b)the AP beneficiary revoked the election (see paragraph 8), or (c)the AP beneficiary was 
out of pensionable employment for a continuous period of at least 1 month (see paragraph 
9).  
 
(3) Where the AP beneficiary dies before the end of the refund period— 
 
(a)the monthly payments must be repaid to the AP beneficiary, and  
 
(b)the AP beneficiary is not to be credited with an amount in respect of the election.  
 
(4) Where the AP beneficiary dies after the end of the refund period, the AP  
beneficiary is to be credited with— 
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(a)if the declaration required by paragraph 2(5)(d) was made in good faith, the  
amount stated in the notice of the election, or  
 
(b)if that declaration was not made in good faith, an amount determined by the Secretary of 
State having regard to the contributions paid.  
 
Actuarial advice 
 
12.  The Secretary of State must take advice from the scheme actuary before  
determining any amount under paragraphs 3, 4 and 7 to 11. 
 
Regulation 21 
 
SCHEDULE 5 
 
Family benefit contributions 
 
PART 1 
 
Elections 
1.  A qualifying person who is a pre-2007 entrant or a person with mixed service  
may, by giving written notice to the Secretary of State, elect to pay family  
benefit contributions attributable to a period of non-qualifying service in  
accordance with this Schedule. 
 
2.  A person (P) is a qualifying person if P is in pensionable employment and— 
 
(a)P is married, or  
 
(b)P is a civil partner, or  
 
(c)P has nominated a person under regulation 90 (nomination of surviving nominated 
partner), or  
 
(d)P has nominated a person under regulation 91 (nomination of surviving nominated 
beneficiary).  
 
3.  “Non-qualifying service” means— 
 
(a)where the qualifying person (P)—  
 
(i)is a married man, or  
 
(ii)has nominated a person under regulation 91(nomination of surviving nominated 
beneficiary) reckonable service which ended before 1st April 1972, 
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(b)where P is a married woman or a civil partner, reckonable service which ended before 
6th April 1988, and  
 
(c)where P has nominated a person under regulation 90 (nomination of  
surviving nominated partner), reckonable service which ended before 1st January 2007 but 
where the person P would have been a member (as defined in paragraph 1 of Schedule 6 
to TPR 1997) if Schedule 6 to TPR 1997 had been in force at the date of the election P’s 
non-qualifying service cannot exceed the maximum period in respect of which P could 
have made an election under Part 1 of Schedule 6 to TPR 1997. 
 
4.  The election must be made during the election period (determined in  
accordance with paragraphs 5 to 7). 
 
5.  The election period begins— 
 
(a)where the person making the election (P) is married or a civil partner, on  
the day on which P first becomes a qualifying person,  
 
(b)where P has made a nomination, on the day on which the nomination was made.  
 
6.  The election period ends on the earlier of the day on which— 
 
(a)any election under regulation 9 (election for employment not to be  
pensionable) has effect, and  
 
(b)the person has been a qualifying person for a continuous period of 6 months.  
 
7.— 
(1) Where a person marries or forms a civil partnership more than once or makes more 
than one nomination there is a separate election period in respect of each marriage, civil 
partnership or nomination. 
 
(2) But where P has made an election P can only make a further election (in a  
subsequent election period) if P falls within a different sub-paragraph of  
paragraph 2 from the sub-paragraph in which P fell when the previous election  
was made. 
 
8.  If a qualifying person (P) dies before the end of the election period  
without making an election P’s beneficiary may, by giving written notice within  
3 months of the person’s death, elect to pay family benefit contributions  
attributable to a period of P’s non-qualifying service. 
 
9.  A qualifying person’s (P’s) beneficiary is— 
 
(a)where P is married, P’s spouse,  
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(b)where P is a civil partner, P’s civil partner, and  
 
(c)where P has made a nomination, the person nominated.  
 
10.  The person who makes an election must specify in the notice the period in respect of 
which the election is made, which must be either— 
 
(a)the whole of the qualifying person’s non-qualifying service, or  
 
(b)a part of such service, consisting of one or more whole years.  
 
11.  Where an election is made under paragraph 1– 
 
(a)the qualifying person (P) must state in the notice whether family benefit  
contributions are to be paid by Method 1 (monthly payments) or by Method 2 (lump sum) 
and, if the former, must specify the percentage rate of the qualifying  
person’s contributable salary at which they are to be paid, and  
 
(b)the election must be accompanied by a declaration by P that P is in normal health.  
 
12.  But an election stating that family benefits are to be paid by Method 1 is of no effect 
unless the payment period is more than a year. 
 
13.  Where a qualifying person’s (P’s) pensionable employment is part time, for  
the purpose of specifying (under paragraph 11(a)) a percentage rate at which  
family benefit contributions are to be paid or varying (under paragraph 20(1))  
that rate, paragraph 11(a) has effect as if the reference to P’s contributable  
salary were to P’s full-time equivalent salary. 
 
14.  Except as provided in paragraph 20(1), an election under this paragraph is  
irrevocable. 
 
15.— 
 
(1) This paragraph applies where the qualifying person (P) states under  
paragraph 11(a) that family benefit contributions are to be paid by Method 1. 
 
(2) Where this paragraph applies, except as otherwise provided in Part 2, P must  
pay family benefit contributions to the Secretary of State by way of monthly  
payments from P’s contributable salary at the percentage rate specified under  
paragraph 11(a) or, where the rate is varied under paragraph 20(1), at the  
specified higher rate for the duration of the payment period. 
 
(3) Except as otherwise provided in Part 2 the payment period (in years and  
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fractions of a year) is A/B × C, where— 
 

A is the period (in years) specified under paragraph 10, 
 
B is the percentage   rate specified under paragraph 11(a), and 
 
C is the multiplier determined from time to time by the Secretary of State (after taking 
advice from the scheme actuary) for the purpose of this Part for a person of the same sex 
as the qualifying person’s beneficiary (as defined in paragraph 9). 
 
16.— 

(1) Except where paragraph 15 applies, the person who makes an election under 
paragraph 1 or 8 must pay family benefit contributions to the Secretary of State by way of a 
lump sum calculated in accordance with the Method 2 formula in sub-paragraph (2) within 
3 months of receiving written notice of the amount of the lump sum. 
 

(3) The Method 2 formula is A × B × C, where— 
 

  A is the multiplier determined from time to time by the Secretary of State  
  (after taking advice from the scheme actuary) for the purpose of this Part for  
  a person of the same sex as the qualifying person’s beneficiary (as defined in  
  paragraph 9), 
 
B is the period (in years) specified under paragraph 10, and 
 
C is the annual rate of the qualifying person’s contributable salary. 
 
PART 2 
 
Further provisions where family benefit contributions are to be paid by Method 1 
 
17.  This Part applies where family benefit contributions are payable by monthly  
contributions under paragraph 15 (Method 1). 
 
18.— 
 
(1) The payment period begins on the first day of the month following that  
in which it is notified to the person by the Secretary of State. 
 
(2) Where the payment period would (apart from this sub-paragraph) end on a day other 
than the last day of a month, the payment period ends with the last day of the month in 
which it would otherwise end. 
 
(3) If after the start of the payment period there is an interval of more than  
30 days during which the person is not in pensionable employment or paying  
additional contributions under regulation C9 of TPR 1997 or regulation 19— 
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(a)the interval is not part of the payment period, but  
 
(b)the end of the payment period is postponed by the length of the interval. (4) If after the 
start of the payment period the person becomes employed in part-time pensionable 
employment, the length of the payment period is increased by P x (1-CS/FTCS) where— 
 
  P is the period (in years and fractions of a year) in which the person was  
  employed in part-time employment, 
 
CS is the persons’ contributable salary for   the period, andFTCS is what would have been 
the person’s contributable salary for the period if the employment had been full-time. 
 
19.—(1) The contributions— 
(a)are payable from the start of the payment period,  
 
(b)continue to be payable while the person is in pensionable employment or paying 
additional contributions under regulation C9 of TPR 1997 or regulation 19, and  
 
(c)cease to be payable if the person dies or becomes entitled to retirement benefits before 
the end of the payment period.  
 
(2) Where the person is paying additional contributions under old regulation C9 of TPR 
1997 or regulation 19 for any financial year, the family benefit contributions for that 
financial year are calculated by reference to the notional salary on which the additional 
contributions are payable and must be paid to the Secretary of State by the same day as 
the additional contributions. 
 
20.— 
 
(1) The election may at any time be varied by an election to pay family  
benefit contributions at a specified higher rate. 
 
(2) An election under sub-paragraph (1)— 
 
(a)must be made by giving written notice to the Secretary of State, and  
 
(b)must be accompanied by a declaration by the person that the person is in normal health.  
 
(3) Where the original election is varied by one made under sub-paragraph (1) (“the further 
election”) a new payment period begins on the first day of the month following that in which 
it is notified to the person by the Secretary of State. 
 
(4) The new payment period is A-(B/CxD) 
 
where— 
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 A is what the length of the payment period would have been if the increased  
  rate had been specified in the original election, 
 
B is the rate specified in the original election,C is the increased rate, and D is the period 
from the start of the payment period to the effective date of the further election. 
 
(5) Paragraph 18(2), (3) and (4) applies to the new payment period. 
 
21.—(1) Paragraphs 22 to 26 apply where family benefit contributions cease to be  
payable before the end of the payment period. 
 
(2) Paragraphs 22 to 26 are subject to paragraph 27. 
 
(3) In paragraphs 22 to 27 “the appropriate terminal sum” means a retirement  
lump sum or a death grant as appropriate. 
 
(4) For the purposes of paragraphs 22 and 23 a person with mixed service has a  
normal pension age of 65 in respect of all of that person’s reckonable service  
(despite regulation 48). 
 
22.— 
 
(1) This paragraph applies where the person paying the contributions (P), — 
 
(a)dies before reaching the normal pension age or  
 
(b)(whether or not P later re-enters pensionable employment) becomes entitled to payment 
of retirement benefits by virtue of Case C (ill health retirement) applying to P’s reckonable 
service before reaching the normal pension age, and paragraph 24 does not apply. 
 
(2) But this paragraph only applies where the Secretary of State is satisfied  
that— 
 
(a)the declaration under paragraph 11(b), or  
 
(b)where a declaration has been given under paragraph 20(2)(b), that declaration (or, if 
there is more than one, the most recent) was made in good faith. 
 
(3) Where this paragraph applies— 
 
(a)contributions are to be treated as having been paid in respect of the whole  
of the period in respect of which the election was made, but  
 
(b)if part of the payment period falls after P’s 60th birthday, in the case of a pre-2007 
entrant, or P’s 65th birthday in the case of a person with mixed service, the actuarial 
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equivalent of the contributions that would have been payable during that part is to be 
deducted from the appropriate terminal sum.  
 
23.— 
 
(1) This paragraph applies where— 
 
(a)the person paying the contributions dies, or becomes entitled to payment of  
retirement benefits, after reaching the normal pension age, or  
 
(b)paragraph 22 does not apply only because the Secretary of State was not satisfied that 
the declaration under paragraph 11(b) or any declaration under paragraph 20(2)(b) was 
made in good faith and paragraph 25 does not apply. 
 
(2) Where this paragraph applies— 
 
(a)contributions are to be treated as having been paid in respect of the whole  
of the period in respect of which the election was made, but  
 
(b)except where sub-paragraph (3) applies, there is to be deducted from the appropriate 
terminal sum an amount of (A x B/100) x C where— 
 
  A is the annual rate at which the person’s contributable salary was last  
  payable, 
 
B is the rate at which the contributions were last payable, and 
 
C is the multiplier determined from time to time by the Secretary of State after  
  taking advice from the scheme actuary. 
 
(3) Where the Secretary of State is satisfied that the declaration under paragraph 11(b) 
was made in good faith but is not satisfied that a declaration under paragraph 20(2)(b) was 
made in good faith there is to be deducted from the appropriate terminal sum an amount 
determined by the Secretary of State after taking advice from the scheme actuary. 
 
24.—(1) This paragraph applies where— 
 
(a)the person paying the contributions (P) falls within paragraph 22(1)(a) or  
(b),  
 
(b)part of the payment period falls after P’s relevant birthday,  
 
(c)the Secretary of State is satisfied that the declaration under paragraph 11(b) or  
any declaration under paragraph 20(2)(b) (where applicable) was made in good  
faith, and  
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(d)a phased retirement lump sum became payable to P before the family  
benefit contributions ceased to be payable.  
 
(2) Where this paragraph applies— 
 
(a)P may, by giving written notice to the Secretary of State within 3 months  
after the end of P’s pensionable employment, elect to pay a lump sum which is  
the actuarial equivalent of the contributions that would have been payable  
during that part of the payment period which falls after P’s relevant birthday,  
 
(b)if P does so elect, on payment of the lump sum, contributions are to be  
treated as having been paid in respect of the whole of the period in respect of  
which the original election was made, and  
 
(c)if P does not so elect contributions are to be treated as having been paid in respect of D 
x E/F, \where— \ 
 
D is the period of non-qualifying service in respect of which the  
  original election was made,\ 
 
E is the period starting at the beginning of the   payment period and ending on P’s relevant 
birthday, andF is the payment period. 
 
(3) In this paragraph P’s “relevant birthday” is P’s 60th birthday where P is a pre-2007 
entrant or P’s 65th birthday where P is a person with mixed service. 
 
25.— 
 
(1) This paragraph applies where— 
 
(a)the person paying the contributions (P) falls within paragraph 23(1)(a) or  
(b), and  
 
(b)a phased retirement lump sum became payable to P before the family  
benefit contributions ceased to be payable.  
 
(2) Where this paragraph applies contributions are treated as having been paid in respect 
of G x H/J where— 
 
  G is the period of non-qualifying service in respect of which the original  
  election was made, 
 
H is the period during which contributions were paid, and 
 
J   is the payment period. 
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26.— 
 
(1) This paragraph applies where the person paying the contributions (P) becomes entitled 
to payment of retirement benefits by virtue of Case D applying to P’s reckonable service. 
 
(2) Where this paragraph applies— 
 
(a)P may, by giving written notice to the Secretary of State within 3 months  
after the end of P’s pensionable employment, elect to pay a lump sum which is  
the actuarial equivalent of the contributions that would have been payable  
during the remainder of the payment period,  
 
(b)if P does so elect, on payment of the lump sum, contributions are to be treated as 
having been paid in respect of the whole of the period in respect of which the original 
election was made, and  
 
(c)if P does not so elect contributions are to be treated as having been paid in  
respect of K x L/M, where—  
 
K is the period of non-qualifying service in respect of which the original election was made, 
 
L is the period during which contributions were paid, and 
 
M is the payment period. 
 
27.  Where— 
 
(a)a deduction has fallen to be made under paragraph 22(3) or 23(2) or an  
election has been made under paragraph 26(2)(a), and  
 
(b)there is then a retrospective increase in the person’s contributable salary, and  
 
(c)the consequent recalculation of the amount of the deduction or lump sum and of the 
appropriate terminal sum results in a greater increase in the amount of the  
deduction or lump sum than in the terminal sum, the person, or, as the case may  
be, the person’s widow, widower, surviving civil partner, surviving nominated  
partner or surviving nominated beneficiary, may give written notice to the Secretary of 
State in writing that the amount of the deduction made or lump sum  
payable is not to be increased. 
 
Regulation 31, 35 and 36 
 
SCHEDULE 6 
 
Transfer values 
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PART 1 
 
Outward Transfers 
 
1.  For the purposes of this Part— 
 
(a)a transfer value is calculated on the cash equivalent basis if it is  
calculated in the manner prescribed under section 97 of PSA 1993 for the  
calculation of cash equivalents, and (b)“occupational pension scheme” has the  
same meaning as in section 150(5) of FA 2004.  
 
2.  Paragraphs 3 to 6 are subject to paragraphs 7 to 10 10A. (SI 614 2011) 
 
3.  Where— 
 
(a)a transfer value is payable to the scheme managers of a club scheme or a  
personal pension scheme, or  
 
(b)a transfer value is payable to the scheme managers of a registered pension scheme 
which is not a club scheme and none of the service to which it relates is service before 1st 
September 1988, and no right to a cash equivalent was acquired, the transfer value is to 
be calculated on the cash equivalent basis. 
 
4.  Where— 
 
(a)a transfer value is payable to the scheme managers of a registered pension  
scheme which is an occupational pension scheme and not a club scheme, and  
 
(b)the service to which it relates includes service before 1st September 1988, and  
 
(c)no right to a cash equivalent was acquired, the amount of the transfer value  
is the total of A and the greater of B and C, where— 
 
  A is a notional transfer value, calculated on the cash equivalent basis, in  
  respect of the person’s service after 31st August 1988, 
 
B is a notional  transfer value, calculated on the cash equivalent basis, in respect of the 
person’s service before 1st September 1988, and 
 
C is a notional transfer value, calculated as if Schedule 7 to TSR 1976, as in force on 31st 
August 1988, had continued in force, in respect of the person’s service before 1st 
September 1988. 
 
5.  Where— 
 
(a)a transfer value is payable to the scheme managers of a registered pension  

http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2011/614/pdfs/uksi_20110614_en.pdf
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scheme which is an occupational pension scheme and not a club scheme, and  
 
(b)the service to which it relates includes service before 1st September 1988, and  
 
(c)a right to a cash equivalent was acquired, the amount of the transfer value is D - E 
where— 
 
  D is the transfer value that would have been payable if paragraph 4 had  
  applied, and 
 
E is the amount of the cash equivalent. 
 
6.  Where— 
 
(a)a transfer value is payable to the scheme managers of a personal pension  
scheme, and  
 
(b)a right to a part cash equivalent was acquired, the transfer value is to be calculated on 
the cash equivalent basis but as if the person’s pensionable employment had ended on 5th 
April 1988. 
 
7.  Unless the receiving scheme is a club scheme, where— 
 
(a)the person in respect of whom a transfer value is payable had become entitled  
to count reckonable service under regulation 35(6) (acceptance of transfer  
value), or 36(3) (acceptance of bulk transfer values), and  
 
(b)the amount determined in accordance with paragraph 3, 4, 5 or 6 (as appropriate) 
together with that of any cash equivalent paid on the transfer, is less than the appropriate 
amount, a transfer value of the appropriate amount is to be paid. 
 
(2) The appropriate amount is A+B-C, where— 
 
A is the transfer value accepted under regulation 35 or the relevant part of the  
transfer value accepted under regulation 36, 
 
  B is the total of the contributions paid by the person under Part C, except  
  any that fell to be treated for the purposes of regulation 126 as employers’  
  contributions, and 
 
C is any cash equivalent paid on the transfer. 
 
8.  Where a person has elected to receive phased retirement benefits the transfer value is 
calculated by reference to benefits other than those phased retirement benefits. 
 
9.— 
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(1) This paragraph applies where— 
 
(a)a transfer value falls to be calculated in accordance with paragraph 3 or 4,  
and  
 
(b)for the purposes of paragraph 4 C is greater than B.  
 
(2) Subject to sub-paragraphs (3) and (4), if the transfer value is not paid within 6 months 
after the person ceased to be in pensionable employment the amount calculated in 
accordance with paragraph 3 or 4 is increased by adding to it interest on C at 9% per year, 
compounded with 3-monthly rests, for each complete period of 3 months after the end of 
the employment and before the date of payment. 
 
(3) If the employment ended before 1st April 1977 the amount calculated in  
accordance with paragraph 3 is increased by adding to it— 
 
(a)interest on C at 6% per annum, compounded with yearly rests, for each  
complete period of a year after the end of the employment and before 1st April  
1977, and  
 
(b)interest on C at 9% per annum, compounded with 3-monthly rests, for  
the period of 3 months beginning on 1st April 1977 and for each subsequent  
complete period of 3 months before the date of payment.  
 
(4) If the employment ended after 5th April 1978 and before 1st April 1979 the amount 
calculated in accordance with paragraph 3 is increased by adding to it interest on C at 6% 
per year compounded with yearly rests, for each complete period of a year after the end of 
the employment and before the date of payment. 
 
10.  Where a transfer value is paid to the scheme managers of an occupational  
pension scheme which is not a contracted-out scheme, or of a personal pension  
scheme, there may be deducted from it the amount of any contributions equivalent 
premium paid by the Secretary of State. 
 
10A. The Secretary of State may, on the advice of the scheme actuary, adjust a transfer 
value calculated in accordance with this Part.(SI 614 2011) 
 
PART 2 
 
Inward Transfers 
 
11.  If the employment in which the person (P) was subject to the previous  
scheme was comparable British service, P is entitled to count as reckonable  
service the period of service certified by the scheme managers as having stood  
to P’s credit under the scheme when P ceased to be subject to it. 

http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2011/614/pdfs/uksi_20110614_en.pdf
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12.— 
 
(1) If — 
 
(a)the previous scheme is a club scheme service under which is not comparable  
British service, or  
 
(b)the previous scheme is a registered pension scheme which is not a club scheme and 
the person has entered pensionable employment after 31st December 1985. the person is 
entitled, unless paragraph 13 applies, to  
count as reckonable service the period specified in sub-paragraph (2). 
 
(2) The period is one equal to the period of reckonable service that would  
enable the Secretary of State to pay a transfer value, calculated on an  
actuarial basis, of the same amount as the one accepted. 
 
(3) In calculating the period specified in sub-paragraph (2)— 
 
(a)if sub-paragraph (1)(a) applies and the request for the transfer value to be  
accepted was made within 12 months after the date on which the person entered  
pensionable employment the calculation is to be made by reference to the age and salary 
notified by the scheme managers of the previous scheme as those by  
reference to which the transfer value accepted was calculated,  
 
(b)if sub-paragraph (1)(b) applies and the transfer value was received within 12  
months after the date on which the person entered pensionable employment, the  
calculation is to be made by reference to the person’s age, and the annual rate  
of the person’s contributable salary, on that date,  
 
(c)in any other case, the calculation is to be made by reference to the person’s age, and 
the annual rate of the person’s contributable salary, on the date on which the transfer value 
was received,  
 
(d)if sub-paragraph (1)(a) applies any sum representing interest that is included in the 
transfer value is not to be taken into account, and  
 
(e)if sub-paragraph (1)(b) applies any such sum is to be taken into account.  
 
13.— 
 
(1) This paragraph applies where— 
 
(a)the condition specified in paragraph 12(1)(b) applies,  
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(b)the person (P) has made an election under regulation 10 (election for employment to be 
pensionable) and falls within regulation 10(2)(a),  
 
(c)the previous election under regulation B6 of TSR 1988 (election not to be pensionable) 
was made before 30th June 1994,  
 
(d)P has been in excluded employment between the date of the election under  
regulation B6 of TSR 1988 and the date of the election under regulation 10 of  
these Regulations,  
 
(e)a cash equivalent or a transfer value under regulation F1 of TSR 1988 (or both) was 
paid in respect of P in consequence of P ceasing to be in pensionable employment by 
virtue of the election under regulation B6 of the TSR 1988, (f)P is an individual as is 
mentioned in section 172(1) of PA 1995, and  
 
(g)the Secretary of State accepts a transfer value under regulation 35 of  
the amount specified in sub-paragraph (3).  
 
(2) In this paragraph — 
 
(a)“the period of original pensionable employment” means the period during which P was in 
pensionable employment before P made the election under regulation B6 of TSR 1988; 
and  
 
(b)“the transfer out payment” means the payment referred to in  
sub-paragraph (1)(e).  
 
(3) The amount referred to in sub-paragraph (1)(g) is A+B where— 
 
A is the transfer value which, calculated on the basis specified in paragraph  
12(2), would enable the person to count the period of excluded employment as  
reckonable service as if it had been pensionable employment; and 
 
B is the greater of— 
 
(a)the transfer out payment together with—  
 
(i)in a case where the transfer value was paid to the Secretary of State pursuant to 
regulation 35 within four weeks of the request under regulation 35(2) an amount, 
determined actuarially, which represents the income which would have been received had 
such sum been invested during the period starting at the end of the month in which the 
transfer out payment was made and ending at the end of the month in which the request 
under regulation 35(2) was made; and  
 
(ii)in any other case the amount referred to in paragraph (i) above together with a further 
amount, determined actuarially, which represents the income which would have been 
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received compounded with monthly rests, had such sum been invested during the period 
starting at the end of the month in which the request under regulation 35(2) was made and 
ending at the end of the month in which the transfer value was paid to the Secretary of 
State; and  
 
(b)the amount which would be paid as a cash equivalent or transfer  
value (or both) by the Secretary of State in respect of the person if at the  
date on which P made the election under regulation 10—  
 
(i)P was in pensionable employment and made an election under regulation 9 (election not 
to be pensionable); and  
 
(ii)P had been in pensionable employment for a period equal to  
the period of original pensionable employment.  
 
(4) Where this paragraph applies P is entitled to count as reckonable service— 
 
(a)the reckonable service arising from the period of original pensionable  
employment; and  
 
(b)such service arising from the period of excluded employment as if it had been 
pensionable employment.  
 
PART 3 
 
Inward transfers: bulk transfers 
 
14.  In this Part “bulk transfer” has the same meaning as in regulation 36. 
 
15.  The person is entitled to count as reckonable service a period of service  
determined in accordance with the terms of the bulk transfer as agreed between  
the Secretary of State and the scheme of managers of the previous scheme, the  
Secretary of State having taken advice from the scheme actuary as to those  
terms. 
 
Regulation 60 
 
SCHEDULE 7 
 
Retirement benefits 
 
Case A: retirement on or after reaching normal pension age 
 
1.— 
(1) Where a person ceases to be in pensionable employment, Case A applies to so much 
of the person’s reckonable service as is mentioned in sub-paragraph (2). 
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(2) The reckonable service is reckonable service in relation to which the person  
has reached the normal pension age. 
 
2.— 
 
(1) Where a person (P) satisfies the condition for retirement, the entitlement day for Case A 
is— 
 
(a)if P is not in pensionable employment on the day on which P reaches the  
normal pension age in relation to the reckonable service, the day on which P  
reaches that age, and  
 
(b)if P is in pensionable employment on the day on which P reaches the normal pension 
age in relation to the reckonable service, the day after P ceases to be in pensionable 
employment. 
 
(2) Where a person (P) satisfies the condition for retirement following further employment, 
the entitlement day for Case A is the earliest of the following— 
 
(a)if P is in pensionable or excluded employment on the day on which P makes an 
application under regulation 107, the day after the cessation of the employment;  
 
(b)if P is not in pensionable or excluded employment on the day on which P makes an 
application under regulation 107, such day as P specifies in the application, which must be 
no earlier than 6 weeks after the day on which P’s application is made;  
 
(c)the date of P’s 75th birthday.  
 
Case C: ill-health retirement 
 
3.—(1) Except as provided in paragraph 4, a person (P) falls within this  
paragraph if— 
 
(a)P was in pensionable employment at any time after 31st March 1972,  
 
(b)P ceases to be in pensionable employment, excluded employment, on non-pensionable 
sick leave, on non-pensionable family leave or on a career break,  
 
(c)P satisfies either Conditions 1, 2 and 3 or Condition 4, and  
 
(d)P makes an application under regulation 107 for retirement benefits on the basis that 
Case C, and no other Case (apart from Case A), applies to P’s reckonable service.  
 
(2) Condition 1 is that P is incapacitated and is likely to be incapacitated permanently. 
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(3) Condition 2 is that immediately before satisfying Condition 1— 
 
(a)P was in pensionable employment,  
 
(b)P was paying contributions under regulation C9 of TPR 1997, or  
 
(c)P was, with the consent of P’s employer, on non-pensionable sick leave, on non-
pensionable family leave or on a career break which, in every case, followed on 
immediately after a period of pensionable employment.  
 
(4) Condition 3 is that P’s application under regulation 107— 
 
(a)is made within 6 months after the end of pensionable employment, within 6  
months after the end of the period in respect of which the contributions  
mentioned in sub-paragraph (3)(b) are paid or before the date on which, under  
the arrangements made with P’s employer, the non-pensionable sick leave,  
non-pensionable family leave or career break ends, and  
 
(b)except where P satisfies Condition 2 because P falls within sub-paragraph (3)(b), is 
signed by P’s employer. (5) Condition 4 is that P’s ability to carry out any work is impaired 
by more than 90% and is likely to be impaired by more than 90% permanently. 
 
4.— 
 
(1) A person (P) does not fall within paragraph 3 if Condition A or Condition  
B applies. 
 
(2) Condition A applies if a death grant may be paid under regulation 83 (death  
grant: death in service) or 85 (death grant: death out of service) on P’s death  
(because P dies before payment of an ill-health pension is initiated). 
 
(3) Condition B applies if— 
 
(a)a direction under section 142 of EA 2002 given on a ground mentioned in  
subsection (4)(a), (b) or (c) of that section has effect in respect of P,  
 
(b)the Secretary of State is considering giving such a direction in respect of P,  
 
(c)P is included, or is being considered for inclusion, in any of the lists mentioned  
in sub-paragraph (5), or  
 
(d)the General Teaching Council for England (76) or the General Teaching Council for 
Wales (77)  or the Secretary of State has made, or the General Teaching Council for 
Wales or the Secretary of State (SI 673 2012) makes, or is considering making, a 
prohibition order in relation to P on the grounds of unacceptable professional conduct or 
that P has been convicted of a relevant offence.  

http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2012/673/pdfs/uksi_20120673_en.pdf
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(4) But Condition B does not apply if the Secretary of State determines that the only reason 
for the direction or the direction being considered, for including, or considering including, P 
in any of the lists; or for making, or considering making, a prohibition order is unrelated to 
P’s culpable behaviour. 
 
(5) The lists are— 
 
(a)the children’s barred list (established under section 2(1)(a) of SVGA 2006);  
 
(b)a list maintained under the law of Scotland or Northern Ireland which the  
Secretary of State specifies by order under section 3(2)(b) of SVGA 2006 as  
corresponding to the children’s barred list;  
 
(c)the adults’ barred list (established under section 2(1)(b) of SVGA 2006); (d)a list 
maintained under the law of Scotland or Northern Ireland which the Secretary of State 
specifies by order under section 3(3)(b) of SVGA 2006 as corresponding to the adults’ 
barred list. (6) In this paragraph “prohibition order”, “relevant offence” and “unacceptable 
professional conduct” have the same meanings as in Schedule 2 to the Teaching and 
Higher Education Act 1998. 
 
5.— 
 
(1) Where a person (P) falls within paragraph 3, Case C applies to P’s  
reckonable service. 
 
(2) But Case C does not apply to any of P’s reckonable service in relation to  
which, on the day which would be the entitlement day if Case C were to apply to  
the reckonable service, P has reached the normal pension age. 
 
6.— 
 
(1) The entitlement day for Case C is the latest of the following— 
 
(a)the day on which a person (P) first satisfies Condition 1 (where P satisfies  
Conditions 1, 2 and 3) or Condition 4 (where P does not satisfy Conditions 1, 2  
and 3);  
 
(b)the day after the day on which P ceases to be in pensionable employment, excluded 
employment, on non-pensionable sick leave, on non-pensionable family leave or on a 
career break;  
 
(c)the day which occurs 6 months before the date of the medical report following 
consideration of which the Secretary of State determines that P satisfies Condition 1 
(where P satisfies Conditions 1, 2 and 3) or Condition 4 (where P does not satisfy 
Conditions 1, 2 and 3). (2) But the entitlement day must not be before the date of any 
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previous medical report following consideration of which the Secretary of State did not 
make the determination mentioned in sub-paragraph (1)(c). 
 
Case D: premature retirement 
 
7.—(1) A person (P) falls within this paragraph if— 
 
(a)P ceases to be in pensionable or excluded employment because P’s employment is 
terminated by reason of P’s redundancy or in the interests of the efficient discharge of P’s 
employer’s functions,  
 
(b)P is 55 or over on the date when P falls within paragraph (a),  
 
(c)P’s employer gives written notice to the Secretary of State stating that—  
 
(i)P’s employment was terminated by reason of P’s redundancy or in the interests of the 
efficient discharge of the employer’s functions, and (ii)the employer agrees that retirement 
benefits should become payable to P by virtue of P falling within this paragraph (as a result 
of which P will become entitled to lump sum and annual compensation under regulation 7 
of the Teachers (Compensation for Redundancy and Premature Retirement) Regulations 
1997)(78)),  
 
(d)P receives no compensation under Part 3 of those Regulations as a  
result of the termination of the employment, and (e)P makes an application under  
regulation 107 for retirement benefits on the basis that Case D, and no other  
Case (apart from Case A), applies to P’s reckonable service. (2) Where P’s  
employment falls within category A (as defined by regulation 3(7)(a) of the  
Teachers (Compensation for Redundancy and Premature Retirement) Regulations 1997) 
and the governing body of the school or institution mentioned in that provision requests the 
local authority to do so, the authority must notify the  
Secretary of State as mentioned in sub-paragraph (1)(c). 
 
8.— 
 
(1) Where a person (P) falls within paragraph 7, Case D applies to P’s  
reckonable service. 
 
(2) But Case D does not apply to any of P’s reckonable service in relation to  
which, on the day which would be the entitlement day if Case D were to apply to  
the reckonable service, P has reached the normal pension age. 
 
9.  The entitlement day for Case D is the day after the cessation of the  
employment mentioned in paragraph 7(1)(a). 
 
Case E: early retirement with actuarial adjustment 
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10.— 
 
(1) A person (P) falls within this paragraph if— 
 
(a)P was in pensionable or excluded employment at any time after 29th March  
2000, 
 
(b)P ceases to be in such employment,  
 
(c)P is 55 or over,  
 
(d)where P has equivalent pension benefits in respect of employment between 3rd April 
1961 and 5th April 1975 or a guaranteed minimum pension in respect of employment 
before 6th April 1997 or both, the scheme actuary is of the opinion that the annual rate of 
P’s retirement pension would, if this paragraph applied to P, equal or exceed the sum of 
any equivalent pension benefits and any guaranteed minimum pension, and (e)P makes an 
application under regulation 107 for retirement benefits on the basis that Case E, and no 
other Case (apart from Case A), applies to P’s reckonable service.  
 
(2) Sub-paragraph (1)(d) does not apply where a phased retirement pension or a 
retirement pension has previously become payable to P. 
 
11.— 
 
(1) Where a person (P) falls within paragraph 10, Case E applies to P’s  
reckonable service. 
 
(2) But Case E does not apply to any of P’s reckonable service in relation to  
which, on the day which would be the entitlement day if Case E were to apply to  
the reckonable service, P has reached the normal pension age. 
 
12.—(1) Where a person (P) is not in pensionable or excluded employment on the day on 
which P makes the application mentioned in paragraph 10(1)(e), the  
entitlement day for Case E is such day as P may specify in P’s application,  
which must be no earlier than 6 weeks after the day on which the application is  
made. 
 
(2) Where a person (P) is in pensionable or excluded employment on the day on  
which P makes the application mentioned in paragraph 10(1)(e) and P’s employer agrees 
that retirement benefits should become payable to P by virtue of P falling within paragraph 
10, the entitlement day for Case E is the day after the cessation of the employment. 
 
(3) Where a person (P) is in pensionable or excluded employment on the day on  
which P makes the application mentioned in paragraph 10(1)(e) and P’s employer does not 
agree that retirement benefits should become payable to P by virtue of P falling within 
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paragraph 10, the entitlement day for Case E is— 
 
(a)where P continues to be in the employment for at least 6 months after the  
date on which P asks P’s employer to agree, the day after the cessation of that  
employment;  
 
(b)where P ceases to be in that employment before 6 months have  
expired since the date on which P asks P’s employer to agree, such day as P  
specifies in the application, which must be no earlier than 6 weeks after the  
date on which P’s application is made. (4) Despite sub-paragraphs (1) to (3),  
the entitlement day for Case E cannot be before the day on which P falls within  
paragraph 10. 
 
General 
 
13.  A Case does not apply to reckonable service taken into account in the  
calculation of a phased retirement pension except where the phased retirement  
pension has ceased to be payable under regulation 59 (cessation of phased  
retirement pension). 
 
14.  For the purpose of this Schedule— 
 
(a)a person is not to be treated as ceasing to be in pensionable or excluded  
employment unless at least one day passes without the person being in such  
employment after the person ceases to be in such employment;  
 
(b)a person who ceases to be in pensionable or excluded employment in the 
circumstances mentioned in regulation 33 (payment of bulk transfers) is not to be so 
treated if the person makes a written application for a transfer under paragraph (2) of that 
regulation;  
 
(c)a person who makes an election under regulation 57(7) (election to receive phased 
retirement benefits) after ceasing to be in pensionable or excluded employment is not, as a 
result of that cessation, to be treated as ceasing to be in such employment;  
 
(d)except for the purpose of paragraph 7, a person is to be treated as being in pensionable 
employment during a period in respect of which contributions under regulation 19 (election 
to pay contributions by a person serving in a reserve force) are paid.  
 
Regulation 94 
 
SCHEDULE 8 
 
Adult pension qualification service 
 
Pensions for widows, surviving nominated beneficiaries and widowers with  
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pre-1988 rights 
 
1.— 
 
(1) This paragraph applies where D’s surviving adult is a widow, a surviving  
nominated beneficiary or a widower with pre-1988 rights. 
 
(2) D’s adult pension qualification service is the total of the following— 
 
(a)any period of pensionable employment after 31st March 1972;  
 
(b)any period beginning after 31st March 1972 in respect of which contributions have been 
paid under regulation C9 of TPR 1997 or regulation 19;  
 
(c)any period in respect of which additional contributions have been paid under Schedule 4 
to TPR 1997 or paragraphs 1 to 6 or 8 to 10 of Schedule 5 to TPR 1997 in accordance with 
an election made on or after 31st March 1974;  
 
(d)where a transfer value has been accepted from a comparable British scheme, any 
period which would, immediately before its acceptance, have counted in the scheme for a 
pension for D’s surviving adult;  
 
(e)where a transfer value (other than one mentioned in paragraph (d)) has been accepted, 
any period counting as reckonable service by virtue of the acceptance of the transfer value;  
 
(f)so much of any period counting as reckonable service by virtue of an election under 
regulation 4 of the Teachers’ Superannuation (Policy Schemes) Regulations 1979(79) as is 
attributable to service after 31st March 1972;  
 
(g)any period counting as reckonable service by virtue of regulation 34 of TSR 1976 
(special provision relating to period from December 1973 to March 1974);  
 
(h)any period in respect of which D paid contributions under Schedule 5 (family benefit 
contributions) provided that at the time when the relevant election was made—  
 
(i)D was a married man, in a case where D’s surviving adult is a widow,  
 
(ii)D was a married woman, in a case where D’s surviving adult is a widower with pre-1988 
rights, or  
 
(iii)D had nominated a surviving nominated beneficiary, in a case where D’s surviving adult 
is a surviving nominated beneficiary.  
 
(i)where D was a member, so much of D’s credited service as does not exceed the total of 
D’s normal service, any additional period and any period that fell to be calculated in 
accordance with paragraph 7(3) of Schedule 6 to TPR 1997 and in this sub-paragraph, 
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“member”, “credited service”, “normal service” and “additional period” have the same 
meanings as in paragraph 1 of Schedule 6 (family benefit contributions) to TPR 1997 (as if 
that paragraph were still in force). 
 
Pensions for widowers other than widowers with pre-1988 rights 
 
2.— 
 
(1) This paragraph applies where D’s surviving adult is a widower other than  
a widower with pre-1988 rights. 
 
(2) D’s adult pension qualification service is the total of the following— 
 
(a)any period of pensionable employment after 5th April 1988;  
 
(b)any period beginning after 5th April 1988 in respect of which contributions have been 
paid under regulation C9 of TPR 1997 or regulation 19; (c)any period in respect of which 
additional contributions have been paid under Schedule 4 or 5 to TPR 1997 in accordance 
with an election made after 5th April 1988; (d)where a transfer value has been accepted 
from a comparable British scheme—  
 
(i)any period which consists of, or is attributable to, comparable British service after 5th 
April 1988, and  
 
(ii)any other period which would, immediately before the acceptance of the transfer value, 
have counted in the scheme for a pension for D’s widower;  
 
(e)where D entered pensionable employment after 5th April 1988 and a transfer  
value (other than one mentioned in paragraph (d)) has been accepted, any period counting 
as reckonable service by virtue of the acceptance of the transfer  
value;  
 
(f)any period in respect of which D paid contributions under Schedule 5  
(family benefit contributions) provided that at the time when the relevant  
election was made D was a married woman.  
 
Pensions for surviving civil partners 
 
3.— 
 
(1) This paragraph applies where D’s surviving adult is a surviving civil  
partner. 
 
(2) D’s family benefit qualification service is the total of the following— 
 
(a)any period of pensionable employment after 5th April 1988;  
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(b)any period beginning after 5th April 1988 in respect of which contributions have been 
paid under regulation C9 of TPR 1997 or regulation 19;  
 
(c)any period in respect of which additional contributions have been paid under Schedule 4 
or 5 to TPR 1997 in accordance with an election made after 5th April 1988;  
 
(d)where a transfer value has been accepted from a comparable British scheme any period 
which consists of, or is attributable to, comparable British service after 5th April 1988;  
 
(e)where D entered pensionable employment after 5th April 1988 and a  
transfer value (other than one mentioned in paragraph (d)) has been accepted,  
any period counting as reckonable service by virtue of the acceptance of the  
transfer value;  
 
(f)any period in respect of which D paid contributions under Schedule 5 (family benefit 
contributions) provided that at the time when the relevant election was made D was a civil 
partner.  
 
Pensions for surviving nominated partners 
 
4.— 
 
(1) This paragraph applies where D’s surviving adult is a surviving nominated  
partner. 
 
(2) D’s family benefit qualification service is the total of the following— 
 
(a)any period of pensionable employment after 31st December 2006;  
 
(b)any period beginning after 31st December 2006 in respect of which contributions have 
been paid under regulation C9 of TPR 1997 or regulation 19;  
 
(c)where a transfer value has been accepted from a comparable British scheme, any 
period which consists of, or is attributable to, employment which would, immediately before 
the acceptance of the transfer value, have counted in the scheme for a pension for a 
person (other than D’s surviving spouse or surviving civil partner) with whom at the date of 
D’s death D was living as if they were husband and wife or civil partners;  
 
(d)where D entered pensionable employment after 31st December 2006 and  
a transfer value (other than one mentioned in paragraph (c)) has been accepted,  
any period counting as reckonable service by virtue of the acceptance of the  
transfer value;  
 
(e)any period in respect of which D paid contributions under  
Schedule 5 (family benefit contributions) provided that at the time when the  
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relevant election was made D had nominated a surviving nominated partner.  
 
Periods not counting for adult pension qualification service 
 
5.  Adult pension qualification service does not include any of the following— 
 
(a)any contributions refund period;  
 
(b)any period in respect of which a transfer value or cash equivalent has been paid by the 
Secretary of State. Regulations 96 and 99 
 
SCHEDULE 9 
 
Family benefit service 
 
PART 1 
 
Family Benefit Service: Adults 
 
Pensions for widows and widowers with pre-1988 rights where marriage takes place before 
pensionable employment ceases and for surviving nominated beneficiaries 
 
1.— 
 
(1) This paragraph applies where— 
 
(a)D’s surviving adult is a widow or a widower with pre-1988 rights, and  
 
(b)D was married to that person at any time before ceasing to be in pensionable  
employment.  
 
(2) This paragraph also applies where D’s surviving adult is a surviving nominated 
beneficiary. 
 
(3) For the purpose of sub-paragraph (1) a person is to be treated as being in  
pensionable employment during a period in respect of which contributions under  
regulation C9 of TPR 1997 or regulation 19 are paid. 
 
(4) D’s family benefit service is the total of the following— 
 
(a)the periods counting as D’s reckonable service by virtue of the periods  
referred to in paragraph 1(2)(a) to (g) of Schedule 8 (pensions for widows,  
surviving nominated beneficiaries and widowers with pre-1988 rights);  
 
(b)the period referred to in paragraph 1(2)(h) of Schedule 8;  
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(c)where D was a member, D’s credited service and any period that fell to be calculated in 
accordance with paragraph 7(3) of Schedule 6 to TPR 1997;  
 
(d)any period relating to war service in respect of which an additional contribution has been 
paid under regulation C8(8) of TPR 1997 (additional contributions in respect of war service) 
or Part 4 of Schedule 6 to those Regulations;  
 
(e)any enhancement period calculated in accordance with paragraph 7.  
 
(5) If D’s credited service exceeds the total of D’s normal service and any additional period, 
for the purpose of sub-paragraph (4)(b), D’s credited service must be reduced by one sixth 
of the excess. 
 
(6) In this paragraph, “additional period”, “credited service”, “member” and  
“normal service” have the same meanings as in paragraph 1 of Schedule 6 (family benefit 
contributions) to TPR 1997 (as if that paragraph were still in force). 
 
Pensions for widows and widowers with pre-1988 rights where marriage takes place after 
pensionable employment ceases 
 
2.— 
 
(1) This paragraph applies where— 
 
(a)D’s surviving adult is a widow or a widower with pre-1988 rights, and 
 
(b)D was not married to that person at any time before ceasing to be in pensionable 
employment.  
 
(2) For the purpose of sub-paragraph (1) a person is to be treated  
as being in pensionable employment during a period in respect of which  
contributions under regulation C9 of TPR 1997 or regulation 19 are paid. 
 
(3) D’s family benefit service is the total of the following— 
 
(a)any period counting as D’s reckonable service by virtue of pensionable  
employment after 5th April 1978;  
 
(b)any period counting as D’s reckonable service by virtue of a period beginning after 5th 
April 1978 in respect of which contributions have been paid under regulation C9 of TPR 
1997 or regulation 19;  
 
(c)any period in respect of which additional contributions have been paid under  
Schedule 4 or 5 to TPR 1997 in accordance with an election made after 5th April  
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1978;  
 
(d)where a transfer value has been accepted from a comparable British  
scheme any period which consists of, or is attributable to, comparable British  
service after 5th April 1978;  
 
(e)where D entered pensionable employment after 5th April 1978 and a transfer value 
(other than one mentioned in paragraph (d)) has been accepted, any period counting as 
D’s reckonable service by virtue of the acceptance of the transfer value;  
 
(f)so much of any period counting as D’s reckonable service by virtue of an election under 
regulation 4 of the Teachers’ Superannuation (Policy Schemes) Regulations 1979 as is 
attributable to service after 5th April 1978;  
 
(g)any enhancement period calculated in accordance with paragraph 7.  
 
Pensions for widowers other than widowers with pre-1988 rights.— 
 
(1) This paragraph applies where D’s surviving adult is a widower other than  
a widower with pre-1988 rights. 
 
(2) D’s family benefit service is the total of the following— 
 
(a)the periods counting as D’s reckonable service by virtue of the periods  
referred to in paragraph 2(2)(a) to (e) of Schedule 8 (pensions for widowers  
other than widowers with pre-1988 rights);  
 
(b)the period referred to in paragraph 2(2)(f) of Schedule 8; (c)any enhancement period 
calculated in accordance with paragraph 7.  
 
Pensions for surviving civil partners 
 
4.— 
 
(1) This paragraph applies where D’s surviving adult is a surviving civil  
partner. 
 
(2) D’s family benefit service is the total of the following— 
 
(a)the periods counting as D’s reckonable service by virtue of the periods  
referred to in paragraph 3(2)(a) to (e) of Schedule 8 (pensions for surviving  
civil partners);  
 
(b)the period referred to in paragraph 3(2)(f) of Schedule 8;  
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(c)any enhancement period calculated in accordance with paragraph 7.  
 
Pensions for surviving nominated partners 
 
5.— 
 
(1) This paragraph applies where D’s surviving adult is a surviving nominated  
partner. 
 
(2) D’s family benefit service is the total of the following— 
 
(a)the periods counting as D’s reckonable service by virtue of the periods  
mentioned in paragraph 4(2)(a) to (d) of Schedule 8 (pensions for surviving  
nominated partners);  
 
(b)the period referred to in paragraph 4(2)(e) of Schedule 8;  
 
(c)any enhancement period calculated in accordance with paragraph 7.  
 
PART 2 
 
Family Benefit Service: Children 
 
6.  D’s family benefit service is the total of the following— 
 
(a)any period counting as D’s reckonable service by virtue of any period of  
pensionable employment after 31st March 1972;  
 
(b)any period beginning after 31st March 1972 in respect of which contributions have been 
paid under regulation C9 of TPR 1997 or regulation 19;  
 
(c)any period in respect of which additional contributions have been paid under Schedule 4 
or paragraphs 1 to 6 or 8 to 10 of Schedule 5 to TPR 1997 in accordance with an election 
made on or after 31st March 1974;  
 
(d)where a transfer value has been accepted from a comparable  
British scheme, any period which would, immediately before its acceptance, have  
counted in the scheme for a pension for D’s surviving adult;  
 
(e)where a transfer value (other than one mentioned in paragraph (d)) has been accepted, 
any period counting as reckonable service by virtue of the acceptance of the transfer value; 
 
(f)so much of any period counting as reckonable service by virtue of an  
election under regulation 4 of the Teachers’ Superannuation (Policy Schemes)  
Regulations 1979 as is attributable to service after 31st March 1972;  
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(g)any period counting as reckonable service by virtue of regulation 34 of TSR 1976 
(special provision relating to period from December 1973 to March 1974);  
 
(h)any period of reckonable service in respect of which D paid contributions under 
Schedule 5 (family benefit contributions) for the purpose of making that period count for a 
pension for a widow, a widower with pre-1988 rights or a surviving nominated beneficiary;  
 
(i)any period of reckonable service in respect of which D paid contributions under Schedule 
5 (family benefit contributions) for the purpose of making that period count for a pension for 
a surviving adult and which does not fall within sub-paragraph (h);  
 
(j)where D was a member, D’s credited service and any period that fell to be calculated in 
accordance with paragraph 7(3) of Schedule 6 to TPR 1997, and in this sub-paragraph 
“credited service” and “member” have the same meaning as in paragraph 1 that Schedule 
(as if that paragraph were still in force).  
 
(k)any period relating to war service in respect of which an additional contribution has been 
paid under regulation C8(8) of TPR 1997 (additional contributions in respect of war service) 
or Part 4 of Schedule 6 to those Regulations; (l)any enhancement period calculated in 
accordance with paragraph 7.  
 
PART 3 
 
Supplemental 
 
Enhancement period 
 
7.—(1) This paragraph applies for the purpose of calculating an enhancement  
period if D dies in any of the following circumstances— 
 
(a)D dies in pensionable employment;  
 
(b)D dies during a period in respect of which D is paying additional contributions under 
regulation C9 of TPR 1997 or regulation 19;  
 
(c)D ceases to be in pensionable employment because D is incapacitated and dies within 
12 months after the cessation of the pensionable employment without returning to 
employment in a capacity mentioned in Schedule 2 and before a retirement pension or 
short-service serious ill-health grant in respect of the pensionable employment becomes 
payable;  
 
(d)the period in respect of which D is paying contributions under regulation 19 ends 
because D is incapacitated, and D dies within 12 months after the end of that period 
without returning to employment mentioned in a capacity mentioned in Schedule 2 and 
before a retirement pension or short-service serious ill-health grant in respect of the 
pensionable employment becomes payable;  
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(e)D dies after a retirement pension enhanced under regulation E8 of TPR 1997 
(enhancement of retirement benefits in case of incapacity) or a total incapacity pension 
became payable.  
 
(2) The enhancement period is the factor mentioned in sub-paragraph (6) x the  
period determined in accordance with the table in sub-paragraph (7). 
 
(3) But if the sum of the enhancement period determined in accordance with  
sub-paragraph (2) and the periods of D’s family benefit service (apart from any  
enhancement period) exceeds either of the periods specified in sub-paragraph  
(4), the enhancement period is the longest period which does not cause D’s  
family benefit service to exceed either of those periods. 
 
(4) The periods are— 
 
(a)45 years, or  
 
(b)40 years before D reaches 60.  
 
(5) Where regulation 34 of TSR 1976 (special provisions relating to period from December 
1973 to March 1974) applied to D the number of days which D was treated as having 
purchased is to be added to the period of 40 years referred to in sub-paragraph (4). 
 
(6) The factor is FBS/RRS or, where FBS/RRS is greater than 1, 1. 
 
(7) In sub-paragraph (6)— 
 
FBS is D’s family benefit service apart from the enhanced period; 
 
RRS is D’s relevant reckonable service. 
 
Length of D’s relevant reckonable     Service Period 
      Less than 10 years      Period 1. 
      10 years or more but less than 13 years 123 days  (a)Period 2. 
      13 years 123 days or more     The longer of— 

(b)Period 2, and 
(c)Period 3. 

 
(8) Period 1 is the shorter of— 
 
(a)D’s relevant reckonable service, and  
 
(b)the period beginning when D’s  
pensionable employment ended and ending immediately before D’s 65th birthday.  
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(9) Period 2 is the shorter of— 
 
(a)20 minus D’s relevant reckonable service (in years), and  
 
(b)the period beginning when D’s pensionable employment ended and ending immediately 
before D’s 65th birthday.  
 
(10) Period 3 is the shorter of— 
 
(a)6 years 243 days, and  
 
(b)the period beginning when D’s pensionable employment ended and ending immediately 
before D’s 60th birthday.  
 
(11) For the purpose of this paragraph, D’s relevant reckonable service is D’s reckonable 
service except reckonable service attributable to the following— 
 
 
(a)any past period in respect of which additional contributions have been paid  
in accordance with Part 2 of Schedule 4 of TPR 1997;  
 
(b)any past period, calculated in accordance with Schedule 7 of TPR 1997 in respect of 
which additional contributions have been paid in accordance with Part 1 of Schedule 4 to 
those Regulations or with Schedule 5 to those Regulations;  
 
 
(c)any period counting as reckonable service by virtue of regulation 34 of TSR 1976 
(special provision relating to period from December 1973 to March 1974);  
 
(d)any period relating to war service which D could count as reckonable service by virtue of 
regulations 7 and 72(1)(a) of TSR 1976. (12) For the purpose of this paragraph a person is 
to be treated as being in pensionable employment during a period in respect of which 
contributions under regulation C9 of TPR 1997 or regulation 19 are paid. 
 
Enhancement period (further employment) 
 
8.— 
 
(1) For the purpose of calculating benefits in respect of a period after D  
entered further employment, paragraph 7 (enhancement period) applies with the  
modifications in sub-paragraphs (4) to (7) if the condition in sub-paragraph (2)  
is satisfied. 
 
(2) The condition in this sub-paragraph is satisfied if, before D entered the  
further employment, retirement benefits had become payable because Case E  
applied to D’s reckonable service. 
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(3) Paragraph 7 (enhancement period) does not otherwise apply in relation to  
further employment. 
 
(4) Omit the rows from the table except for the first. 
 
(5) For sub-paragraph (8) substitute— 
 
“(8) Period 1 is the shorter of— 
 
(a)D’s relevant reckonable service in the further employment, and  
 
(b)the period beginning when the further employment ended and ending immediately 
before D’s 60th birthday.”.  
 
(6) Omit sub-paragraphs (9) and (10). 
 
(7) Despite regulation 89 (family benefits (further employment)), the reference  
in sub-paragraph (3) of paragraph 7 to D’s family benefit service is to be taken  
to be a reference to the total family benefit service attributable to employment  
before any further employment and to all further employment 
Regulation 135 
 
SCHEDULE 10 
 
Modified application in certain cases 
 
PART 1 
 
Employment at reduced salary 
 
Application of Part 1 and interpretation 
 
1.— 
 
(1) This Part applies to a person in respect of whom the requirements set out  
in regulation H1(1)(a) to (d) and (f) of TPR 1997 (modified application in case  
of employment at reduced salary) were satisfied. 
 
(2) In this Part— 
 
“new employment” means pensionable employment from the start of pensionable  
employment at the reduced rate of contributable salary mentioned in regulation  
H1(1)(a) of TPR 1997; 
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“previous employment” means pensionable employment up to the end of pensionable 
employment at the previous higher rate of contributable  
salary. 
 
Calculation of benefits other than in service and out of service death  
Grants 
 
2.— 
 
(1) The benefits, except for death grants under regulations 83 (death grant:  
death in service) and 85 (death grant: death out of service), of a person to  
whom this Part applies are the better of— 
 
(a)the benefits calculated without taking into account the modifications made by  
sub-paragraphs (2) to (6), and  
 
(b)the benefits calculated after taking into account the modifications made by those sub-
paragraphs.  
 
(2) Except as provided in sub-paragraphs (3) to (6), these Regulations (except regulations 
83 and 85) apply to a person to whom this Part applies as if the person had been one 
person in relation the previous employment and a separate person in relation to the new 
employment and accordingly apply separately in relation to each of those employments. 
 
 
(3) For the purpose of Chapter 3 of Part 7 (qualification for retirement  
benefits), periods counting towards a qualifying period in relation to one of  
the employments count also in relation to the other. 
 
(4) For the purpose of regulation 42(d) (reckonable service limited to 45  
years), periods counting as reckonable service in relation to one of the  
employments count also in relation to the other; but any period excluded by  
regulation 42 is excluded in relation to the new employment only. 
 
(5) A period for which P has, before the day of the new employment, elected to  
pay contributions under Schedule 4 to TPR 1997 is treated as being in the  
previous employment. 
 
(6) Regulation 97(3) does not have effect so as to preclude the payment the  
payment of a child pension in respect of each of the employments. 
 
PART 2 
 
Policy scheme service 
 
Policy scheme service 
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3.— 
 
(1) If a person has policy scheme service, these Regulations (and Part 1 of  
Schedule 10 to TPR 1997 which continues to have effect by virtue of paragraph 25 of 
Schedule 13) have effect subject to the modifications made by this paragraph. 
 
 
(2) For the purpose of determining whether the person is qualified for  
retirement benefits, the policy scheme service is to be treated as if it is  
pensionable employment beginning after 5th April 1988. 
 
(3) For the purpose of calculating the person’s reckonable service, policy  
scheme service counts as 0.9 times its actual length. 
 
(4) For the purpose of paragraph 2 of Schedule 10 to TPR 1997 (which continues  
to have effect by virtue of paragraph 25 of Schedule 13), the person’s policy  
scheme service is to be treated as service after the end of June 1948. 
 
(5) Where Part 1 of Schedule 10 to TPR 1997 applies no reduction in the amount  
of the person’s retirement pension is to be made under paragraph 5 or paragraph  
6 of that Schedule. 
 
(6) In these Regulations “policy scheme service” has the same meaning as in  
regulation 3(2) of the Teachers’ Superannuation (Policy Schemes) Regulations  
1979(80). 
 
PART 3 
 
Specified country service 
 
Specified country service 
 
4.— 
 
(1) If a person has specified country service, these Regulations have effect  
subject to the modifications made by this paragraph. 
 
(2) The provisions mentioned in sub-paragraph (4) have effect as if references  
to the age of 60 and references to a normal pension age of 60 were replaced by  
references to the age obtained by deducting from 60 years a period of 3 months  
in respect of each complete year of up to 20 years of the person’s specified  
country service and by references to a normal pension age of that age  
respectively. 
 
(3) Sub-paragraph (2) does not apply in relation to the calculation of benefits  
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in respect of further employment. 
 
(4) The provisions are— 
 
(a)regulation 48 (“person with mixed service”: meaning and normal pension age);  
 
(b)regulation 49 (“pre-2007 entrant”: meaning and normal pension age);  
 
(c)regulation 50 (meaning of “NPA 60 reckonable service” and “NPA 65 reckonable 
service”);  
 
(d)regulation 68 (cessation and reinstatement of ill-health pension  
(application received before 6th January 2007));  
 
(e)regulation 69 (cessation of ill-health pension (application received on or after 6th 
January 2007));  
 
(f)regulation 78 (short-service annuity);  
 
(g)regulation 79 (short-service annuity: unauthorised payments)  
 
(5) For the purpose of calculating the person’s reckonable service except for the purpose 
of— 
(a)benefits in respect of any period of further employment, and  
 
(b)benefits under Part 9 (family benefits) specified country service counts as 1.5 times its 
actual length. 
 
 
SCHEDULE 11       Regulation 138(1) 
       
Amendments to the Teachers’ Superannuation (Additional Voluntary Contributions)  
 
Regulations 1994 and the Teachers (Compensation for Redundancy and Premature  
 
Retirement) Regulations 1997 
 
 
PART 1 
 
The Teachers’ Superannuation (Additional Voluntary Contributions) Regulations  
1994 
 
1.  TSAVCR 1994 are amended in accordance with this Part. 
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2.  For regulation 2(2) substitute— 
 
“(2) In these Regulations— 
 
(a)references to the 1999 Act are references to the Welfare Reform and Pensions Act 
1999(81),  
 
(b)references to the 2004 Act are references to the Finance Act 2004(82),  
 
(c)references to the 1989 Regulations are references to the Teachers’  
Superannuation (Additional Voluntary Contributions) Regulations 1989(83),  
 
(d)references to the 1997 Regulations are references to the Teachers’ Pensions  
Regulations 1997(84), and  
 
(e)references to the 2010 Regulations are references to the Teachers’ Pensions 
Regulations 2010.”.  
 
3.  In regulation 2(3)— 
 
(a)in the definition of “civil partner”(85) for “1997 ” substitute “2010”,  
 
 
(b)for paragraph(b) of the definition of “dependant” substitute— “(b)any person  
who is an eligible child as defined in regulation 93 of the 2010 Regulations;  
and”,  
 
(c)in paragraph (c) of the definition of “dependant” for “E22A or E23 of  
the 1997 Regulations” substitute “90 or 91 of the 2010 Regulations”,  
 
(d)in the definition of “ normal pension age”(86) for “1997” substitute 2010,  
 
(e)for the definition of “ old Regulation C9”(87) substitute— ““old regulation C9 of the 1997 
regulations” means regulation C9 of the 1997 Regulations as it had effect before 1st 
January 2007 and— 
 
(a)as it had effect from 1st January 2007 until 1st September 2010 by virtue of paragraphs 
8 and 9 of Schedule 5 to the Teachers’ Pensions etc.(Reform Amendments) Regulations 
2006(88), and 
 
(b)as it has effect by virtue of paragraph 11 of Schedule 13 to the 2010 Regulations;”, 
 
(f)in the definition of “pensionable employment” for “Part B of the 1997 Regulations” 
substitute “Part 2 of the 2010 Regulations”,  
 
(g)in the definition of “ reckonable service” for “D(1)(a) of the 1997 Regulations” substitute 
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“41(1)(a) of the 2010 Regulations”,  
 
(h)in paragraph (a) of the definition of “salary” for “C1 and C2 of the 1997” Regulations 
substitute “regulations 15 and 16 of the 2010 Regulations and regulation C2 of the 1997 
Regulations as it has effect by virtue of paragraph 6 of Schedule 13 to the 2010 
Regulations”, and  
 
(i)in paragraph (b) of the definition of “salary”(89) for “old regulation C9 or  
regulation C10 of the 1997 Regulations” substitute “old regulation C9 of the  
1997 Regulations or regulation 19 of the 2010 Regulations”.  
 
4.  In regulation 7(2)(c) for “old regulation C9 or regulation C10 of the 1997 Regulations” 
substitute “old regulation C9 of the 1997 Regulations or regulation 19 of the 2010 
Regulations”. 
 
5.  In regulation 11(2)(b)(90) for “F1 or F1A of the 1997 Regulations”  
substitute “31 or 33 of the 2010 Regulations”. 
 
6.  In regulation 12(1)(b) for “becomes entitled to payment of retirement  
benefits under regulation E4 of the 1997 Regulations” substitute “satisfies the  
condition for retirement or the condition for retirement following further  
employment specified in regulation 60(2) or (3) of the 2010 Regulations”. 
 
7.  In regulation 13A(5)(91) for “child as defined in the 1997 Regulations”  
substitute “eligible child as defined in the 2010 Regulations”. 
 
8.  In regulation 15(1)(b) for “ C15 of the 1997 Regulations” substitute “22 of  
the 2010 Regulations”. 
 
9.  In regulation 16(3) for “E20(7) of the 1997” Regulations substitute “82 of  
the 2010 Regulations”. 
 
PART 2 
 
The Teachers (Compensation for Redundancy and Premature Retirement) Regulations  
 
1997 
 
10.  The Teachers (Compensation for Redundancy and Premature Retirement)  
Regulations 1997 (92) are amended in accordance with this Part. 
 
11.  In regulation 2 in the definition of “the Pensions Regulations” for “1997”  
substitute “2010” 
 
12.  In regulation 3 
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(a)in paragraph (3) for “1 (as read with regulation 10 of the School Standards  
and Framework Act 1998 (Modification) Regulations 1998, 1A, 4. 6, 7” substitute  
“1 or 6”  
 
(b)for paragraph (4)(93) substitute— “(4) Relevant employment is also  
employment as a teacher by a function provider in connection with the  
performance of a function in respect of which the function provider is accepted  
in accordance with regulation 14 of the 2010 Regulations.”. 
 
(c)after paragraph (4) insert— “(4A) Employment is also relevant employment  
where a person who has made an election under regulation B1A(4)(94) of the  
Teachers’ Pensions Regulation 1997 (provisions for certain organisers) remains  
employed by — 
(a)a local authority, or 
 
(b)a function provider in connection with the performance of a function in respect of which 
the function provider is accepted in accordance with regulation 14 of the Pensions 
Regulations (accepted function providers) to undertake the same, or substantially the 
same, functions as the person was undertaking immediately before the date of the election, 
under either the same contract of employment or under a contract of employment which 
has effect by virtue of regulation 4 of the Transfer of Undertakings (Protection of 
Employment) Regulations 2006.”. 
 
(d)in paragraph (5)—  
 
(i)for “that Schedule” substitute “Schedule 2 to the  Pensions Regulations”, and  
 
(ii)omit sub-paragraph (a), and (e)for paragraph (7)(c) substitute— “(c)category C 
comprises relevant employment as a teacher by a function provider in connection with the 
performance of a function in respect of which the function provider is accepted in 
accordance with regulation 14 of the Pensions Regulations. ”.  
 
13.  In regulation 4(7)— 
 
(a)in sub-paragraph (a) for “50” substitute “55”,  
 
(b)for sub-paragraph (b)(i) substitute— “(i)he then had retirement benefits qualification 
service, within the meaning of regulation 55 of the Pensions Regulations, of at least 5 
years, or”,  
 
(c)in sub-paragraph (b)(ii) for “B5” substitute “9”,  
 
(d)in sub-paragraph (b)(iii) for “B1(4) of the Pensions Regulations” substitute “10 of the 
Pensions Regulations (by virtue of falling within paragraph (2)(c) of that regulation)”,  
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(e)for sub-paragraph (c) substitute— “(c)retirement benefits have not become payable to 
the person by virtue of Case C (incapacity) applying to the person’s  
reckonable service ”,  
 
(f)in sub-paragraph (e)(ii) for “under Case D in regulation E4(5) of the Pensions 
Regulations (premature retirement)” substitute “by virtue of falling within paragraph 7 of 
Schedule 7 to the Pensions Regulations (premature retirement) ”.  
 
14.  In regulation 7— 
 
(a)for paragraph (1) substitute— “(1) A person to whom retirement benefits are  
payable by virtue of Case D (premature retirement) applying to that person and  
to whom— 
 
(a)regulations 61(6) and 62(6) of those Regulations (actuarial reduction of  
retirement pension and retirement lump sum) apply, or (b)regulation 61(7) of  
those Regulations (actuarial reduction of retirement pension) applies is  
entitled to lump sum compensation and to annual compensation under these  
Regulations. ”, 
 
(b)in paragraph (2)— (i)for “E6(5)” substitute “62(6)”, and (ii)after “E15(4)”  
insert “of the Teachers’ Pensions Regulation 1997 (which has effect by virtue of  
paragraph 22 of Schedule 13 to the Pensions Regulations)”.  
 
(c)in paragraph (3)—  
 
(i)after E15(4) ” insert “of the Teachers’ Pensions Regulation 1997 (which has  
effect by virtue of paragraph 22 of Schedule 13 to the Pensions Regulations)”.  
 
(ii)for “E5(6)” substitute “61(6) or (7)”.  
 
(d)in paragraph (4) for “E1 or E5(9)” in both places where that expression occurs substitute 
“61(3) or 120”.  
 
15.  In regulation 8— 
 
(a)in paragraph (1) for “E14” substitute “64”, and (b)in paragraph (2) for  
“E14(3)(a)” substitute “64(5)(a)”.  
 
16.  For regulation 9 substitute— 
 
“Supplementary death grants 
 
9.— 
 
(1) This regulation applies where a death grant may be paid under regulation  
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87 of the Pensions Regulations. 
 
(2) Where this regulation applies a further death grant may be paid by the  
compensating authority of A-B where— 
 
  A is 5 times the rate of annual compensation payable under regulation 7(3) at  
  the date of the person’s death, and 
 
 B is the amount of compensation paid to the person since the compensation became 
payable.(3) But where regulation 8 (abatement of annual compensation during further 
employment) applies any amount by which the annual rate of compensation is reduced is 
to be treated as being payable.”. 
 
17.  In regulation 10— 
 
(a)for paragraph (1) substitute— 
 
 “(1) This regulation applies where the amount of a person’s pension at the short- term rate 
payable under regulation 95 or 98 of the Pensions Regulations is reduced by virtue of the 
combined effect of — 
 
(a)regulation 61(6) or (7), and  
 
(b)regulation 95(2)(d) or 98(3)(d) of the Pensions Regulations.”. 
 
(b)in paragraph (2) for “ to whom the short-term pension is payable under  
regulation E24” substitute “to whom a pension is payable at the short-term rate  
under regulation 95 or 98 of the Pensions Regulations”.  
 
18.  In regulation 12(4)(c) and (5)(a) and (b) for “E5(6) or E6(5)” in each place where that 
expression occurs substitute “61(6) or (7) or 62(6)”. 
 
19.  For regulation 14(1) substitute— 
 
“(1) This regulation applies where a credited teacher dies and a pension— 
 
(a)becomes payable at the short-term rate under regulation 95 or 98 of the  
Pensions Regulations, or 
 
 (b)would have become so payable but for an election under regulation 9 of those 
Regulations.”.  
 
20.  For regulation 15(1) substitute— 
 
“(1) This regulation applies where a credited teacher dies and a pension — 
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(a)becomes payable at the long-term rate under regulation 96 or 99 of the  
Pensions Regulations, or  
 
(b)would have become so payable but for an election under regulation 9 of those 
Regulations. ”.  
 
21.  In regulation 22(6B) for “the accepted function provider (within the meaning of 
regulation B3A(1) of the Pensions Regulations” substitute “the function provider”. 
 
22.  In Schedule 2— 
 
(a)in paragraph 1 for “paragraph 28A of Part VI of Schedule 10 to the Pensions  
Regulations applies” substitute “regulation 81(4) of the Pensions Regulations  
applies by virtue of Case D applying to the person’s reckonable service”, and 
  
(b)for paragraphs 2 and 3 substitute— “2.  The rate of annual compensation is  
the difference between the rate of annual pension in respect of admitted service  
if calculated in accordance with paragraph (2)(a) of regulation 81 of the  
Pensions Regulations without any reduction under paragraph (4) of that  
regulation and the actual rate of annual pension. 
 
3.  The amount of lump sum compensation is the amount by which the lump sum in respect 
of admitted service is reduced by virtue of regulation 81(4) of the  
Pensions Regulations.”. 
 
 
SCHEDULE 12       Regulation 138(2) 
 
 
Revocations 
 

Regulations revoked    References   Extent of revocation 
 
The Teachers’ Pensions Regulations 1997 S.I. 1997/3001   The whole Regulation 
 
The Teachers’ Pensions (Amendment) Regulations1998   S.I. 1998/2255  The whole Regulation 
 
The Teachers’ Pensions (Amendment) Regulations 1999  S.I. 1999/607 The whole Regulations   
 
The Teachers’ Pensions (Employers’ Supplementary Contributions) Regulations 2000 
        S.I. 2000/502  The whole Regulations 
 
The Teachers’ Pensions (Amendment) Regulations 2000 S.I. 2000/665 The whole Regulations 
 
The Teachers’ Pensions (Amendment No. 2) Regulations 2000 S.I. 2000/2431 The whole Regulations 
 
The Teachers’ Pensions (Sharing of Pensions on Divorce or Annulment) Regulations 2000 
S.I. 2000/3028  In regulation 1 the definition of “the 1997 Regulations” 
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          Regulation 2 Schedules 1 to 3 
 
The Teachers’ Pensions (Amendment) Regulations 2001    S.I. 2001/871The whole Regulations 
 
The Teachers’ Pensions (Amendment) Regulations 2002 S.I. 2002/3058The whole Regulations 
 
The Teachers’ Pensions (Amendment) Regulations 2004 S.I. 2004/587 The whole Regulations 
 
The Teachers’ Pensions (Amendment) Regulations 2005 S.I. 2005/2198    Regulations 8 to 35 
 
The Teachers’ Pensions (Miscellaneous Amendments) Regulations 2006 S.I. 2006/736 
    In regulation 1(2) the definition of “the 1997 Regulations” 

        Regulations 14 to 22 
 The Teachers’ Pensions (Miscellaneous Amendments) (No. 2) Regulations  

      2006`S.I. 2006/2214Regulations 1(5) and 3 to 11. 
 

The Teachers’ Pensions etc. (Reform Amendments) Regulations 2006 S.I.  2006/3122 
    Regulation 2(3)  
    Schedule 3 
    Schedule 4 
    Part 3 of Schedule 5. 
 

      The Teachers’ Pensions (Miscellaneous Amendments) Regulations 2008  S.I.  2008/541 
    In Regulation 1(3) the definition of “the 1997 Regulations” 
          Regulations 7 to 18 

 
 
 
 
SCHEDULE 13        Regulation 138(3) 
 
Savings and transitional provisions 
 
PART 1 
 
Interpretation 
 
1.  In this Schedule— 
 
“the revoked instruments” means the regulations revoked by these Regulations;  
And “the commencement date” means 1st September 2010.. (SI 614 2011) 
 
PART 2 
 
General 
 
2.— 
 
(1) Anything done or having effect as if done under or for the purposes of a  

http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2011/614/pdfs/uksi_20110614_en.pdf
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provision of the revoked instruments has effect, if it could have been done  
under or for the purposes of the corresponding provision of these Regulations,  
as if done under or for the purposes of that corresponding provision. 
 
(2) Any reference, whether express or implied, in these Regulations or any other  
instrument or document, to a provision of these Regulations is, so far as the  
context permits, to be construed as including, in relation to the times,  
circumstances and purposes in relation to which the corresponding provision of  
the revoked instruments had effect, a reference to that corresponding provision. 
 
(3) Any reference, whether express or implied, in any instrument or document to  
a provision of the revoked instruments is to be construed, so far as is required  
for continuing its effect, as including a reference to the corresponding  
provision of these Regulations. 
 
(4) Any document made, served or issued on or after the commencement date which  
contains a reference to any of the revoked instruments is to be construed,  
except so far as a contrary intention appears, as referring to, or as in the  
context may require, including a reference to the corresponding provision of  
these Regulations. 
 
(5) Where any provision of the revoked instruments (“the replacement provision”)  
re-enacted, with or without modification, a previous provision revoked by the  
revoked instruments (“the previous provision”) any reference in these  
Regulations to the replacement provision is, so far as the context permits, to  
be construed as including a reference to that previous provision. 
 
3.  The revocation by these Regulations of a transitional provision relating to  
the coming into force of a provision re-enacted in these Regulation does not  
affect the operation of that transitional provision, so far as it remains  
capable of having effect, in relation to the provision as re-enacted. 
 
4.— 
 
(1) The revocation by these Regulations of a provision previously revoked  
subject to savings does not affect the previous operation of those savings. 
 
(2) The revocation by these Regulations of a saving made on the previous  
revocation of a provision does not affect the operation of the saving in so far  
as it remains capable of having effect. 
 
PART 3 
 
Contributions 
 
General 
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5.— 
 
(1) This paragraph applies where a provision of TPR 1997 referred to in this  
Part (“the main provision”) refers to another provision of those Regulations  
(“the cross-referenced provision”). 
 
(2) Where the cross-referenced provision is revoked and re-enacted by these  
Regulations any reference in the main provision to the cross referenced  
provision has effect, in relation to any time after the commencement date, as a  
reference to the provision in these Regulations corresponding to the  
cross-referenced provision. 
 
(3) Sub-paragraph (2) is subject to any express provision in this Part. 
 
Salary on which contributions are payable: elections made under regulation C2 of  
TPR 1997 
 
6.— 
 
(1) Despite the revocation of TPR 1997, regulations C2, C3(4) and G6 of TPR  
1997 continue to have effect in relation to elections made, or having effect as  
if made, under regulation C2 of TPR 1997 before 1st October 2006. 
 
(2) Where an election has been made under regulation G6(2) to (4) the  
obligation, under regulation 30(1)(c), to pay contributions pursuant to that  
election continues to fall on the body which made the election. 
 
Contributions for past period: elections made under regulation C4 of TPR 1997 
 
7.  Despite the revocation of Schedule 3 to TPRAR 2006, paragraphs (9) to (11)  
of regulation C4 of TPR 1997 continue to have effect in relation to elections  
made or having effect as if made under that regulation before 1st January 2007. 
 
8.  Despite the revocation of TPR 1997, Part 1 of Schedule 4 to those  
Regulations continues to have effect in relation to elections made under  
regulation C4 of those Regulations before 1st January 2007. 
 
9.  Where Part 1 of Schedule 4 to TPR 1997 continues to have effect pursuant to  
paragraph 3, paragraph 3 of Schedule 3 to those Regulations also continues to  
have effect (despite the revocation of those Regulations). 
 
Contributions for past period: elections made under previous provisions 
 
10.  Despite the revocation of TPR 1997, Schedule 5 to those Regulations  
continues to have effect where immediately before 3rd February 1998 additional  
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contributions remained to be paid by virtue of regulations 26, 28 or 29 of TSR  
1976 or Part 3 of Schedule 4 to TSR 1988. 
 
Contributions for current period: elections made under regulation C9 of the 1997  
Regulations 
 
11.— 
 
(1) Despite the revocation of Schedule 3 to TPRAR 2006, regulation C9 of TPR  
1997 continues to have effect in relation to elections made under that  
regulation before 28th February 2007. 
 
(2) Where regulation C9 of TPR 1997 continues to have effect by virtue of  
sub-paragraph (1) it has effect as if,— 
 
(a)for paragraph (7)b) there were substituted— 
 
 “(b)the percentage is the aggregate of the rates of contributions determined under 
paragraph 2 or 3 (employees’ contributions) and the rates of contributions determined 
under paragraph 4 (employers’ contributions) of Schedule 3 to the Teachers’ Pensions 
Regulations 2010.”,  
 
(b) the percentage is the aggregate of the rates of contributions set out in paragraph 2 
(employees’ contributions) and paragraph 4 (employers’ contributions) of 
Schedule 3 to the Teachers’ Pension Regulations 2010. (SI 275 2013) 
 
(b)for paragraph (9) there were substituted—  
 
“(9) A late payment of contributions may for special reasons be accepted by the Secretary 
of State; but if a late payment is accepted the person is to pay interest on the  
amount of the contribution at— 
 
(a)4% per annum compounded with yearly rests, where the due date for payment was  
before the commencement date, or  
 
(b)the standard rate where the due date for payment is on or after the commencement date 
from the due date for payment to the date of payment. 
 
(9A) In paragraph (9) “the commencement date” and “the standard rate” (in the  
context of interest) have the same meanings as in the Teachers’ Pensions  
Regulation 2010.” 
 
Reckonable service arising from payment of contributions in respect of past  
Periods 
 
12.  Despite the revocation of TPR 1997, Schedule 7 to those Regulations  

http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2013/275/pdfs/uksi_20130275_en.pdf
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continues to have effect for the calculation of reckonable service in relation  
to contributions for a past period paid in accordance with Schedule 4 or  
Schedule 5 to those Regulations. 
 
Repayment of certain contributions paid for family benefits 
 
13.  Despite the revocation of TPR 1997 regulation C14 of those Regulations  
continues to have effect. 
 
Return of repaid contributions by instalments 
 
14.— 
 
(1) Despite the revocation of TPR 1997 the provisions of those Regulations  
specified in sub-paragraph (2) continue to have effect in relation to elections  
made under regulation C16(3) of those Regulations. 
 
(2) The provisions of TPR 1997 are— 
 
(a)regulation C16(4) except sub-paragraph (a); 
 
 (b)regulation C16(5) to (7);  
 
(c)regulation C16(9);  
 
(d)regulation C17.  
 
Employment not pensionable; contributions not paid 
 
15.  For the purposes of regulation 8 (employment not pensionable: contributions  
not paid) a demand made on or after 1st April 2008 under regulation C18(2) of  
TPR 1997 in respect of contributions of any of the kinds referred to in  
regulation C18(1)(a) of TPR 1997 is treated as a demand made under regulation  
28(5) in respect of contributions of a kind referred to in regulation 28(3)(a). 
Family benefit contributions 
 
16.—(1) Any contributions paid under paragraphs 3, 4, 10, 13A or 13D of Schedule  
6 to TPR 1997 are to be treated for the purposes of Schedules 9 and 10 as paid  
under Part 1 of Schedule 5. 
 
(2) Any election made under the provisions of Schedule 6 to TPR 1997 specified  
in sub-paragraph (3) is to be treated for the purpose of Part 2 of Schedule 5 as  
an election to pay family benefit contributions by monthly instalments. 
 
(3) The provisions of Schedule 6 to TPR 1997 are— 
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(a)paragraph 3;  
 
(b)paragraph 4;  
 
(c)paragraph 10 where the election is to pay family benefit contributions by Method A;  
 
(d)paragraphs 13A and 13D where the election is to pay family benefit contributions by 
Method 1.  
 
(4) Where the person making the election (P) would have been a member (as defined in 
paragraph 1 of Schedule 6 to TPR 1997), if Schedule 6 to TPR 1997 had been in force at 
the date of the election, and wishes to pay contributions by monthly instalments P may 
state in the notice of election that P wishes contributions to be calculated  
on the basis in paragraph 6(1) and (2) of Schedule 6 to TPR 1997 rather than by  
Method 1. 
 
PART 4 
 
Interest on unpaid contributions-transitional and transitory provisions 
 
17.  In this Part— 
 
(a)“the interest change date” is 1st December 2010, and  
 
(b)an “interest invoice” is a notification by the Secretary of State to the person from whom 
the contributions are due of the amount of interest payable up to a date specified  
in the notification.  
 
18.—(1) This paragraph applies where— 
 
(a)on the interest change date contributions remain to be paid (in accordance  
with section 16 of the Interpretation Act 1978(95)) under—  
 
(i)regulation C18(2) of TPR 1997  
 
(ii)regulation C18(5) of TPR 1997  
 
(iii)regulation G7(4) of TPR 1997, and  
 
(b)an interest invoice has been issued by the Secretary of State before the  
interest change date.  
 
(2) This paragraph also applies where— 
 
(a)on the interest change date contributions remain to be paid under regulation  
28(5) or regulation 30(4), and  
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(b)an interest invoice has been issued by the Secretary of State before the interest change 
date  
 
(3) Where this paragraph applies interest is payable— 
 
(a)at the rate specified in paragraph (4), from the date on which the interest  
became payable under the provision in question to the date up to which it is  
calculated in the relevant interest invoice, and  
 
(b)at the standard rate, from the day after the date on which it was calculated in the 
relevant interest invoice to the date of payment.  
 
(4) The rate is the rate specified in relation to the provision in the second column of the 
table and compounded with rests at the intervals specified in the third column of the table, 
Table 
 

Provision Interest Rate 
(%) 

Provision as to rests 

Regulation C18(2) of TPR 1997 4 yearly 

Regulation C18(5) of TPR 1997 4 yearly 

Regulation G7(4) of TPR 1997 8 or 12(see 
note below) 

monthly 

Regulation 28(5) 4 yearly 

Regulation 30(4) 8 monthly 

 
     
      Note; Where contributions remain to be paid under regulation G7(4) of TPR  
      1997 the interest rate is 12% in relation to all contributions payable in  
      relation to pensionable employment before 1st April 2003 and 8% in  
      relation to contributions payable in relation to pensionable employment on  
      or after 1st April 2003. 
       
       
       
       
    
       
(5) In this paragraph “the relevant interest invoice” means the most recent  
interest invoice issued before the interest change date. 
 
19.— 
 
(1) This paragraph applies where, on the interest change date, contributions  
remain to be paid (in accordance with section 16 of the Interpretation Act 1978)  
under any provision referred to in paragraph 18(1)(a) but paragraph 18 does not  
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apply. 
 
(2) Where this paragraph applies interest is payable at the standard rate from  
the day on which the interest became payable under the provision in question to  
the date of payment. 
 
 
20.  This Part, in its application to contributions which remain to be paid  
under TPR 1997 has effect from the date on which interest became payable under  
the provision of TPR 1997 in question. 
 
PART 5 
 
Other provisions 
 
Reckonable service 
 
21.  Despite the revocation of TPR 1997, Schedule 7 to those Regulations  
continues to have effect for the purpose of calculating a person’s reckonable  
service under regulation 41(1)(d). 
 
Further employment commencing before 1st April 1997 
 
22.  Despite the revocation of TPR 1997, regulation E15(1)(a), (2), (3) and (7)  
to (9) continues to have effect for the purpose of calculating benefits under  
Parts 7 (benefits for teachers) and 9 (family benefits) in respect of a person  
who— 
 
(a)became entitled to benefits under regulation E4(2), E4(3) or E4(5) of TPR  
1997, and  
 
(b)subsequently entered further employment before 1st April 1997.  
 
Restriction on average salary: retirement benefits payable on 1st September 2010 
 
23.  Where— 
 
(a)retirement benefits become payable to a person on 1st September 2010, and  
 
(b)the person was in pensionable employment or excluded employment immediately  
before retirement benefits became payable, regulations 26 and 39 do not apply  
but the following provisions of TPR 1997 apply (despite the revocation of TPR  
1997)— 
 
(i)regulation E31(11) to (14);  
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(ii)regulation G8(2) to (8); (iii)regulation H6.  
 
Omit paragraph 24 (actuarial review). 
 
Actuarial Review 
 
24.— 
 
(1) The revocation of regulation G4 of TPR 1997 does not affect the  
obligation on the Government Actuary to make the review referred to in that  
regulation in relation to the account as at 31st March 2008 (insofar as that  
review has not been completed by the commencement date). 
 
(2) If such a review is completed after the commencement date it is to be  
treated as made under regulation 128.  (SI 275 2013) 
 
National Insurance modification of pensions 
 
25.  Despite the revocation of TPR 1997 Part 1 of Schedule 10 to those  
Regulations continues to have effect. 
 
Person formerly members of the National Health Service Pension Scheme 
 
26.  Despite the revocation of TPR 1997 Part 6 of Schedule 10 to those  
Regulations continues to have effect in relation to persons to whom that  
Schedule applied before the commencement date. 
 
Supplemental 
 
27.  Any provision of TPR 1997 which is referred to in— 
 
(a)the paragraphs of regulation E15 of TPR 1997 mentioned in paragraph 22,  
 
(b)the regulations referred to in paragraph 23, and (c)Parts 1 or 6 of Schedule  
10 to those Regulations (mentioned in paragraphs 25 and 26) (“the  
cross-referenced provision”) and which is revoked and re-enacted by these  
regulations has effect, in relation to any time after the commencement date, as  
a reference to the provision in these Regulations corresponding to the  
cross-referenced provision. 
 
EXPLANATORY NOTE 
 
(This note is not part of the Regulations) 
 
These Regulations revoke the Teachers’ Pensions Regulations 1997 (“the 1997  
Regulations”) and regulations which amend the 1997 Regulations. The regulations  
revoked are listed in Schedule 12. 

http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2013/275/pdfs/uksi_20130275_en.pdf
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The Regulations re-enact the provisions of the 1997 Regulations as amended with  
drafting amendments including new concepts and re-ordering of some provisions  
and some changes of substance. The principal changes of substance are as  
follows. 
 
Pensionable employment (Part 2) 
 
Regulation 7 provides that a person who is on adoption, maternity, paternity or  
parental leave is only in pensionable employment if the person is in receipt of  
at least half salary or statutory pay. 
 
Regulation 10 brings together all the provisions providing for a person to make  
an election that employment should be pensionable. The effect is therefore that  
there is now a time limit on electing that employment in Part 2 or 3 of Schedule  
2 should be pensionable. 
 
Regulation 12 makes specific provision for part-time employment between 8th  
April 1976 and 1st May 1995 to be pensionable. An election for this purpose must  
be made before 1st September 2012. Currently, if a person wishes such employment  
to be pensionable that person has to make a claim under the Equal Pay Act 1970  
which is either litigated or settled. 
 
Regulation 13 provides for additional grounds for accepted schools - which are,  
broadly speaking, independent schools - to lose their accepted status. 
Contributions (Part 3) 
 
Regulation 15 provides additionally that paid parental leave is pensionable. 
 
Regulation 16 introduces new requirements to be satisfied if the value of  
residential accommodation is to form part of contributable salary. There is now  
a time limit on requests for the value of such accommodation to form part of  
contributable salary, and the employer must carry out regular reviews of the  
value of the residential accommodation. 
 
The option in regulation C16 of the 1997 Regulations to return repaid  
contributions in instalments is not re-enacted; however, savings provisions in  
Schedule 13 allow for existing payments in instalments to continue. 
 
Schedule 3, which brings together employers’ and employees’ contributions,  
contains provision whereby the Secretary of State can decide that there should  
be tiered employee contributions. 
 
Schedule 4 which relates to the payment of contributions for an additional  
pension now also provides that the former employer of a person whose final  
salary has been restricted under regulation 39 may elect within 6 months of the  
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end of the employee’s employment to pay a lump sum to provide an additional  
pension for the former employee. 
 
In Schedule 5, which relates to contributions for family benefits, the  
restriction whereby a woman had only one opportunity to elect to pay additional  
contributions to cover her pre-1988 service has been removed. 
In regulation 28, new provision is included under which the employer is obliged  
to pay employees’ contributions which the employer should have deducted  
irrespective of whether such contributions have been deducted. Contributions are  
only recovered directly from the employee if any are still due after the  
employee has left the employment. 
 
Regulation 30 contains a new provision whereby, if any payment of contributions  
required from the employer is not made on time, a further payment of up to £100  
may be required (in addition to interest at the standard rate – see below). 
 
Transfers (Part 4) 
 
Regulation 34 is a new provision which gives the Secretary of State power to  
reduce a person’s transfer value if a lifetime allowance charge arises for which  
the Secretary of State has a liability. 
 
Average salary (Part 5) 
 
Regulation 39 contains new provisions on the restriction of average salary where  
there have been substantial increases in the last 3 years of pensionable  
employment. In place of a restriction by reference to the “standard increase”  
this regulation imposes a restriction by reference to increases of more than  
£5000 (index linked) or 10%. As at present, the Secretary of State must repay  
contributions referable to the “excess” salary (regulation 26). 
 
Benefits (Parts 7 to 10) 
 
In regulation 57, which provides for an election to receive phased retirement  
benefits the minimum percentage by which a person’s contributable salary must  
reduce to enable a phased retirement election is changed from 25% to 20%. Also  
provision has been made to disregard a standard increase (defined in paragraph  
(13)(a)) awarded to a person on the first day of a phased retirement period or  
(where the person enters new employment) before the person takes up the new  
employment. 
 
In regulation 59, reflecting the first change in regulation 57 the threshold  
which would cause a phased retirement pension to fail is raised from 75% to 80%. 
Case B in regulation E4 of the 1997 Regulations is not re-enacted (but Cases C  
(ill-health retirement), D (premature retirement) and E (early retirement with  
actuarial adjustment) which are in Schedule 7 to these Regulations are not  
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re-lettered). 
 
Regulation 71 deals with enhancement of pension where a person has previously  
been entitled to an ill- health pension, returns to pensionable employment and  
then becomes entitled to retirement benefits. Paragraph (9) of this regulation  
makes it clear that where a person, on returning to pensionable employment is a  
person with mixed service then the enhancement is calculated on the basis of a  
person’s normal pension age of 65 (1/60th of average salary for each year of  
reckonable service and no lump sum). 
 
Regulation 72 is new and gives power for the Secretary of State to reduce a  
pension if the combination of enhancement under regulation 71 and total  
incapacity benefits result in a pension which appears excessive in the light of  
the period up to the date on which the person would normally have retired. 
Regulation 78 is new, and provides for an annuity to be paid where a person is  
entitled to repayment of contributions which cannot be paid because such a  
payment would be an unauthorised payment under the Finance Act 2004. 
Regulation 79. The ill- health grant can only now be paid under this regulation  
if a person has a limited life expectancy. Accordingly, the name of the grant  
has been changed from a “short-service incapacity grant” to a “short-service  
serious ill-health grant”. Under the 1997 Regulations, if a person received a  
short-service incapacity grant but then returned to pensionable employment and  
became entitled to retirement benefits, the short-service incapacity grant would  
be deducted from the lump sum. This provision is not re-enacted; instead if a  
short-service serious ill-health grant has been paid in these circumstances the  
person is treated as having entered further employment (regulation 4). 
Regulation 83. A change is made so that a death grant can be paid where a person  
is in a reserve force who was paying contributions became incapacitated but died  
within 12 months (and before payment of an incapacity pension is initiated). 
Regulation 105 contains new provisions under which a pension credit member may  
draw a pension at the age of 55. Such a pension is actuarially reduced. 
 
Other provisions 
 
Regulation 112 (interest on late payment of benefits) contains a new provision  
that the Secretary of State need not pay interest if there is a delay in the  
Secretary of State being given evidence of continuing entitlement to a pension.  
This is linked to regulation 115. 
 
Regulation 114 is new and gives express power for the Secretary of State to  
cease to pay, withhold, or recover payment where there was no entitlement. 
Regulation 115 is also new and provides that the Secretary of State may require  
evidence of continuing entitlement to benefits. If such evidence is not  
produced, benefits may be withheld. 
 
Regulation 116 now provides additionally for a pension credit member to be able  
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to commute part of a pension into a lump sum. 
 
Regulation 119 which provides for the commutation of small pensions has been  
extended so that a family member can commute a small family pension. 
 
Regulations 123 and 124 are new. Regulation 123 provides that where there is a  
liability on the Secretary of State to pay a lifetime allowance charge, the  
Secretary of State must pay it and make a corresponding reduction in benefits.  
Regulation 124 contains a general prohibition on unauthorised payments under the  
Finance Act 2004. 
 
Under regulation 128, the actuarial review of the Teachers Pension Budgeting and  
Valuation Account need not be laid before Parliament. 
 
A new standardised rate of interest is introduced (regulation 129) which applies  
to late payment of contributions and payment of back contributions where an  
election that employment is to be pensionable is backdated. The rate is related  
to the increase in the Retail Prices Index plus 3.5% (and it is 3.5% if the  
Retail Prices Index has decreased). Transitional provisions in Part 4 of  
Schedule 13 cover the position up to 1st December 2010. 
 
The amendments to the Teachers (Compensation for Redundancy and Premature  
Retirement) Regulations 1997 include an amendment raising the minimum age which  
has to be reached to be entitled to compensation under those Regulations from 50  
to 55 (Schedule 11, paragraph 13(a)). 
 
(1)1972 c.11; section 9 was amended by sections 4, 8, and 11 of the Pensions  
(Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1990 (c.7) and paragraph 7 of Schedule 8 to the  
Pension Schemes Act 1993 (c.48) and article 107 of S.I. 2001/3649; section 12  
was amended by section 10 of the Pensions (Miscellaneous Provisions Act) 1990.  
Amendments to section 24 are not relevant to these regulations(2)See S.I.  
1981/1670.(3)S.I. 2006/246.(4)1992 c. 13(5)This is also available on HM  
Treasury’s website; http://www.hm-treasury.gov.uk(6)2008 c.25(7)Schedule 4A was  
inserted by the Enterprise Act 2002 (c.40), Schedule 20.(8)Schedule B1 was  
inserted by the Enterprise Act 2002, Schedule 16.(9)Section 497A was inserted by  
section 8 of the School Standards and Framework Act 1998(c.31); subsection (4A)  
was inserted by section 60 of the Education Act 2002 (c. 32).(10)1999  
c.27(11)Regulation B3A was inserted by S.I. 2000/665.(12)Regulation C1A was  
inserted by S.I. 2008/541.(13)1996 c.18. Chapter 1 of Part 8 was substituted by  
Schedule 4 to the Employment Relations Act 1999 (c. 26) and amended by section  
17 of the Employment Act 2002 (c. 22).(14)S.I. 2006/364(15)1996 c.14(16)1951 c.  
65(17)1996 c.18; Part 8 was amended by Schedule 4 to the Employment Relations  
Act 1999 (c.26) and sections 1 and 3 of the Employment Act 2002 (c.22).(18)1970  
c.41; relevant amending enactments are the Sex Discrimination Act 1975 (c. 65)  
section 8(1), S.I.1983/1794 and 2005/2467.(19)1992 c. 4; section 19(4) was  
amended by the National Insurance Contributions Act 2002 (c.19), Schedule 1,  
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paragraph(20)S.I. 1996/1462; Part 3 was amended by S.I.1997/786 and  
2005/555.(21)1975 c. 57; section 1 was amended, and the period for which it had  
effect extended to end with 31st July 1978, by the Price Commission Act 1977  
(c.33), section 17; references to limits set out in documents laid before  
Parliament in 1976 and 1977 were added by S.I. 1976/1097 and 1977/1294.(22)S.I.  
1981/934(23)1951 c.65(24)S.I.1979/47(25)Regulation C1A was inserted by S.I.  
2008/541.(26)1988 c.1; section 509C (repealed by FA 2004) was inserted by  
Finance Act 1989(c. 26), Schedule 6, paragraph 4.(27)S.I. 2006/364(28)S.I.  
1995/300(29)The Universities Superannuation Scheme was established by a  
Declaration of Trust of 2nd December 1974 and is currently governed by a  
Declaration of Trust of 7th February 1994 and the rules adopted by the Deed of  
Consolidation of 1st October 2003 and subsequently amended by deeds of  
amendment.(30)S.I. 1997/1612 revoked but with savings by S.I. 2008/238.(31)S.I.  
1997/311(32)S.I. 1997/311(33)Paragraph 3A of Schedule 29 was inserted by section  
159 of the Finance Act 2006 (c.25).(34)1870 c.35(35)1998 c.11(36)1965 c.32; the  
amount currently specified, in S.I. 1984/539 is £5000.(37)S.I. 2009/1171(38)1911  
c.28, 1920 c.75, 1939 c.121, 1989 c.6.(39)2006 c.46(40)1996 c.56(41)2002  
c.32(42)2004 c.12(43)2004 c.12(44)2006 c.41(45)2006 c.42(46)1995 c.26(47)1971  
c.56(48)1993 c.48(49)1972 c.11(50)2006 c.47(51)1999 c.30(52)S.I.  
1997/3001(53)S.I. 2006/3122(54)S.I. 1967/489 revoked by S.I. 1976/1987(55)S.I.  
1976/1987 revoked by S.I. 1988/1652(56)S.I. 1988/1652(57)S.I. 1994/2494(58)S.I.  
2002/2788(59)1965 c.51; relevant provisions were continues in force by S.I.  
1974/2057(60)1988 c. 40(61)S.I. 1999/3312 to which there are amendments not  
relevant to these Regulations.(62)Section 101B was inserted by section 37 of the  
Welfare Reform and Pensions Act 1999 (c.30).(63)1992 c.4(64)Section 9(2B) was  
inserted by section 136 of the Pensions Act 1995 (c.26).(65)1965 c.74; section  
25 was repealed by the Superannuation Act 1972 (c.11).(66)S.I. 2006/246(67)S.I.  
1981/1794(68)1992 c.13(69)1989 c.41(70)Section 60 was amended by the Care  
Standards Act 2000 (c.14) Schedule 4 paragraph 14(9).(71)2000 c.6(72)S.I.  
1972/1582(73)Section 507A and 407B were inserted by section 6(1) of the  
Education and Inspections Act 2006 (c.40).(74)The Principal Civil Service  
Pension Scheme is made by the Minister for the Civil Service under section 2 of  
the Superannuation Act 1972.(75)1991 No. 2(76)The General Teaching Council for  
England was established pursuant to section 1 of the Teaching and Higher  
Education Act 1998 (c.30).(77)The General Teaching Council for Wales was  
established pursuant to section 8 of the Teaching and Higher Education Act 1998  
and S.I. 1998/2940.(78)S.I 1997/311.(79)S.I. 1979/47(80)S.I. 1979/47(81)1999  
c.30(82)2004 c.12(83)S.I. 1989/946(84)S.I. 1997/3001(85)The definition of “civil  
partner” was inserted by S.I. 2005/2198.(86)The definition of “normal pension  
age” was inserted by S.I. 2006/3122.(87)The definition of “old regulation C 9”  
was inserted by S.I. 2008/541.(88)S.I. 2006/3122(89)Paragraph (b) of the  
definition of “salary” was amended by S.I. 2008/541.(90)Regulation 11(2) was  
substituted by S.I. 2006/2214.(91)Regulation 13A was inserted by S.I.  
2000/3028.(92)S.I.1997/311(93)Regulation 3(4) was substituted by S.I.  
2000/664(94)Regulation B1A was inserted by S.I. 2004/587(95)1978 c.  
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